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The ship comes in 
And within hours of its arrival, 
hundreds of locals climbed on. 
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Women say they're persecuted 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
THREE women who were evicted Aug. 31 from an apart- 
ment here say they and the man they call their leader and 
saviour are being persecuted for their religious beliefs. 
Rebecca Wallace, Georgia Brown and her mother, 
Wilma Alexander, spent a part o f  last week sleeping out- 
doors while Michael Wallace was held in police cells here 
for allegedly obstructing and assaulting a police officer 
during the eviction. 
Wallace, known to some as Michael the Archangel, ap- 
peared in court twice last week. Without the lawyer he 
wanted to represent him present, Wallace spent the 
weekend in jail. He was scheduled to have a lawyer 
represent him at a bail heating yesterday. 
Wallace also claims the police assaulted him during his 
eviction last week. 
The series of events urrounding Wallace and his three 
followers have now drawn the close attention of police. 
Terrace RCMP are investigating the group's religious 
beliefs and background. 
"We're performing historical checks on him (Wallace). 
It's good to have a profile of who he is," said Sgt. Daroy 
Gollan Friday. He wouldn't elaborate further. 
The three women say their beliefs are simple. 
"We follow the Bible ~ nothing else," says Brown 
while pulling a worn copy out of a knapsack at her feet. 
"Most people don't understand and that's why the cult 
Market 
mmour started," says Brown. 
The trio take the B~le literally and Brown explains by 
reading a Corinthians passage out loud. 
It says women should not be touched by men until mar- 
riage. She uses it to explain even the smallest contact be- 
tween unmarried people could transfer lustful spirits. 
She says that even Michael is forbidden from touching 
anyone but his own wife, Rebecca. Brown explains that 
women, when married, are easily diverted from the Bible's 
teachings so God prefers ingle women. 
Michael and Rcbecca's marriage will provide children 
for God, she says. The women wish more people would 
see the world their way. 
They lived for a time in Prince Rupert, the city where 
Wallace met the three women, and attempted to recruit 
members in that coastal city. 
Brown says they had informal Bible study ineetings in 
Prince Rupert but have limited their activities here to being 
visible on the streets. 
"If  people didn't believe us that's fine, we just asked 
them to come back," says Brown. 
Alexander explains the group renounces all religion be- 
cause they're hypocritical and 'hand-made.' She says the 
group won't have to face persecution because God will 
soon take his chosen home. REBECCA WALLACE, Wilma Alexander, and Georgia Brown read their Bibles 
outside of the courthouse last week while waiting for word on what will happen to 
Cont'd Page A2 their leader, Michael Wallace. He faces charges of assaulting a police officer. 
debate Two housing 
,ooms projects get 
hefty grants dors want to make one thing clear to city officials at a meet- 
ing at city hall Friday - they ~' 
don't want o move. THE REAL ESTATE FOU/ffDATION has given $175,000 
"What they want is for us to in grants to two non-profit seniors housing projects here. 
make suggestions where we The Elks are getting $100,000 to help with the construe- 
want to be," said market tion of a housing project on Tetrault near Mills Memorial organizer Lynne Christiansen. 
"But that's ridiculous. We're Hospital while the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation is 
not going to do that. They're getting $75,000 for its Heritage House project on the 
pushing us until we say maybe bench. 
we'll move, but we're happy Formed in 1988, the Real Estate Foundation of British 
where we are." Columbia hdps with housing using income from the inter- 
City officials want to move est generated by the general trust accounts of real estate 
the market to the southern end agents across the province. 
of downtown where it can help ;' It is a non-profit corporation whose mandate is to make 
increase business there, grants to non profit organizations in support of education, 
They also want the market law reform, research and good works related to real estate off the valuable piece of land 
on Davis Avenue, saying it's and land use. 
being underutilized. However, Since 1988, the foundation has awarded over $16 rail- 
what planners have in mind lion in housing rants. 
for the land has yet to be Heritage House, a $3.2 million project, will consist of 41 
determined, units of supportive seniors housing, a term describing 
Christiansen wants to know people who can live independently but who may also need 
how each councillor stands on a minimum level of services, like Meals on Wheels. 
the issue. The grant awarded to the 1LE.M. Lee Hospital Founds. 
"I don't think we should tar tion is intended to assist with the cost of preparing at- 
them all with one brush,"she chitectural plans for the exterior of the building, 
said. "I know some of them 
support the market - OIga preliminary construction drawings, and other.information 
Power was voted in on this required to apply for a development permit. 
issue." The $100,000 going to the Elks project will assist with 
Vendors like Carol Freeman the construction of a four-storey 22-unit senior citizen's 
are adamant about staying put. apartment building. A few of the units will be rented to 
'"Everybody knows to come low income seniors. 
here - it's a stop," Freeman.. Purchasers of the strata title units will be restricted to re- 
"lf we were out by the high- " selling their units at the same price as they originally paid 
way, no-one would know to for it, or at the same ratio of unit price to typical market 
come. This is a filmily area." 
Freeman is worried she'd values set at the time of the sale. For example, if an 
lose the customers living in original buyer bought their unit at 85 per cent of the 
the neighbourhood who walk market price, they would only be allowed to sell it in the 
to the market, particularly the future at 85 per cent of whatever the market price hap- 
seniors citizens from Willows. pened to be. 
Market regulars, likeAIlison The Elks housing project was supposed to have been 
Palmer and Myra Philpot, say completed by this September, but the Elks have yet to 
the markets current location complete construction plans., 
seems peffect. Beautiful " Inn  sense we were disappointed about postponing," 
"It's so settled. Everyone []   oms said Lawrence Baker, chairperson of the Terrace Elks 
knows where it is," Pahner A DAZZUNG display of flowers await admirers on St., beside Christy Park. The blooms are almost Senior Housing Project. "We'd like to get started next 
said. "There's more atmos- the edge of Manuel Falcao's small farm. This finished, but it's now harvest lime for corn, and spring. It's too late now. " phere here than downtown. It's 
got a rural feel. It's so hotbed of agriculture is at the north end of Sparks Manuel's pumpkins will also soon be ready. Heritage House is on track for a construction start of nest 
relaxing," spring as well. 
$14m multiplex plan being trimmed 
By JEFF NAGEL should there be a smaller theatre, do we really need She said the all-inclusive proposal that was most envisioned in the final plan. That option would see 
A DELUXE plan for a multiplex that would cost an squash courts - are those already provided by the pri- recently examined would have cost too much. "It was Terrace Little Theatre contribute to the capital cost of 
estimated $14 million is now being pared down to a vate sector," he said. higher than we felt comfortable with," she said. the project, rather than continue their plan to build a 
level hoped more palatable to taxpayers. The commitlee plans to present whatever boiled- "We asked for the world," Hawes added. "Then we new standalonc theatre. 
City planner Dave Trawin said city council rep Linda down option emerges as its final recommendation at asked what is it that can appeal to the greatest number But she said predicted even arts and music groups in 
Hawes had indicated in meetings of the advisory design another open house scheduled for Sept. 30. and we can afford." town will be supportive, 
committee she'd like the project cost trimmed to around : Hawes refused to discuss the anticipated price of the Four earlier scenarios presented in July to the corn- "Every group in Terrace will have something for 
$10 million, project or its components. ' mittee by Consultants Johnston Sport Architecture them;' Hawes said, 'I think the public wiU be pleased.,, 
"They're now looking at how can we cut it where we She said it was the decision of the committee that ranged from $7.5 million to $10.5 million, One recommended change from previous models, she 
can still get what everyone wants and still have a budget those details would remain under wraps until the final All those scenarios included asecond sheet of ice and added, was the creation of a central foyer/meeting place. 
that's acceptable toeveryone;' Trawln said. : recommendation was presented, a package of other multi-use coin onents She said there are also aspects of the design that ,, P He saidthe $14 rail ion resign'to be built next to the It is heine adjusted" she . . . . . . . . . . .  '- . . . . . . . . .  '--- --= . . . . .  . . . . .  : ' ;  . . . .  
. . . .  , __ . : . .  . . . .  o ~ , ~u,u. ~vcn muugn we ~,e mare omerence was wnemer me lacil ty WOUlO ! g ' g smaller break- should allow for both lar ,e meetm s and 
arena - includes a tlOuole gymnasium ann 2:~o,seat : :would have a figure for construction of this comp ex it include a'single.gymnasium or a double mnasium out groups when conventions are held at the centre' : , -~ . . . .  . . ,  . : , ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . .  gY , 
theatre. ~: ..... : ;..:: : .: ~ ~ wouldn t include the operating cost and all of it has to and possibly a 250'seat drama theatre i i Any large:Scale borrowing by the city would first 
"They're now looking at snould it be a single gym, be affordable.',, , .... Hawes would not say whether adrama theatre is now haveto be approved by referendum, : :  
I 
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From front 
STOP Press 
Bear carcass rots 
after electrocution 
RESIDENTS of the 3900 block Dabble want a smelly 
bloated bear moved fi'om their front yards. 
The yearling is thought to have electrocuted itself Saturday 
morning when dogs scared it up a tree that crossed local dec- 
trical lines. 
Since then, the rotting mass has been waiting out the long 
weekend when conservation fficers get back to work. 
"l'na surprised, amazed and annoyed that we can't get this 
thing moved," said resident Claudette Sandecki, who added 
the bear has ahnost doubled in size since Saturday morning. 
RCMP officers came out and agreed it was dead but said 
not to touch it, she said. 
Sandecki said the carcass could have been used for meat or 
by a local taxidermist. 
"But now it's a total waste," she said. 
Saudecki was also concerned that elementary students at 
the school half a block away could thee future run ins with 
bears. 
"Everyone should just be aware, that's all." 
Traffic safety stressed 
1F YOUR kids are going back to school this September, 
Terrace RCMP want to make sure they're safe. 
And, says Constable Kurt Grabinsky, Terrace RCMP 
will watch local driving habits a little closer in September to 
do just that. 
Each week, officers will focus on different aspect of safe 
driving. 
Between Sept. 6-12 drivers will get a $144 fine if caught 
not yielding to pedestrians. 
Fron~ Sept. 14-19 it's seatbeit check time, with the 
emphasis on drivers who don't buckle themselves or their 
children up. The fine - a whopping $86. 
And if you or your kids ride bikes to school, 7nake sure 
they're wearing helmets. 
From Sept. 20-26 RCMP will focus on cyclists not wear- 
ing helmets and the fine is $29. 
And fi'om Sept. 27 - Oct. 3 officers will be observing 
intersections tomake sure drivers obey stop signs and traffic 
signals. The ticket will be $144. 
Marijuana arrest 
\ 
POLICE arrested and charged a resident for allegedly 
growing marijuana Friday. 
The 34-year-old Terrace woman was charged for posses- 
sion of a controlled substance Police seized three large 
marijuana plants, six starter plants and a few seeds from a 
Muller Avenue home. 
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Ch i ropractor  
4635 Lazelle, Terrace @ 
MSP, ICBC, WCB ACCEPTED 
Dynamic Gait Analysis and 
Prescription Orthotics Now 
Available. 
For  Appo in tment  638-8165 
The Fountain of Youth 
WelL.It is now a reality. Over 28,000 scientific studies 
confirm the fact. The a~!!ng process can I:m. reversed by 10 to 
~'u years or more wdh Human Growth Hormone. HGH 
occurs naturally in the IxxJ),. Unfortunately, as we ago, the 
pituitary gland slows down and secretions of this vilal hor- 
mone dad,ease, allowing ~e anin~l process to accelerate. 
Area dramatically improved'by ,ncreasing HGH levels are: 
ioSesXs drive~.wrinkhs, energy, hair co!our an~l growth, weight 
ass, carmovascular issues, lungs, bones, immune system, 
wounds, sleep, and memory. Sounds like somelhln~ out of a 
sc once fid on movie deesdt it. Well. this is for ma[ This col- 
umn is not long enounh to elaborate on Ihe amaz nl~ statis- 
tics re,,ted in the flaw England Journal of Medicine and 
many other prestigious medical pa~rs. (Read Grow Young 
with HGH by Dr. Ronald Klalz, President of Ihe Academy o1: 
Anti-Aglng) 
Unll.f.recen!ly, growth hormone therapy has only been 
available in the ~rm of injections that liave been prohibi- 
tively ...expensive" ($800 . . . .  to $2500 U.:S a month) PersonalS, I
am not interested m ml.edions, es .p~. rally whan what you're 
iniecling is a synthehc ~enetically enaineered bacteria 
spliced with the I~uman HCJH gone manuf~cfured by abora- 
tory scientists in a controlled environment. I have &scavered 
an all natural product hat coaxes the pituitary to release its 
own growth hormone. These HGH orecursors are natur~ 
substances whi~;h may be more effective Ihan HGH iniec- 
.~.s.. (And considerably less costty) If yau are interested n 
reversing the agin~ process naturally, let me know and III be 
happy to pqss the mlormat oi~ on Io yg.u. This is an amazing 
lime to be aliva...and happily it Iooki ike some of us may b~ 
around to enjoy it [or longer than we ever Ihought possible. 
Save $50 on a Cascade 
Hot and Cold Water Cooler 
for the month of September. ' 
_OOA 
PURIF IED BOTTLED WATER 
4456 Greig Ave .635-2341 
Persecution 
In the meanthne, the women do whatever Wallace asks 
of them - -  including hiding in the woods if they have to, ., 
They say they would prefer to sleep in the rain instead of, 
taking shelter at a local transition house. Alexander says " 
workers there are connected to the human resources minis- 
try. It's a ministry they'd rather stay away fiom since 
Wilma Alexander admitted cashing two monthly welfare 
cheques in August when she should have received only 
One. " 
The trio does take meals at the transition house and, dur- 
ing the daytime, seek shelter at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre. 
Debbie Sea,borough of the transition house says workers 
there help all women Who come in and that no one is ever 
pressured into contacting overnment ageuts. 
" I  don't know where they'd get that idea," she said, ad- 
ding homeless women are usually allowed to stay for up to' 
two weeks. 
Sawmi l l  restarts on 
work share plan 
SKEENA SAWMILLS workers went back to work yesterday 
as part of an anticipated federal work-sharing program. 
Although the program only has verbal approval from Human 
Resources Development Canada officials and no actual contract, 
West Fraser general manger Lou Poulin said the company called 
its employees back to work immediately. The 150 mill workers 
are returning to work on a one-shift only basis. 
That means they'll all work half time, and employment insur- 
ance benefits under the work sharing program will pick up most 
of the remaining half of their pay. 
IWA local 2171 members here voted 85 per cent Aug. 30 in 
favour of the proposal, which will see them collect reduced pay- 
cheques. It will last 26 weeks. 
Final paperwork must be completed and additional information 
must be provided before final approval is issued, HRDC director 
Shirley Kimery said. 
"If I don't have ink - signatu.res on the bottom of this thing - 
we don't have a legal position," she noted. But Kimery was opti- 
mistic the necessary work would be completed. 
Without the work-share program, West Fraser indicated it 
could only have aflbrded to run one shift of the sawmil I. 
That would have resulted in just 65 people working, and the 
remaining nearly 90 workers being laid off. 
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BOX 22, 
IMPROVING ]brrace, B.C. 
YOUR V8G 4A2 
ODDS 
HUW AGAINST Anne Evans 
~a,~ smo~ C~NAOA'S 638-1966 
• rouN~o~ #1 KILLER 
Major Credit Cards 
Accepted 
Your donation is 
tax deductible 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, "along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card, 
/ 
), 
F" ....... lus 
Birthday Sale For 
The Month Of September 
20 0ff 
• A l l  framing and pictures 
• Everything in the Hobby Store 
We don't do all the framing in 
town, we just do the bestI 
picl-ures plus 
#1 - 2912 S. Eby  St.,  Ter race  
Ph:  635-7211 Fax~ 635-2442 
' .  . • 
CANADIAN TIRE 
www.canadiantire.com 
Or Emall us at 
www.cant l re. terrace@osg.net  
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
www.ter raceautomal l . com 
 cel]uildem 
Dott eentero 
www.terracebuilders.com 
terrace.automall@osg.net 
. . . . . . . .  The Terrace Standard 
) I~dNUARU standard@kermode.net 
• 
terracebullders@, osg.net 
webmte/emafl address. 
could be here! 
Contact us at 638-7283 
i l [ ' |  t l l  | I [~ [ : - ]  g1 : - I  4i~.1 it ('t.] ~ ,= 
:t :  I]Rm$11 COLUMIIIA LUN{; ,L~,~OCI.fflON 
731.LUNG cr  1-800-66S-LUNG 
CORRECTION NOTICE 
WE WISH TO DFIAW YOUR 
ATTENTION TO AN ERROR 
IN OUR CURRENT 
"THE SAVINGS ADD UP" FLYER 
Page 12 • ITEM #10 & #11, AIR 
RIFLES, 754085-0/7.~4753-6. Gun 
locks are sold separately, 
WE SINCERELY REGRETANY 
INCONVENIENCE WE MAY 
HAVE CAUSED YOU, 
cr~e d336- NI Zoce~ 
We Clean 
Bl inds 
• Vertical • Horizontal  
Cal l  635-2820 
OR 
635-5119 
Spotless Cleaning Centres 
6-4736 Lakelse Avenue • Ph: 63~-2820 
g "so, o,.. ill 
@ y ar. ",:: 
be avdla e tm @ g 
;aHv Bird 9ale" 
"---"=:.:::V' 18~. i999Pre-Season Rates  " ~ 
iiiiii:il:;iiii ......... ssas 
ii{{;!iiiil{]'~:::~ !fi nt ::~i~,iii~;;;;;::::~i:ii:::""..... $355 :~ 
:::. Fi  ii ill {l{ii:{{iiiii#i;>,.:i  ao @ 
J $s3o 
For More Info: :~ 
Ski Smithers, 
Box 492 Smithers, :~  
B.C., VOJ 2NO 
(250) 847-2058 "~. 
Consumer 
Product 
Stewardship 
Program 
An industry-run 
program for the 
co/lecture, recyclrag 
&environmehtaily 
responsible disposal 
of leftnver household 
solvents, flammable 
liquids, pestici&s, 
gasoline & paint. 
Collection Depot Accepts 
Household Solvents, Flammable 
Liquids, Pesticides, Gasoline & Paint 
The following Consumer Product Stewardship 
Program depot is now open to serve residents of 
the Kitimat Stikine Regional District: 
TERRACE BOTTLE DEPOT 
3120 Kalum Street, Terrace 
Ph: 635.6909 
Hours ' /  ' ' : ' " " "~ " '~ ' "  ' : .... ' ............ Mon-Sat 9a~n:p..m., Sun !pm-5pm:,; :~, :
For more information, ask your retailer for our 
"Protect Our Environment" and "Eco-Fee" 
brochures, or call the CPSP's toll-free 
information line at: 
1-800-505.0139 
GET $250 IN POLARIS ATV 
CLOTHING OR ACCESSORIES. 
^ LEASE IT... Your financing 
alternative for a new Polaris ATV. 
'U'°M°' VE''OUST 'L U" 'I 
4641 Keith Avenue,  Terrace,  B.C~ 635-6334 I 
149B City Centre ,  Kit imat, B.C.  632-2224 I 
I 
* Free financing avanable on approved credit through Polads Card at participating dealers, only at time of sale 
provided unpaid balance Is paid In full by first payment due date. 
^ Lease program Is available only to residents of Canada, only at participating dealers and son approved credit, 
F0  
Polada ATVa may not be ddden by anyone under 18 years of age and all dders should take a safety course. FoP 
safety end training information, see your dealer ar call 1-800.342.3764. ATVs can be hazardous to operate. For 
your safety, always wear a helmet, eye protection, protective clothing and never carry passengers. 
I / I 
Skatepam k 
start up date 
gets closer 
• TERRACE'S LONG AWAITED skatcpark is wait- 
ing for the go-ahead from city council before con, 
struction can kick-flip ahead. 
Expecting the 10,800-square-foot park would be in 
the ground already, some skaters are disappointed 
with the setbacks, 
"I kind of expected it to be ready by now," said twenty- 
one-year old Guye Buskennolen. 
City councillor Rich McDaniel, who started pushing for 
a park two years ago, said last week that things were com- 
~g along. 
An advisory design committee will suggest to council 
next week that an idea location is the northeast corner of 
the arena grounds, near the gravel road leading to the 
tennis courts. 
Once the planned location has been formally presented to
it, city council will then vote on whether or not it is accept- 
able. 
"I'd be very pleased with this spot," said McDaniel. 
And skaters like Buskermolen agree. "It's a good spot 
because it's up by the arena," Buskermolen said. "It will 
have first aid close by, washrooms, telephones and a store 
across the street. It's a good recreation area." 
McDaniel said planning is 
taking so long because 
everyone wants to be certain 
that the location of the park 
is fight. Once the cement is 
laid in the ground, there's 
no moving it, added the city 
councillor. 
"The cement will be 
around for 20, 30, 40 
years," he said. 
Ran Craig, chair of the 
Terrace Youth Action Com- 
mitee which is backing the 
skatepark, said plans have Rich McDanlel 
also been on hold because of del~erations on where the 
city wants to build a possible multiplex. 
Although the location for the multiplex has yet to be 
determined, planners aid they would not need the north- 
east corner of the arena area. 
"We wanted this spot, and we wanted to wait to make 
sure the multiplex didn't need it," Craig said. 
Although the youth action committee is short $68,000 of 
the $240,000 it needs for the park, Craig is confident the 
money will be raised once construction begins. 
"The people of Terrace have been really supportive," 
Craig said. "The community has put in more than 
$189,000 into the new park." 
Some of that money has gone into bnilding ramps and 
jumps at the temporary skatepark. Also poured is 80 per 
cent of the concrete jumps for the permanent park. All 
that's left to pour are the walls. 
"But we can't go any further ahead, until we know the 
location," McDaniel said. He predicted the park will only 
take 90 days to build. That means if council gives the go- 
ahead soon, the park could be in the ground before the end 
of the year. 
"It's pretty far off, but this thing's going to fly," said 
McDaniei. "It's beautiful and the kids need iL" 
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LUKE HEEMAN does a nose-grind at the temporary skatepark location on the 
arena hill. He's one of many skateboarders awaiting the word that city council will 
News In Brief 
Just smell that air 
TERRACE RANKED near the top of all areas in the 
northwest when it came to air quality in August. 
There were no hours of poor air quality and air quali- 
ty was ranked good for 94 per cent of the time in Au- 
gust, indicate measurements taken from instruments at 
the access centre on Eby by the environment ministry. 
A forest fire near Telegraph Creek affected that 
area's air quality in August. 
Don't touch that bat 
KITIMAT HEALTH officials are warning residents 
not to touch bats, even dead ones - -  they could be car- 
rying rabies. The notice went out last week following a 
recent incident involving a toddler. 
Public health nurse Sally Rigoni says a young child, 
playing in her own backyard, picked up a dead bat. The 
mother thought he child simply had a handful of dirt, 
but when she saw what it was, she phoned for help. 
The child is now going through a course of six vac- 
cinations ~ one dose of rabies immune globulin that 
helps neutralize the virus before it becomes estab- 
lished, and five shots of rabies vaccine over the course 
of a month that help the immune system produce 
antibodies against he virus. 
"That's a lot of shots for a little kid. It's a lot of shots 
for anyone," Rigoni pointed out. Such preventative 
measures are vital. 
"Rabies is fatal," she emphasized, adding there is no 
treatment for the disease once it takes hold. 
While most people associate contracting rabies with 
being bitten by a rabid animal, Rigoni stressed that he 
virus is transmitted thmngh saliva. Therefore it can be 
picked up simply through touching the animal. 
Although there have been no cases of human rabies 
in the province since 1985, Rigoni noted more than 100 
people ach year are treated for suspected exposure. 
Bats are the only common carders of the virus in 
B.C. - -  up to 10 per cent of those tested were found to 
be infected with rabies. 
They'll hit the road 
LOCALS HEADING to a Prince George rally protest- 
ing various government policies are packing their bags 
for the bus trip Sept. 11. 
Organizer Lame Sexton said l l  people had already 
signed up as of late last week for the journey to attend 
the Northern Coalition of Dissatisfied Citizens rally. 
"We hope to have a lot more as we get doser," said 
Sexton of the planned journey. The bus holds 41 
people. 
Rally organizer Bill Lynch says it's important o 
draw as many people from as many political parties as 
pess~le to the event. 
"If the rally is overwhelmingly supported, by resi- 
dents, this will dramatically effect he political scene in 
B.C . , "  he said. 
Lined up to speak at the rally is Michael Walker of 
the Fraser Institute. Vancouver talk show host Rafe 
Mair,:popular inPrince G~.rge for helping kill Alcan's 
Kemano project, has cancelled, citing other commit- 
approve a IocalJon for a permanent park. If that happens soon, the new one could ments. 
be constructed and ready for use by the end of the year. 
Act now, and get up to $400 in Cat 
Cash TM when you buy a 1999 Arctic CaP 
before September 30, 1998. 
Purchase a new 1998 Arctic Cat before 
September 30, 1998 you can get up to 
$800 in Cat Cash TM. Quantities are 
limited. 
The time to buy u new Arctic Cat is during the Arctic Bloat. But wait too ¢4TQSH ,o., ,he ca, = , ,  used  toward the 
purchoae of AreticweaP or llenulne Arctic Cat p~rts and accessories. Or 
don~ miss your chance to choose no money down,  no payments, and no 
• ~. ~ ~ . ~ .  interest financing until 1999. * 80 come in soon before oU the great deals, 
.~{2~A~:A'i'*'_' ~ undated, oregano, 
BRI / t 'o l r  
"~'Y~ "~ What Snourtnobiling} All About7 
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The basics 
TAKE A moment o consider the plight of Dease 
Lake. With the closure of the Cassiar mine and 
townsite in 1992, Dease Lake became the largest 
settlement north on Hwy37 leading into the 
Yukon. 
Two things then happened in Dease Lake. It 
received a new health centre and its airport was 
greatly improved to reflect its new position as 
the centre for that vast northern area. 
And now both of those facilities are going 
through tough times, Central Mountain Airlines 
is pulling its daily scheduled service the end of 
October, partly in response to it not being able to 
make any money and partly because it is now 
tied into the Air Canada/Air B.C. system. Air 
Canada is pulling out of some routes in favour of 
smaller Air B.C. aircraft and Air B.C. is in turn 
pulling out of some of its routes to be replaced 
by even smaller Central Mountain aircraft. At the 
end of the day, Dense Lake suffers. 
It's also been difficult, if not impossible, for the 
health centre to find doctors for its two salaried 
positions. The centre has been through a depress- 
ing series of temporary fill-ins and has gone 
without at times, a dangerous circumstance given 
the nearest medical care is a day's journey away 
by vehicle. 
Nobody has ever suggested that conditions in 
the north should be exactly as they are in the 
south• But access to reasonable transportation 
and reasonable health care is, at the very least, 
not too much to expect. 
~?oM TH E cAP; iTA i .  
;," ~..~ :;7" '::2': t ' 
R.o:u:blb     ,f:Obb I er., 
THERE WAS simply no way to expect he Rus- 
sian economy and society to easily convert from 
70 years of massive state control to one of free 
enterprise. Hack, we haven't even figured out 
how to do it and we've been at it a lot longer. 
But what has turned tl~6'" RiassJ, an rouble into 
rabble morethan anything else was the massive 
theft and:fraud that took place. An estimated 
$100 billion in foreign aid and capital has been 
poured into Russia since the Soviet Union 
crumbled. Estimates are that as much as $30 bil- 
lion was gleefully stolen. 
And what makes that even more telling is that a 
substantial portion of this stolen money ended up 
back in the west ~ in bank accounts, in real 
estate, in a wanton display of consumer excess. 
SO now when the first of the huge foreign loans 
are up for repayment, there are no factories 
producing goods and services and people work- 
ing to generate income to begin those payments. 
Of course, this isn't the first time this sort of 
thing has happened. Other news reports indicate 
that as much as $20 billion in World Bank 
money sent to Indonesia to help develop that 
country has vanished. 
Ever get the feeling we mu'st have "sucker" 
written on our foreheads? 
'Q t~;  
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Put fish first, and not politics 
VICTORIA - The very best 
one can say about he inquiry into 
Ottawa's management of the West 
Coast fishery is that it may have 
averted a blockade by B.C. 
fishermen. 
Apart from that, the inquiry, 
ordered by Premier Glen Clark, 
appears to be more concerned with 
political grandstanding and Ottawa- 
bashing than consideration of 
salmon stocks. 
The point wasn't lost on federal 
fisheries minister David Anderson 
who has ordered his department not 
to co-operate with what he calls an 
"inappropriate and politicaily-moti- 
HUBERT BEYER 
he presided over the destruction of
rated" move by a premier whose the east coast cod fishery. 
intense dislike for Anderson is well Even though fishe~, then as 
known. ,. i ; . . . .  now,'Wa i under f~dera]jurisdiction, 
i . "The provincial.plan to conduct:':.::' ~'  ' .  .': : .... : . - '  Peckford contmua!ly demanded 
an inqairydntoth~ management of higher catch quotas Which hardly 
Fraser River salmon is yet another 
unfortunate xample of playing 
politics with fish," Anderson said. 
"Proper inquiries into complex mat- 
ters require xpertise, proper author- 
ity, time and dedicated effort. This 
exercise proposed by the province 
has none of these requirements." 
Anderson is right on all countS. 
The only expertise former 
Newfoundland .premier Brian 
Peckford, who is to head the inquii'y, 
brings tohis task isthat, as premier, 
makes him a qualified candidate for 
an inquiry into anything to do with 
fish. 
Nor does B.C. have the proper 
authority. Fishery is under federal 
jurisdiction, and the only govern- 
ment hat could order a meaningful 
inquiry into the West Coast salmon 
fishery is Ottawa. 
As for the time frame, Peckford 
is to submit his findings by Sept. 25, 
a laughable deadline, considering 
the complexity of the issue. 
Not satisfied with his attack on 
Ottawa, our premier started hostili- 
ties a second front by reviving a 
U.S. court action intended to keep 
the United States from violating the 
Pacific Salmon Treaty. 
Any time now, I expect he 
B.C. Ferries fleet to be fitted with 
missiles aimed at Ottawa and 
Washington. 
I have ngaged inOttawa-bash- 
ing myself, and sometimes with 
good reason. 
British Columbia, on the west- 
em fringe of this vast country has 
been often ignored by the powers 
that keep the federal wheels turning. 
But in this case, I find myself siding 
with Anderson. ' 
,My reaction last year to 
Anderson's handling of the salmon 
issue was somewhat negative. I was 
convinced that he could have con- 
fronted the U.S. more forcefully. 
But I have never doubted his com- 
mitment to put fish ftrst. . 
Anderson has steadfastly pro- 
moted protection and restoration of
salmon stocks. Fishermen, whose 
livelihood epends directly on the 
size of their catch, are understanda- 
bly upset over any policy that 
diminishes their income. 
As for the alleged over-fishing 
by the Alaska fleet, I do not profess 
to have the expertise to pass a valid 
judgment, but given the often unre- 
liable rhetoric that comes from our 
premier's office, I'm keeping an 
open mind. 
Details aside, there is no doubt 
that some of British Columbia's 
salmon stocks need protection and 
restoring. ., 
Some of the reasons for 
reduced stocks have nothing to do 
with over-fishing. Water tempera- 
tures, for instance, are unusually 
high this summer, resulting in a dra, 
matieally increased eath rate of 
salmon returning tospawn. 
If Ottawa has to answer to 
questions of possible mismanage- 
ment of the West Coast fishery,'the~ 
' Peckford inquiry is.the w0rst-possi':-. 
blearana in which to do so,~and 
Anderson is well-advised to stay • 
away from it. 
A Royal Commission, on the 
other hand, headed by a credible 
persoti, might give us some oftbe ! 
answers we need to improve man i :: 
agement ofthisvaluable r source, , 
Perhaps Anderson Could be 
convinced of the potential 0f.such a .  
commission. ' .... 
Bayer can be reached at: Tel: • 
(250) 920.9300; Fax: (250) 356- 
9597",E-raaU: hubert@coolcom.cqm ! 
! 
The trials of an estate  sale 
AN ESTATE sale is a lot like a 
funeral: you're moving through the 
house of the dear departed, among 
bereaved relatives, where strict miss 
of decorum apply. 
Say nothing derogatory about 
the house or its contents; each piece 
of furniture, memento, r gadget 
bares the family's ego to public riti- 
cism. Think how perfect and up-to- 
date your recliner or dining chairs 
would look hauled out on the sunny 
lawn with no colour coordinated 
carpet or soft lighting to disguise 
their blemishes. 
Recently I read two articles on 
how to organise your household to
control clutter. Both articles advised, 
"Every time you bring a new item 
into the house, get rid of an old 
one." 
I rejected the advice as contrary 
to my packrat nature, But threading 
my way at the estate sale through an 
P 
!w 
S i 
THROUGH BIFOCALS 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
array of Happy Mother's Day plates, 
knickknacks, and nut bowls obvi- 
ously received as holiday gifts, the 
logic of clutter-cutting became clear. 
Unless you've actually done it, 
I expect you'd be inclined to under- 
estimate the sheer drudgery of pre- 
paring for an estate sale. 
First, the house must be ran- 
sacked from attic to basement tofer- 
ret out all valuable or personal docu- 
ments and papers. 
Items coveted by family mem- 
bers and so not to be sold must be 
removed. 
Decisions have to be made 
about whether to sell things in sets, 
pairs, or singly, and at reasonable 
rates or at low prices guaranteed to 
empty the lot by sundown. 
There's the problem of space to 
effectively showcase the goods for 
sale; sometimes a portion of goods 
must be stored until selling clears 
sufficient space for more goods to be 
brought out front. 
The work of sorting, bundling, 
and tagging can take days. Only a 
dedicated crew will continue until 
every last piece is sorted and tagged. 
When fatigue sets in, boxes of dispa- 
rate leftovers are the result. 
Some survivors hold that what- 
soever you brought into this house 
you shall remove. That means you . 
,i 
take home the cigarette maker yo u 
gave Dad, the handbag you gave I 
Morn, and the crewel embroidered : 
wallhanging. 
Some form of estate sale to I 
clear out a deceased's property is r 
almost inevitable. But fewer doe- " 
dads would pile up if we gave our _ 
elderly relatives more disposable 
gifts such as magazine subscrip- ,: 
tions, tulip bulbs, and travel, 
vouchers, 
We could also make it okay for:,'. 
parents to give to someone else any • = 
extras or duplicates, or anything r 
they no longer find useful. 
As one granddaughter at the: 
sale told her mother, "From now 0n, : 
remember whatever you buy~I'll., 
have to get rid of after you die." (, " 
toEttHoo'~ 5~#pt~ 6e..r~e-~-'~T -/ou 1.4AVES'T6or t~'mvas 
JAC~ls~l A#~ err/tER wu / ~! 1" - - - - - - -~-~ 
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Faces of Chiapas 
B.C.'s new alphabet . . . .  Im rov,no ,fe a  ono road fo, Mexio n peop  ,v no on volca%, ? ofe, , . o  Dear Sir:. 
A f~ rmer Northwest Commumty F came The new NDP ABC's .... 
College instructor in Terrace and 42 years ago there was no road 
Prince Rupert, Dave McKeever is 
presently living in Chiapas state in 
i Mexico. 
By DAVE MeI~EVER 
TAPACHULA, MEXICO - -  The 
Jeep crawls a long caut iously '  
over  the boulders.  
It s a tough decmlon, go over 
the boulders or take the holes. 
The holes are easily as deep as 
the boulders are large. 
It has taken us an hour to 
come the 50 kilometers from 
Tapachula, the capital of the 
Soconusco region of Chiapas, to 
the town of Union Juarez. 
The next hour will take us 7 kilo- 
meters to the end of the road and 
the town of Chiquihuite (Chee-kee- 
WEE-ta). 
We have climbed steadily since 
leaving Tapachula and are now at 
the 1,500 meter level of Tacana 
Volcano. Chiqulhuite is another 
1,000 meters apparently straight up. 
The Volcano rises 4,159 meters 
above sea level, a sea level you can 
see from the top a short 60 kilo- 
meters away. The border between 
Mexico and Guatemala passes right 
through the centre of the cone of 
the volcano. 
In recent recorded history the 
Volcano has erupted in 1855, 1878, 
1900, 1949 and last erupted in 
1986. None of these historical erup- 
tions resulted in magma flows. It 
has since been relatively stable, 
though still slightly active, evident 
from the small nightly rumblings 
that are felt. 
The name "Tacana" is originally 
Marne, the local native language, 
and is properly spelled "Takahna". 
The name means "Cuss del 
Fuego" or "House of Fire" in the 
Mame language; Ta - within, Kah - 
destruction or fire, Najbil - house. 
At one time the mountain was 
host to a large variety of plant and 
animal life. But now the mountain 
is showing expansive bare spots as 
a result of slash and bum clearing. 
The people clear these areas to 
plant maiz, the main ingredient in 
tortillas that is the staple of the diet 
here and food for the domestic 
animals. The problem is that the 
earth here can only support about 
three crops from one specific area, 
so the people keep clearing more 
and more land to plant their crops. 
The grade of the mountain results 
in massive slides from these clear- 
ings, effectively washing the 
mountain away to the Pacific 
Ocean 60 kilometros away. As 
well there are now tremendous 
watershed problems to the com- 
munities downstream of the 
mountain's rivers. 
Beside me in the jeep is Femando 
Alfonso Escolera-Sanchez, Chief of 
Operations of the Secretara de Ag- 
ricultura y Ganadars del Estado. 
He has been climbing this Vol- 
IN MEXICO: Dave McKeever, a former Terrace resident and col- 
lege instructor, on the slopes of Tacana Volcano. 
cano for over 40 years, since he 
was a boy of 12 when his sister first 
brought him here. He knows nearly 
everyone on this Volcano and 
likewise nearly everyone here 
knows Fernando. 
Since he was a boy Fernando has 
helped the community of Chi- 
quihuite. He came here to work on 
various projects designed to en- 
hance the quality of life of the 
people here. 
For example, in 1975 a number of 
people helped by building a fogon 
for each house in the community. 
A fogon is an enclosed thick, 
hardwood table that raises the 
cooking fire off the ground to a 
height that is more comfortable to 
work. The women here work at 
their fogones for up to 16 hours a 
day, so it is quite evident hat it was 
a useful project. Later in the 1970s 
he helped build the school and the 
basketball court. 
Today we are ascending the 
mountain so he can educate the 
people of Chiquihuite on the bene- 
fits of better agricultural practices. 
The Mame people that five on the 
flanks of the mountains poss~ly 
have their earliest beginnings in the 
lzapan culture. Although nobody 
knows for certain, the Mame are 
thought o have a connection to the 
Izapan people to the South on the 
coast and the blayans to North in 
highlands. 
As well, the archaeological 
record indicates that the Izapan 
people have a clear link between 
the Classic Mayan people and the 
Olmecas of this region. There are 
several archaeological sites well 
within 20 kilometres of the 
mountain. Most notably Izapa, a 
temple site near Tapachnla that has 
a collectiou of 80 Pyramidal 
mounds and several carved stone 
stelae. This site has been dated to 
the Late Formative and Proto- 
Classic period of mesoamerican 
history. 
The name Chiqnihuite refers to a 
basket that the people here have 
used for many generations. 
The basket is slung over the back 
with a strap that passes over the 
forehead. 
There are roughly 80 families that 
live in Chiquihuite, about 500 
people. 
These people work 7 days a 
week, waking up at 4 o'clock in the 
morning to begin each day. They 
spend the next few hours harvest- 
ing the various domestic and wild 
crops and that they will take to 
market. By 7 o'clock they are 
hauling their products down the 
mountain. 
The nearest vehicle that will be 
able to help them is a long three 
hour walk, carrying 30 to 40 kilo- 
grams on their backs. Products uch 
as flowers, vegetables, and frijoles 
will go to the markets in 
Cacahoatan and Tapachula. By 4 
or 5 o'clock in the afternoon the 
people are on their way home, a 
short half hour bus ride and then 
the three hour walk back up the 
mountain. Still three hours be- 
cause, although the only cargo they 
have is the money earned from the 
market, it is all uphill. 
closer than 25 kilometres; then the 
walk was a very long day. 
"We go up the mountain to es- 
cape city life, they come down to 
escape the mountain," Feroando 
says. 
Virginia is 75 years old. She has 
six children and 28 grandchildren. 
She has offered us a midday dessert 
made from a local fruit that has 
been boiled down to a concentrate. 
Its taste is not something to which 
I 'm accustomed. She too, has risen 
at four in the morning. At her age 
she is still quite hardy but not so 
hardy that she can climb around the 
mountain. 
She looks after the various chil- 
dren while the parents are offto the 
market. Her husband of about 60 
years died four years ago. It was 
common to marry at a very young 
age and divorce simply does not 
exist 
Nowadays the young people are 
quick to leave the mountain. In two 
days I hayen't seen anyone be- 
tween the ages of  16 and 25. They 
have seen a television and want the 
life that is offered through.the%yes 
of the television medium. 
As well, there is no secondary 
school here, only the primary and 
kindergarten school that was built 
years ago with Fernando's help. 
The nearest secondary school is in 
Union Juarez, a three hour walk 
from here. 
There is good news though, the 
Marne language is taught here from 
kindergarten on. 
Femando has been speaking now 
for nearly an hour. He tells them 
that they should plant trees that 
have inherent value. Perhaps fruit 
trees or hardwood trees that could 
be used for making furniture. The 
men are nodding their heads 
respectfully, it has been a long day 
and they are tired and only oc- 
casionally contribute to the con- 
versation. 
They have been clearing and 
planting for many generations now 
and don't readily understand how 
they can change their ways. 
There is no question that life here 
on the mountain is difficult. It is 
getting easier though , soon there 
will be power on the mountain. 
But'getting an easier life is not 
easy. When they get a chance the 
men carry the 500 kilogram con- 
crete power poles up the 
mountainside to provide access to 
the homes that are spread out on 
the mountain. It takes several hours 
to carry each pole up the sometimes 
more than 45 degree slopes, and 
few can afford the time. 
With power here and a road, I 
have no doubt that this community 
will soon become a weekend 
getaway for the city folk, very 
much like Union Juarez an hour be- 
hind us. 
Treaty undercuts democracy 
Nisga'a agreement will create barriers, not tear them down, MP argues 
. :~.c ; . '  , • ' , 
By MIKE SCOTI '  no provision for privaie property o~ership,  British Columbia forever, must just be accepted 
MP for Skeena which is the single most important barrier to - -  Lhat here is no choice. 
MOST OF human existence through aboriginal self-sufficiency. The Nisga'a Central No matter that the Nisga'a deal is a template 
the ages has been devoid  o f  l iberty, Government (NCG) will own all of the land and for dozens more treaty's yet to be negotiated; no 
political freedom and most importantly control virtually all of the money and resources matter that public views were neither sought nor 
any recognition of human rights, provided by this agreement. Individual initiative reflected in the negotiations; no matter that 
and innovation cannot and will not be en- those lofty democratic principles which history 
I In fact much of  the historical human ex- couraged within these constraints. Without repeatedly instructs us are absolute prerequisite 
perience has been one of servitude and suf- these there cannot be lasting economic progress, to wealth creation, self-sufficiency and social 
feting. This is true for all races and cultures [] Individual Freedom. While at first glance well being are almost otally absent. The public 
including aboriginal peoples, individual freedom is not overtly threatened by is just supposed to accept this ill-conceived 
It has only been since the Renaissance that this agreement it is certain to be at least stifled, manifestation f modern social engineering. 
political thinking broke with the traditions of How likely is it that a dissatisfied Nisga'a per- We break with democracy and democratic 
tribalism, of status based on pedigree, of force- son will voice criticism of Nisga'a Government principles at our peril. History is an unrelenting 
ful domination by the strongest, and struggled when that government will own or control vir- uncompromising judge of human behaviour and 
to embrace the grand principles of democracy, tually all lands, resources and money. To cam- we humans have recorded enough of it so as to 
The struggle was not easy as two world wars plain - -  something few are likely to do - -  is to have an invaluable resource at our disposal. 
in this century will attest. But democratic prim- risk exclusion. History allows us to make authoritative 
ciples have been followed in those parts of the [] Political Freedom. The Nisga'a agreement predictions of outcomes for various human ac- 
world which have flourished, of which Canada expressly creates a government body which is tions with a great deal of certainty as a result. 
is a shining example. These principles include: exclusionary on the basis of race. If you are not Based on history, the Nisga'a Treaty will most 
[] Equality of all citizens before the law with Nisga'a you can not run for office or vote for a assuredly insulate Nisga'a Central Government 
special rights, privileges and status for none. representative of your choice even if you live on from the needs of or- 
[] Individual rights of all citizens including reserve. Aboriginal people often point out that dinary Nisga'a 
the right to move freely, speak freely, own pri- they did not receive the right to vote until 1960. people, make demo- 
~ vate property and engage in free exchange. This was a grievous affront to their dignity and cratic and fiscal ac- 
~ [] Individual freedom of all citizens including humanity but it must be unequivocally stated countability almost 
the freedoms ofreligion, of the press, ofopinion that to entrench this same principle in this impossible to 
: and of association, agreement for non-Nisga'a is equally grievous, achieve and entrench 
[] Political freedom including the democratic You may be expected to pay taxes and be sub- inequality and pro- 
~ right to vote for political representation on a jectto Nisga'a laws in certain circumstances, mote racial discord 
,'one person - one vote" basis and the right of Rank and file Nisga'a people and the general as a consequence. 
every citizento seek public office, public of British Columbia are now handed this It will also set ira- 
These most durable, cherished and noble prin- proposed agreement and told there is no other mutable barriers to 
ciplea have produced for mankind the most un- option. While grassroots Nisga'a people will get wealth creation, in- 
! precedented living standards and human rights a chance to vote on the deal it Is a bit of a novation and individ- 
[~.~ in all of recorded history, stretch to think that it will be rejected by them ual achievement. 
Now consider what the Nisga'a treaty simply because the promIse of prosperity has At best it will come 
proposes, been attached along with immediate, substan- to be seen in time as Mike Scott 
~. ~. ~--,: [] Eoualitv, The Nisga'a agreement expressly one more very regrettable and unnecessary con- 
[~ ......... " :" provides a basket of benefits, and rights solely tial, financial inducements. According to Premier Clark the rest of the ldbution to aboriginal dependence and econom- 
i i on the basis of Nisga'a heritage. The principle citizenry of British Columbia is not to receive ic stagnation. At worst it will foment conflict 
determining factor for qualified access to these an opportunity to pass judgement on this deal. along racial lines. Either way it is individual 
benefits and rights is, of course, ethnicity. They are patted on the head like children and Nisga'a people, particularly those living on 
[] Individual rights. The basket of rights and told this agreement, crafted behind closed doors , reserve, who will ultimately pay the biggest 
benefits in the Nisga'a agreement is tabu  con- by bureaucrats, which will change the face of price for governmental folly. 
vey6d to a collectivity. There is, for example, 
A -  is for Alberta;Where all the jobs have gone 
B - -  is for the Budget Lies; It just goes on and on 
C - -  is for Commonwealth; Where all the rules did 
bend 
D - -  is for Deficit; When will it ever end? 
E - -  is for Economy; The worst in all the land 
F - -  is for FRBC; It didn't work as planned 
G - -  is for the Gag Law; You cannot have your say 
H - -  is for Health Care; Just try and see your Doc 
today. 
I - -  is for Hydro International; It was a gravy train 
J - -  is for Jobs; There are none, it is plain 
K - -  is for Kemano; Where the government reneged 
L - -  is for the Labour Laws; They make investors 
feel afraid 
M - -  is for Mo; From his clients he did steal 
N - -  is for Northern Commissioner; It was a back-' 
house deal 
O - -  is for Offioading; The height of government 
snobbery. 
P - -  is for Photo Radar;, The modern highway rob- 
bery 
Q - -  is for Quotas; We cannot sell our lumber 
R - -  is for Recession; The result of Glen Clark's 
blunder 
S - -  is for Stupich; In court he'll havehis day 
T - -  is for Taxes; In BC you pay and pay 
U - -  is for User Fees; To these we should take axes ' 
V - -  is for Very High; Think stumpages and taxes , 
W ~ is for Welfare; Under NDP it's doubled 
X ~ is for Xenophobia; A sign the Premier's' 
troubled 
Y - -  is for Yankees; Whom premier Glen Clark~ 
flaunts. 
Z - -  is for Zirnhelt; Government can do whatever it' 
wants. 
Lorne Sexton, Terrace, B.C., 
(received via e-maiO~ 
Thumbs upto drivers ' 
Dear Sir:. 
t 
In the thirteen years I have lived in Terrace I have, 
written three letters to the editor, all negative toward, 
other people or companies. Not this timel 
I would like to publicly thank the nameless, kind and' 
thoughtful people whom have shown me that there are' 
still lot of courteous people out there on the roads. 
I drive truck for a large local chip hauling company,; 
and one of the hardest hings each trip is to get out o f  
the government weigh scales at the four-way stop. 
Recently I have noticed that more people than not stop ¢ 
on the highway and let us exit the scales so we are not 
sitting there for what sometimes could be five or ten; 
minutes during rush hour. 
This may not seem like very much to some people,. 
but for us, who are out on the mad for long hours (10 -° 
14), it means quite a lot! 
Of all the towns in the northwest, Terrace has the 
most courteous drivers by furl I wish the people living i 
in the Cablecar subdivision in Kitimat would come 
over and take lessons ~om Ten~ce's drivers. .-. 
Thanks tO the courteons drivers of Terrace, not o~y 
for myself, but for all the truck drivers that I work with. 
Brad Mazurak, Terrace, B.C. 
(received via e.maiO " 
J 
Passport to historY 
Dear Sir:. a 
I would like torespond to your recent editorial on the, 
B.C. Heritage'Passport p ogram. 
British Columbia has more than 230 historic sites, 
museums aid other heritage attractions of all kinds and 
sizes. Thirteen of these are gnvernment-opersted' 
facilities that are open to the public, and all are of great !
importance in telling the sto W of B.C.'s past 
Through our B.C. Heritage Passport promotion, we 
offer discounted tickets to the heritage sites we own ; 
and operate. While government cannot give discounts 
for sites it does not own, there's no question that more 
creative partnerships among historic sites, tourism as- ' 
sociations, various levels of government and the pri- 
vate sector can help ensure that community heritage is .. 
preserved and presented to residents and visitors alike. 
While agreements like this may be a possibility for 
the future, this year's new Heritage Passport program is 
a good start and helps profile B.C. heritage properties. 
A Heritage British Columbia map, available for sale 
through the ministry and the Heritage Society of B.C.,: 
can guide travellers to many of B.C.'s wonderful i
heritage attractions. 
As minister esponsible for tourism and culture, I en- 
courage all British Columbians to know the stories that 
shape this prevince and to take pride in our heritage. : 
Inn G. WaddeR, Minister of Tourism, • 
Victoria, B.C. ' 
~t 
Doctors get support . 
Dear Sir:. 
Health minister Penny Priddy was on BCTV recently, 
ranting and raving about the doctors suspending their 
services for a week. 
I support he doctors. Ms. Priddy claims they are ac-, 
tint irresponsible. The government is the one acting tr- 
reapons~le. Just because they happen to be doctors, 
why should they work overtime for nothing7 
When I was working, i l l  worked overtime I got paid. 
I f  I didn't get paid I didn't work. Simple as that. 
The government says there's no money for schools, 
hospitals, teaching the younggradea music. I won't call 
them liars but they can sure fracture the truth. 
When it comes to big, fancy court houses and high 
class country club style jails in Prince George, there 
doesn't seem to me any shortage of money. 
Lindesay Burnett, Terrace, B.C. 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters to the editor. 
Our deadline is noon Friday for the foUowing Wed- 
nesday's issue. Our mailing address is 3210 Clinton 
St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. Our fax number is 250." 
6384432. We particularly welcome letters via e-maiL 
Our e.maii address is 
standard@kermode.net 
More  let ters ,  Page  A6  
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Bike fee found upsetting 
Dear Sir:. 
I travelled recently on an CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Air B.C. direct flight from 
Terrace to Vancouver. Ihad T h e  Mail Bag 
a small 'carry-on bag, as 
cargo baggage I had one 
moderately small backpack lished documentary farm. business/leisure t ip), or rent 
(approx. 1Okg) and my al- None of file airlines nor any a vehicle at exorbitant rates 
loyed frame mountain bike ternfinals could produce it in in the heavily congested 
(approx. 12kg) already car- print. In fact, my own travel Lower Mainland, my inten- 
rectly prepared and con- agency of great expertise, tions were to bring my 
tainerized for transport in an had no record of this in- bicycle with me down to the 
Air Canada poly-flightbag, crease ither, city as an alternate, more 
The employee at the It is worth emphasizing environmentally friendly, 
check-in counter advised me that my relatively light, true costs accounted for, ef- 
that the special fee for unitised bicycle was only ficientformoflocaltransit. 
bicycle transport was now my second piece of cargo I felt like I'd been puni- 
$65 plus GST $4.55 for a baggage, my two pieces tively punished for doing 
total $69.55, constituting within the maximum weight so! 
half of my personal fare. limit of 30kg total as This prohibitive bicycle 
When I asked for an ex- permissible, baggage surcharge for na- 
planation, I was given some I have travelled extensive- tianal and regional flights is 
vague reason along the lines ly throughout Canada, U.S. absolutely discriminatory 
that itin~;olved 'speciaihan- west coast and northern against those opting for 
dling', and that the sur- Europe with my own more green-compatible 
charge increase, nearly 300 bicycle under the former alternate modes of local 
per cent of the former bike tariff of $25 with many transit. 
charge, had occurred connections. Sometimes the There are those who may 
Canada-wide sometime in airlines had even elected to be economically challenged 
Feb. 1998. waive the fee. ie. college and university 
Since I work in marine In this case, rather than at- students with tight budgets, 
transport, I demanded to see tempt to drive my truck 18 or from a tourism perspec- 
this hefty new tariff in pub- hours to Vancouver (for a tire, those wishing to 
Coho claims all wrong 
Dear Sir:. 
On a recent editorial page 
you got the cartoon right on 
fishing right. However your 
editorial 'Fish First' was ab- 
solute nonsense. 
Steps were taken some 
years ago to conserve steel- 
head with the commercial 
fleet. 
Also I have been told by 
DFO officers that if there 
ever was a steelhcad crisis it 
was very overblown and 
most of the measures taken 
by the commercial fleet 
(blue box) were as they put 
it, "A sop to the sporties up 
r i ver .  ' ' 
Whether this was true or 
not it is obvious that this 
current coho crisis is being 
used to destroy the small 
commercial fishing boat 
fleet. But of course that's 
what the sports sector al- 
ways wanted. 
However by reading Noel 
Gyger's letter which uses 
the nousensical coho catch 
figures"ot~'2 per' cent and 4 
per cent, I can see where the 
sports sector is coming 
fi'om. 
I just want to point out 
that unlike the commercial 
sector, the sports fishermen There is an old saying, fig- 
have had no accountability 
for years. 
The sports figure of $1.2 
billion - -  or is it $1.6 bil- 
lion - -  to the B.C. economy 
is part fact, part fction. The 
figures that Noel Gyger uses 
are pure fantasy. 
It doesn't take a rocket 
scientist to see that while 
there may be a problem with 
some coho runs in the 
Skeena, it is being used to 
set the sports against the 
commercial fishermen. 
ures don't lie but liars love 
using figures. Mr. Gyger 
and The Terrace Standard 
should be aware of  this! 
Dennis Peacock. 
tour/travel both domestical- 
ly or foreign as Canadians. 
It is also wrong to ar- 
bitrarily raise a public trans- 
port tariff unilaterally 
without any notification to 
travel agencies or the gener- 
al public, and also not to be 
able to produce such altered 
tariff in writing in spite of 
my repeated requests at 
every location questioned. 
Bicycling as a form of 
sport, health conscious com- 
munity endeavour, job com- 
muting, eco-tourism, and as 
a lessened ecological foot- 
print in busy urban corridors 
cross-Canada is growing 
phenomenally, but this new 
airline tariff is an extreme 
deterrent and disincentive 
striking at the very cardio 
heart of cycling's positive 
attributes. 
And once again in the eco- 
nomically depressed, forgot- 
ten northern and interior of 
rural Canada, where 
regional flights are already 
very expensive, roads are 
inferior and less weather 
reliable for vehicular travel, 
where airline service con- 
tinues to deteriorate, where 
a way of life is increasingly 
becoming almost extinct in 
a two-tiered systemic 
demise, it puts us hinter- 
lands at yet another com- 
parative disadvantage. 
GeraldBIo~mer, 
Kitimat, B.C. 
Ministry of 
C~O~ Fnvironment, 
LUMBIA Lands and Parks 
The draft Angling Use Plan for the Bulkley River is now 
available for public review and comment. 
The recommendations are consensus-based and represent 
Ifle views of a diverse group of area angling, tourism and 
hospitality stakeholders. 
The plan aims to maintain quality angling opportunities, 
while sustaining the important angling guide industry and 
also enhancing tourism opportunities in northwest B.C. 
The plan is consistent with Ministry objectives to protect 
and conserve steelhead populations on the Bulkley River. 
Copies of the document are available from ministry 
offices in Smithers, and from the regional website at 
www.elp.gav, bc.ca\ske. 
Public comment may be directed to Regional Fish and 
Wildlife Manager Reid White at: Fax (250) 847-7728; 
Email, rwhite@smitflers'env'g°v'bc'ca; or mailed to 
Minislry offices at Bag 5000, Smithers, BC, VOJ 2NO. 
The deadline for comments is Friday, Oct. 30/98. 
I ~~~~S~~ Sp~dway 
I 
Sept 13, ~ 
at 12.00 pmQ ~ - 
Come out  and  ~ ........... Y' ~ ~  
got  the  
Toughtest  
T ruck  aroundl l I  Is  
Featuring: 
Mudd Bogg & Timed Obstacle 
Course Competition. 
Classes include: Snowmobiles, Dune-buggies, 
ATV's, Motorbikes & Tuff'IYucks 
Gates  open for compet i tors  at  9',00 am 
Rules available at Canadian Tire or Cedarland 
Tire or Call Ken 635-1278 or Dave 635-5984 
BIG BROTHERS&BIG SSTERS OF TERRACE 
 rou Do  
t ~i!  i ~ 
ii 
• { i : • i /•  
• •:• =:••! i / I  
.... ~ ii~ ::~ i ? 
. . ~ i ~ i i  I~ 
~ ~ ~ii ii~ i ~'/ 
~i~ i ii~i: ii.~  
• Become a Board member 
• Become a volunteer 
• Become a Big Brother or Sister 
i 
For Fun & Friendship call 
635-4232 
Tax Equality 
subject o all provincial and federal taxes and are the first 
2anada to agree to give up their Indian Act tax exemptions. 
• The Land 
Private land is not part of the Nisga'a final agreement and won't be on the table in any 
treaties the B.C. government egotiates. When all treaties are complete, the total amount 
:bf land held by First Nations will be proportional to their population - less than 5% 
The Nisga'a Government 
The Treaty allows the Nisga'a people to govern themselves in a way comparable 
to a municipal government. The Canadian Constitution, the Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms, and the Criminal Code will apply to the Nisga'a people. 
' A Free Vote 
A free vote by your elected representatives will be held in the B.C. Legislature. This allows all 
memberst0 Vote with their conscience, not along party lines. A vote will also be held in the 
Federal Parliament in Ottawa. The Nisga'a people will hold their own ratification vote. 
A Public Process 
Over 400 public meetings were held, and an all-party committee of 
the legislature travelled B.C. to hear views on the Nisga'a and other treaties. 
The Agreement in Principle has been widely available since 1996. 
A Cost Shared by All Canadians 
B.C. taxpayers will pay less than I/Sth of the total cash cost of $312 million, 
spread over fifteen years, while Canadian taxpayers outside of B.C. will pay the rest. 
Economic Certainty 
KPMG and Price Waterhouse, two national accounting firms, have found that 
I i the prolonged uncertainty of unresolved land claims has cost B.C. billions • 
of dollars in lost investment and jobs. 
FOR YOUR COPY OF THE NISGA'A TREATY OR FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL: 
I I  • : 
r 
l i ra  
Natives seek 
Reform party 
ass,stance 
REFORM MPS might find The MP added that the 
themselves forging alliances 
with natives, a group not 
normally considered to be 
On rfriendly terms with the 
party. 
They're natives who feel 
their band governments and 
leaders aren't being held ac- 
countable for spending deci- 
sions they make. 
Skeens Reform MP Mike 
Scott, the party's aboriginal 
affairs critic, says he's met 
with scores of natives from 
across the country who have 
worries about what their 
leaders are doing. 
, s  There are allegations of 
misspending, of travel 
budgets , of double dip- 
in  " p g , saidScott. 
" I  should emphasize that 
these are allegations, but 
they are very serious allega- 
tions from enough different 
bands and members that it 
should give pause for a 
proper investigation," he 
added. 
Scott said his work with 
: natives worded about heir 
band governments cu l -  
minated in seven Reform 
MPs meeting with 200 na- 
tives last month in Prince 
George. 
He'll be taking the mes- 
sage of financial accoun- 
tability and government 
accountability to his 
: caucus when it meets this 
week in Banff. 
"We'll be encouraging 
our caucus members to 
take seriously the pleas for 
assistance they might 
receive from band mem- 
bers," said Scott. 
" I  think what we'll be 
seeing is a better under- 
standing over time." 
Scott's heard pleas for 
assistance for years, but 
they intensified after he  
took over the Reform 
aboriginal affairs critic 
post just,over ayear ago. 
" I  must have 50 files 
covering B.C., Alberta, 
Saskatchewan and 
Manitoba," he said. 
i The questions of ac-. 
countability have every- 
thing todo with the grow- 
ing number of bands 
achieving levels of self 
, government, Scott con- 
tinued. 
"The aboriginal people 
we have spoken to have 
been very clear in saying 
that  before any kind of 
self government can be 
locked in, there has to be 
fiscal and democratic ac- 
countability," said Scott. 
|~ 
Assault 
alleged 
A TERRACE man faces as- 
sault charges for allegedly 
slapping his spouse last 
Tuesday night. 
The 28-yesr-old man al- 
legedly threw his spouse 
onto a sofa, pinned her 
down and slapped her face 
just before midnight at the 
couple's home on Muller 
Street in Terrace. 
Constable J.R. Walker 
said the matter was brought 
before the courts as part of 
the RCMP's zero tolerance 
policy toward family 
violence. 
federal Department of In- 
dian Affairs has been of 
no help to natives who 
have worries about how 
their band councils opera- 
te. 
"They keep telling us it 
is an internal matter for 
the band," he said. 
But Scott sees a larger 
issue with the department, 
one in which its officials 
have deh'herately hidden 
information from the vari- 
ous Indian Affairs minis- 
ten over the years as how 
to bad the situation really 
is. 
~1¢ EPILEPSY 
1 800 860-5499 
WEARHOUSE 
:SALE  i: : 
Clothing&:Foo~ear 
• Metis: Wom~ni):!,!?,, 
Terraca:B:C:} 'T
Bes,de Happy Ga- n .Center 
t 
Mike Scott 
"Native people just can- 
not get any kind of ac- 
curate information on 
what their bands do," said 
Scott. 
"It is clear to us, 
through internal depart- 
ment documents hat have 
been leaked to us, that de- 
partment officials know of 
the serious of the situa- 
tions of accountability and 
of compliance, but conceal 
the information." 
Scott's also convinced 
that RCMP office• trying 
to investigate allegations 
involving native govern- 
ments are being warned 
off by their political 
masters. 
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HERE TODAY, GONE TOMORROW 
• / 
~ 7~[:7 i:: L i ~ 
ONE DAY ONLY 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1998, WHILE QUANTITIES LAST 
All 
Built-in Major 
Appliances 
All 
TV's 
& VCR's 
ONSALE i.....i.[. ~ • : , :  
All 
KitchenAid ® 
Major 
Appliances 
All 
Whirlpool 
Major 
Appliances 
All 
Stereos 
ONi SALE 
..-i, " " : ~ .  . ' ' . 
All 
Central 
Vacuum 
Systems 
Installation ot included @Registered trademark of KitchenAId USA. KilchenAid Canada licensee in Canada 
L ,, ~~::~.~:~:~ oca"Y l y ~ :  :! 
owned ~ :  
" i~ i :~ '~ ana ,  ,~ 
operated by ~ i l i  
,,,,an 
Mcmntyre ~~,~!  
3228 Kalum St. 
Terrace B.C. 
VSG 2K:L 
At Sears, we are big enough to have what%~tou want.,. 
but small enough to care who you are. 
Monday  - F r iday  
9 :30am - 5 :30pm 
Saturday  9 :30am - 4 :00pro  
.~tA !.  OUi : l  [~  " 09921 
Authorized Sears Dea ler  Copyright 1998. Smart Canodo Inc. 
" _CI  Chicken Out. 310 @T 
Call 3IO-SPOT (7768) to take-out he new White Spot Char Roast Chick's, Pick'ns. 
4620 Lakelse AVenue, Terrace 
~ ~q~ ~ N OA iF lq l  
.¢P *Offer ezpim Nov. 30. No ~a~b value, 
Not redmiiatdt With any other ~romotiOnM o~fir. 
(~er Valid at listed location on~ after I I:f)l) ,Ira. 
~ ] ~~ ' ~ . . . .  :~) ........ ~) i rd~e ive , lOO/o  o f f  our :  next , take-outo~ ~i ~ 
[] •m 
th 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
r] 
 hank You Terrace For Making Us 5 Years Str0ngZ 
To celebrate our 5th anniversary we're giving away a trip 
for 2 ~ywhere Canadian Airlines flies in North America! 
HOW TO ENTER: 
Enter at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel or book 
us your next Canadian Air ticket witt .a~and 
be automatically entered. 
v 
[ ]  "",11 
[] Fly Away with Uniglobe and 
[] Canadian AirlinesX 
4718A Laze l le  Avenue,  Ter race  i 
Canadi • 638-8522 ~]n No ~.~'-~=-= Nt~_-=:::~y. M-~ be 18 years and older to enter. Minor blackout dates in effeot, 
i i 
m 
[] u M m e  [] f 
) 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
--X......--.--- 
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TERRACE STANDA RID 
BUSINESS REVIEW 
. J _- 
I Setting up 
JUST MOVED into new retail space on Hwy 16 
West beside Home Hardware is the E.B. Horsman 
and Sons Ltd. electrical supply wholesaler. That's 
inside sales rap Brett MacKenzie bringing in 
pipes. The outlet - -one of 17 branches in B.C. 
moved at the end of August from its previous Ioca- 
lion on Kalum SL south of Keith Ave. 
Jobless rate 
UNEMPLOYMENT in 
the northwest edged down 
marginally in August. 
The jobless rate was 9.4 
per cent, down from 9.6 per 
cent in July, according to a 
labour force survey released 
Friday by Human Resources 
Development Canada. 
Bet it still reflects high 
unemployment compared to 
one year ago, when the rate 
was 8.7 per cent 
Total employment is down 
alm9st 10 per cent from a 
yea i ago in both the north- 
w~t region and northeast 
region, the survey indicates. 
The northeast, however, 
still had the province's 
lowest unemployment rate 
Out & About 
Construction stays slow 
CONSTRUCTION STARTS in Terrace bumped up to. 
just over $1 million in August, nearly double the deathly. 
slow $525,000 building pace set in July. 
But most of the value of the building permits issued 
came from two large City of Terrace projects. One was 
the $390,000 addition and renovation underway at the 
Aquatic Centre. The other was the $357,000 construction 
of a new Wilson Ave. water tank on the edge of the bench. 
Aside from those projects, only seven building permits 
were issued in the month, worth only $264,000. 
Except for one house start, all the permits were for 
renovations or sign installations. 
Construction year-to-date is now at $5.5 million for 
1998. That's way down from $17.8 million to the same 
point last year and barely a quarter of the $21.5 million 
issued to the end of August in 1996. 
Depots, pre-schools here 
MUSHROOM DEPOTS led the city's list of 16 new 
": business licences issued in August. 
Also popping up were a number of pre-schoola nd 
dayeares. Rainbow Castle, operated by Tracey Beler, and 
Our Little School House are listed as new pre-schnols. 
And Dong Viguers is listed as the operator of Kermode 
Kids Club daycare. 
Also on the list are Cedar River Physiotherapist Inc. in 
offices on Park Ave. 
And CJ Dance Studio, operated by Carole Anderson, 
is opening up Sept 14 in the Greig Ave. ProfessionaV 
• Building, in the former Omineca Medical Laboratory loca- 
tion. The studio will offer ballet, tap, and jazz dancing les- 
sons as well as aerobics classes. 
Even bad in Alberta 
LAYOFFS and cutbacks are hitting the pulp industry in 
Alberta, reports the Edmonton Journal. dips slightly Weldwood Canada chopped 30 jobs at its Hinton mill 
and warned many more layoffs are coming in response to 
low prices and poor Asian markets. Other Alberta pulp 
for B.C. as a whole came 
down half a point from 9.1 
per cent in July to 8.6 per 
cent in August 
Compared to one year 
ago, there are 15,000 more 
public sector jobs in B.C. 
and 10,000 fewer private 
sector jobs. Declines were 
reported in all primary in- 
dustries - -  agriculture, 
forestry, fishing and mining. 
Construction jobs also went 
producers are described as being in "survival mode". 
Weldwood officials said they need pulp prices of US 
$600 a tonne to be comfortable and with prices now at 
$500 or less, "we've been forced to reorganize." 
Lift oil ban, gov't urged 
THE B.C. CHAMBER of Commerce is urging the feder- 
al and provincial governments to lift a moratorium on oil 
and gas exploration off the north coast. 
Chamber president John Winter said offshore xploration 
in the Queen Charlotte Basin would give the northern 
economy a shot at diversification. 
down by l3,000. Morcjobs ]LemU.: :SS 4,ps 1.,__,_,_. 
were recorded in,trade, utili- . 
t|es,, public adtnini'stra~tion ~" "~I~i lVlU~Ni,mlI , i lL I~ 
and business and personal 
services. 
Five provinces Quebec, 
Nova Scotia, New Brans- 
wick, Prince Edward Island 
4.3 per cent and Newfoundland 
The worst regions were reported higher uuempioy- 
the Cariboo at 14.1 per cent ment than B.C., while the 
md the Kootenays at 10.9 other western provinces and 
)¢r cent. Ontario all had lower uncm- 
* Unemployment elsewhere ployment than hcre. Lowest 
n B.C. ranged from 7.2 per in the country was Albeda 
~ent (Thomson-Okanagan) at 5.5 per cent, while New- 
9.4 per cent (Victoria). foundland hit a new high of 
The unemployment rate 18.9 percent. 
~ " " with this coupon "== " " with this coupon " n 
I u 
I Save 50¢ on Save 50¢ on 
I purchase of a purchase of a. 
Chicken ' 
n Banana Split I Strip Basket I 
an
pe
i
cent 
to 
I meet  me at  I meet me at  I 
'DQ. DO,..' 
~ttd e~ it I~l~pa[,l~ Dairy ~ktt~u igor'elk O~m vatkl oa] 7 |l IN I~kiplt,l~ Omit, ~]1~ n |to i.~lt f.~l~ i 
I ~ gee ~ C¢~ port item nuLy bl ~b~tltu¢~d by ~lpo~ per day Coui~ n item me)* Im ~hqitutcd by I beat~m and t~t  bllit~ Coupua elq~r~m June 1~gg. 
I I Coupon Per Purchase ~ 1 Coupon Per Purchase 
(~ The Centre for Leadership 
And Technology 
Together with 
~ Peak Per fomance  
Present 
The Phoen ix  Seminar  • 3 Days  
- Empowering People For Maximmn Performance 
Peak Performance Systems - is a Canadian based consulting, 
training and professional development organization dedicated to 
inspiring individuals and corporations to reach igher levels of 
archievement, contributions and fulfillment, 
The Benefits: 
- People f ll better about themselves 
- Greater acceptance ofpersenal responsibility forresults 
- Superior p oblem selwng and decision making skills 
- Improved communications a dteamwork 
- Higher productivity and performance 
- Individuals emerge more positive, confident and self-motivated 
Here are a few programs this seminar offers: 
- Unl0cklngYour Potential 
- ~king Charge 0fYour Life • 
- Eliminating Negative Emotions 
- Programming¥0ur Mind For Success 
- Rapid Learnfng Techniques • 
- Five Keys To Goal Setting 
- Time Management Strategies 
- Creative Problem Solving 
- Eliminating Stress and Tension 
Fee:S875,00. Seating islimitedl 
Dates: November 16,17 & 18 Kitimat 
November 19, 20 & 21 Torrace 
For more information 6i'registration 
Kitimat call 632.2085 Terrace ~l1638.6035 
www.tclt.be.ea 
The Nor thern  Deve lopment  Fund 
Wants  Your  Two Cents  Wor th  
About  Economic  Deve lopment  
The BC-Alcan 1997 Agreement created a fund to assist communities affected 
by the Kitimat-Kemano Project and the creation of the Nechako reservoir. 
At the beginning of the year, the two parties began contr~uting a total of 
$5 million per year for three years. The Northern Development Fund 
Advisory Board has reached consensus on draft recommendations for
administering that money. Now they need to know what you think of 
the i r  ideas, and they want to hear Nour ideas. 
These public meetings will shape the recommendations that are presented 
this fall to Dan Miller, Minister for Northern Development. 
Book  a space in  the  community sess ion  in  your  area. 
Two hours  o f  your  t lme cou ld  make a b ig  d i f fe rence  
because  vour input  can af fect  the dec is ions.  
H igh l ights  o f  the Draf t  Recommendat ions  
• Give priority to projects in communit ies directly affected by the 
Kit imat/Kemano Project and the creation of the Nechako Reseivoir. 
Other communit ies will be eligible for grants and loans i f  their 
proposals benefit  he pr imary investment area. 
• Use $5 mil l ion immediately for a working fund to support loan and 
grant programs. 
• Include programs for business loans, community  infrastructure loans, 
communi ty  grants and economic development grants. 
• Set aside $10 mil l ion to invest and build to a $15 mil l ion legacy fund. 
Use the interest from the legacy fund to support on-going economic 
development programs. 
• Strike a permanent  Northern Development Fund Management Board 
with representation from Northwestern BC. 
A copy o f  the  Advisory Board's  d ra f t  recommendat ions  i  avai lable 
on  the  In ternet  at  www.ndLgov.bc.ca 
/,BRITISH 
~:  COLUMBIA "Be::Ai'can Ns~ern Development Fund 
PENCILMAN 
Are these prices 
I I. I " . lqk i ~~i  
or IS It JUSt me{.- -.,.~9 • 
~ 1 / ~  8Per  m°nth  
48 mo. / lease 
' 98  CAMRY CE 
Best selling car in North America • Power windows/locks/mirrors, Air conditioning 
• AM/FM cassette • Tilt steering/Cruise control .  4 speed automatic transmission 
"98 RAV4 a a t i c  utom 
per month 
48 mo./lease '156
DOWNPAYMENT MONTHLY PAYMENT' 3 8 %  el,00 SO $302 24 [[
$2~(}00 $279 • • 
s3.000 $256 financing OAC 
• Ftfll time 4WD. Tilt steering. AM/FM cassette. 16 valve DOHC, 127HP • Intermittent wipers 
TOYOTA BC DEALERS 
www.toyota.ca 
kP 
C/¢~ PRO]IGrlON 
PENCILMAN SAYS READ THE FINE PRINT: 3.8% finance offer from Toyota Canada Credit Ino. la based on up to 60 month financing OAC on RAV4. Lease offers for qualilled retail 
cuslomera only on 1998 models sold and delivered before September 3Oth, 1998. Le~tse payments of $258152791$30215324 for 1998 RAV4 4-Door 4WD (HP10VP) based on 48 month walk- 
away leases with $3,000/$2,0CO/$1,000/$0 down. Total lease obligations are $15,2ss/$1s,3921515,40el$fS,S52. Lease payments of $24815271/$29415317 for 1998 Camry CE (BG22KP-C) 
based on 48 month Walkaway leases with $3,3OC/$2,000151,0eo/$0 down, Total lease obligation| are $16,204151S.008/$18,112/$15,216. Lease payments based on a maximum of 96,000 kin. 
Additional charges are 10 cente/km, Excludes license, insurance and applicable taxes. Includes a maximum of ST00 for freight and pro-delivery inspection. Pencilman says ace your Toyota ec 
Dealer for details, I L  
Mega-movie 
proves a hit 
with locals 
THE TITANIC may have hit the iceberg, but the movie's 
video sales have hit the roof. 
The two-tape video set for the three-hour, 14-minute 
movie cruised into Terrace Sept. I with a vengeance. 
From the time the video went on sale at 9 a.m. Tuesday 
morning, shops had already sold or presold more than 550 
videos by noon. 
That made for a potential sale value of approximately 
$12,000 here before the first day of sales concluded. 
"My wife really loved the movie," said Kevin Neufeld, 
who picked up a copy of the video Thursday. "It 's just 
good entertainment." 
Employees at Canadian Tire, The Bargain Shop, 
Safeway, Video Stop, Video Update and Zeilers have been 
busy stocking shelves with the movie all week. 
Store employees said first day sales were so strong that 
supplies ran out and new stock was being ordered. 
In fact stores across the country were ambushed with 
zealous Leonardo DiCaprio fans and love story fanatics. 
Titanic became the first film to earn more than $600 mil- 
lion US in North America. 
Speeders drop 
THE NUMBER OF speeders and the speed at which they 
travel is dropping in the area, indicate police statistics. 
And police officers credit photo radar and increased en- 
forcement as the reason. 
Sergeant Rick Plantinga of the northern photo radar sec- 
tion based in Prince George says surveys of how fast 
people drove in selected spots prior to photo radar coming 
to the area tell the story. 
Near Gossen Creek east of Terrace where the speed limit 
is 90 kilometres an hour, for example, 15 per cent of 
drivers drove at more than 108 kilometres an hour. Photo 
radar officers set their equipment to catch speeders above 
the 85 percentile l vel. 
An updated survey, after photo radar was introduced, 
revealed that the 85 percentile speed had dropped to 104 
kilometres per hour. 
And whereas just seven per cent of all drivers travelled 
on or below the limit of 90 kilometres an hour, that figure 
has now increased to 30 per cent. 
"We're seeing this happen in other areas of the north as 
well," said Plantinga. 
" I  think people are finding out the vans are for real and 
that hey should slow down," he added. 
The sergeant said it is just as important for people to be 
deterred from speeding as it is for cameras to record 
speeders. 
In another location, on Old Lakelse Lake Ave., 17 per 
cent of drivers drove at or below the 50 kilometre an hour 
~peed limit in 1996. That's now increased to 25 per cent. 
Increased enforcement is also having an effect along the 
straight stretch of Hwy37 leading to Wdhams Creek •south 
of the airport. 
The highway between Terrace and Kitimat has also been 
chosen for extra radar enforcement as part of an overall 
provincial campaign to reduce Iraltic accidents. 
Officers recorded 347 contacts in May, resulting in 81 
warnings. In June, contacts dropped to 162, with 58 warn- 
ings, a' higher proportion than the month before. 
CITY OF TERRACE 1998 Tax Sale 
Pursuant o section 457 of the Municipal Ad, on the 2811"= 
day of September 1998 in the Council Chambers of Ifle 
Cily of Terrace, at the hour of ten o'clock in the forenoon, 
there shall be offered for sale by public auction each and 
every parcel of the real properly including improvements, 
upon which any taxes are delinquent. 
The following properties have delinquent taxes as of 
September 04, 1998. 
Folio # Address/Legal Description Upset Price: 
01357.000 4711 Loen Ave. 
Plan 3473, Lot 7 DL 361 $4690.57 
01503.000 3502 Eby St. 
Plan 3693 Lot 16 DL 361 $6020.36 
02829.000 4918 Greig Ave. 
Plan 4853 Lot 9-11 DL 362 $14052.67 
05494.000 4505 Cedar Cres. 
Plan 3669 Lot 3 BIk A DL 369 $10083.93 
06161.000 5012 Graham Ave. 
Plan 3154 Lot 28 BIk 2 DL 611 $3258.23 
11085.000 4910 Gair Ave. 
Plan 4580 Lot 4 DL 977 $5901.67 
19206.000 6-3624 Kabm St. 
Manufadured Home Reg. #34636 $1122.02 
. F. Keilh Norman, CMA 
Treasurer/Collector 
= 
110-4716 tazelle Ave. 
Terrace 635-0123 
Toll Free 1-800-682-O123 
i 
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TITANIC FAN: Kevin Neufeld was just one of the 
hundreds of locals who bought the Titanic video 
when it went on sale this week. Although he admitted 
that he enjoyed the movie during its cinematic 
release, he said he bought it for his wife. 
r Back  To Schoo l  
B°Ao ogoC°8 
Before you go back to school this year come see 
us at Images we'll help you look your very best! 
iasi c L i t res ~: 
Conditioner :: ! 
Ul ,a -  ~ mam~ 
. . . .  ' : :: ::":"..'2 i/ 
4652 Laze l le  Ave. ,  Ter race  
635-4997 
RE ION 
PEACE 
m 
~:' ~Whe Rea l  T ruth  About  God 
Fr iday ,  September  11 - 7:00 p.m. 
SATURDAY, WEDNESDAY 
SEPTEMBER 12 SEPTEMBER 16 
Amazing Facts Prove Bible True i A World in Turmoil 
SUNDAY FRIDAY 
SEPTEMBER 13 SEPTEMBER 18 
Ancient Dream Foretells World's Fate  Good God, Bad World. Why? 
The "Discover" Bible Seminar continues through October 17 on 
Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Wednesday nights at 7:00 p.m. 
UPCOMING TOPICS INCLUDE: 
• Freedom from Fear and  Gui l t  
• The Mark o f  the Beast  and  666 
• How to Have Secur i ty and  F inanc ia l  Prosper i ty  
• Armageddon and  the Seven Last  P lagues  
I FREE J 
Admiss ion  • Park ing  • Ch i ld  Care  
The "Discover" Bible Seminar is designed for busy people. Meetings begin at 7:00 
p.m. sharp, and conclude by 8:15 p.m. each evening. Bring your children. A nursery 
service is provided free of charge. And there's an excellent program of videos, crafts, 
activities and stories for children 4- 11 years old. 
Pastor Potts has resided here in Terrace for four years. Prior to this, Jeff served as a mis- 
sionary in Africa, and pastored several churches in Ontario. A diligent student of the 
Scriptures, Jeff has traveled to Israel to better understand the Bible and its prophecies. 
Your Seminar Speaker 
Je f f  Pot ts  M.  D iv .  
• Terrace Adventist Church 
5401 McConnell Cres. At Kalum Lake Dr .  
(AcrOss from Northwest Community College) 
Terrace, B.C. 
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Airline cuts to hurt 
health care in Dease 
LOSING SCHEDULED air to taxes and other costs. 
service would be devaslat- 
ing to medical services in 
Dease Lake and area, says 
the clinical services director 
of the Stikine Health Centre. 
People who need to fly 
south for medical treatment 
would be forced to drive to 
Terrace or Smithers, says 
Pat Schindel. 
And it could days for bad- 
ly needed drugs to be 
delivered to the centre by 
mad, she adds. 
Schindei made the com- 
ments in anticipation of 
Central Mountain Airlines 
cancelling its daily service 
to Dease Lake. 
"Some drugs have an ex- 
piry date so we keep on 
hand jest the amount we 
need," Schindel said of the 
health centre's pharmaceuti- 
eal supply. 
She also worries that with 
the pending loss of schedul- 
ed service, winter snow 
cleating and maintenance at
the tiny community's airport 
might suffer. 
That could have implica- 
tions on medevac flights 
land and taking off for criti- 
cally fll or injured people, 
said Schindel. 
Losing a scheduled air ser- 
vice would make it far more 
complicated for visiting 
medical specialists and 
relief nurses who staff fed- 
eral nursing stations in the 
surrounding area, said 
Schindel. 
"People would have to 
drive and that would take at 
least a day firom Terrace and 
it may be that we'd find no- 
body willing to do that," 
Schindel continued. 
The planned cancellation 
of scheduled air service is 
the topic of a meeting Sept. 
10 in Dease Lake. 
Bulkley Valley-Stikine 
NDP MLA Bill Goodacre, 
who represents the area, 
doubts Central Mountain 
will change its mind. 
But he is adding up the 
i t~t t~t  by"th~iovi~:" 
ci~_l g0ve/nment on air ser- 
v~e m~'~.ase ~,ake. 
" I f  we add in what the 
federal government spends, 
and then what the bands in 
the area spend, we should 
hopefully come up with an 
amount that could be attrac- 
tive to somebody who wants 
to run a schedule three or 
four times a week," said 
Goodacre. 
Skeena Reform MP Mike 
Scott said Central 
Mountain's problem is tied 
portation is the only viable 
"If the cost of doing busi- 
ness is so high it is extreme- 
ly difficult if not impossible 
to meet overhead and other 
costs," said Scott. 
He's in favour of a sub- 
sidy or incentive going to 
airlines erving northern and 
option to more remote com- 
munities, I see nothing 
wrong with some as- 
sistance," he said. 
In the meantime, Central 
Mountain has delayed its 
cancellation of service from 
Oct. 5 to the end of the 
isolated areas, month. 
"The taxpayer already That's to fit a 60-day can- 
subsidizes buses and ferries cellation otice period as re- 
so in a case where air trans- quired by Transport Canada. 
Porn 
suspect 
in court 
A ~ T  man facing 
three charges related to the 
trading of child 
pornography on the intemet 
has elected trial by Supreme 
Court judge. 
Joseph Richard Scrivens, 
20, made the decision in 
Kitimat provincial court last 
week. Nov. 19 has also been 
set aside for the beginning 
of his preliminary hearing. 
Scrivens was charged after 
RCMP seized a computer 
and its files from his home 
Aug. 27. The three charges 
are possessing child 
pornography for the pur. 
poses of trafficking and two 
counts of possession of 
child pornography. 
Scrivens is being kept in 
custody until his 
preliminary hearing. He also 
has yet to enter a plea on the 
charges, 
Police forensic investi- 
gators in Vancouver are 
now pouring over the files 
from the seized computer. 
Police believe Scrivens' 
computer contains more 
than 10,000 images and 
video clips. 
They don't believe 
Scrivens created any of the 
images himself. 
"The material that has 
been viewed would have 
come from the internct, hey 
weren't the home-made 
kind," added Detective Cst. 
Bruce Headridge, an investi- 
gator with the Co-ordinated 
Law Etfl'oreement Unit 
(CLEU) in Vancouver. 
,• m ~ VISA"  
Pat Schindel 
WEARHOUSE 
>! SALE:, :: 
Cloth iha . ,&~:Too~ear  
:= ,  
 Bas( "e 
i':: ;'..:/:!:. "~ 
'3228!ka!  
::: B :!;:i 
NOTICE 
All playing fields at the Terrace, Thomhill & Kitimat 
area schools will be fertilized monthly. This 
program will run from May through October 1998, 
C ~ C ~  
m 
ANNOUNCING 
DR. SHANNON CERNIUK 
OptomeWist 
4550 Lakelse Ave. 
• pediatric, geriatric and contact lens specially 
• In house examinations available 
• Laser vision co-manager 
Drop in appointments welcome! 
638-2020 
O ea. 
Safeway Club Price 
Safeway 
Apple Juice 
Or TownHouse. From concentrate. 
1-Litre. FIRST FOUR- Combined 
varieties. 
SAVE up to 44¢ 
' "  f 
,,,. 
4;  
2o69 
Safeway Club Price 
Luceme 
Ice Cream 
Assorted varie~es. 
2-Litre. 
SAVE up to $1,60 
~/. ,: ~.C,~d=.r~ ~" 
J r ~, i i :~  ~'' ,..~ ~o,~,~' :~:  . • . c.-:~ ~ " ~.~. : .~ .  
• , .~ .~~vwlm,~t ,s~ ,46/kq 
Chef Style" 
ndin9 Rib 
Roast 
Cap Removed. 
Valu Pack 
~,~,ii~ " ' ~..,@~ , ~ ~ " ~  , .~ 
..... : : . , ,~ , , :A  :i ¸  
099 ~b. 11,00~g 
Boneless 
"New York" 
Strip Loin 
Whole. 
C~0vac 
,.-,. ~' .... OOnb. 
i : [  ~!:i~i~:~ Sdeway Club Price 
'~ *~ ~ ~ir':~!~: Product ofU,S,A. 
, ,~' ,dl~t*~.;:: I F ; ' -~  .... ,~ No. 1Grade. 
b 31 
. . . . .  IA9 ,.v : .  
Bear season draws warning 
to pick up your rotting fruit 
EITHER .PICK the fruit 
f~om your trees or chop 
them down, says a local 
conservation officer. 
Dale Ryan made the cam- 
ment now that bear season 
is in full swing. 
Rotting fruit can be a 
hazard to neighbourhood 
children because it attracts 
bears. , 
Conservation officers hot 
nine black bears on the Aug. 
28 to Aug. 30 weekend 
alone. 
I A sow and two cubs in the 
5200 block of Soueie Ave- 
nue were killed and three 
bears were shot on the 
bench near Uplands Nurs- 
ery. 
"The bears were showing 
no fear and there were lots 
of kids in the area," said 
Ryan. 
Officers then trapped and 
shot a large male bear near 
the Desiderata Hotel and 
two more bears in New 
Remo. 
Ryan expects complaints 
and sightings to drop now 
that September is here. 
But one bear near Queens- 
way was trapped last Tues- 
day and by last Wednesday 
morning, a sow was caught 
and her three cubs were ex- 
pected to beclose by. 
Complaints have also 
come from the Thomhill 
area, but they might be re- 
lated to the Queensway 
sighting since bears can 
roam large areas. 
Black bears, said Ryan, 
need to be shot because lo- 
cal offices don't have the 
money to reloeate them, 
Drug 
charges 
laid 
RCMP HAVE charged a 
Lazelle Ave. resident after 
officers say they seized a 
quantity of marijuana and 
heroin from' his home Aug. 
29. 
Police allege Gordon Dale 
Holland, 44, had 381 grams 
of marijuana and- a--sraall 
amount of heroin on his 
premises. 
Holland's charged with 
two counts of possession of 
marijuana for the purposes 
of trafficking and one count 
of possession of heroin. 
Holland was released on 
$500 bail until his next 
court date, Sept. 11. 
CONSERVATION OFFICERS Adrian Juch and Dale Ryan have been busy 
responding to bear complaints in the area. They now hope things will calm down.; 
whereas grizzly and 
kermode bears am moved 
for conservation reasons. 
And, he said, moving a 
black bear to the woods 
would just push a less domi- 
nant bear back into town. 
"It (shooting bears) is 
definitely the least favourlte 
part of my job," Ryan said. 
Officers take bear car- 
cusses to decompose in a 
safe place where birds and weekend, conservation of- 
smaller animals can use the 
fur. 
But carcasses are also 
buried in local dumps - so 
that larger animala won't be 
attracted tothem. 
As of Aug. 25, conserva- 
tion officers received 106 
fleers destroyed only two 
bears, with another 15 bears 
killed by area residents. 
Though August was busy, 
Ryan said the number of 
bear sightings in Terrace has 
dropped since last year. 
And Terrace bears seem 
bear complaints in Terrace more attracted to fruit trees 
and attended eight sightings, than Kitimat bears who are 
Previous to the Aug. 28 found near garbage. 
Back By Popular Demand 
anky Panky's Presents 
Black & 
White Night 
: ~ vTFr ida~.Sept  :11 &" " 
Saturday, Sept 12 
lu've got it flaunt i / Wear black and white in any mixlure you 
Prizes for the most ou~ageous combinaUon, the best match. 
ing couple, Come arly and you could ~n a prize/ 
Every Sunday & Monday • 
Night Is Karaoke Night/ 
22 NEW MODELS, 5 NEW ENGINES, 2 NEW STYLES 
Also Available In Blur. 
Purchase  your  new s led  between Sept  1 - Oct  3.5 
Get  $300 in FREE po lar i s  gear  and  accessor ies  or  FREE f inanc ing .  
($0 down, no interest and no payments until Feb. 1999.) 
P~U~- Second year FREE engine service contract 
$400.00 Value! 
August '98 Snow West Magazine voted 
"Polaris 700 RMK Muscle Sled of the 
Year" and "Polaris 600 RMK Mountain 
Sled of the Year" for the 2rid year running. 
Betveen all the new features and our GonAIp '99 of~, there's absolutely nomason to miss out on a Polaris led l~is ye~. ~ Polaris Buyer ~ 
Plan* assures you the bes ~eal when ~ou buy between September 1 end O~obef 15. 7his Includes $300 in FREE GkqMENTS AND ACCESSORIES with ~. 
chase. Or, if you prefer, enj0y zero dawn, o ~e~eat and no p~menLs foe five menths.* Rue, a/tee 2nd yeee Enl~ne Service ~ And let's not forget 
about everything em that's available. 11~is ~ea¢, Polaris  unleashing 22new rnede/s, m to roan'don ~ new engines, h~o new s~j~es, t~ new ~ke sys- 
tems ~1 new posPJon-sensffJ1ve shocks .  Ibis deal's going fast, so hurl)' down to a participating dealer and ~,,v~ew the new sleds, if you don't, you'll be 
chasing them. While )~u're there, ask ~ add'~onal s vings on '98 models, RIDE THE BEST. 
LEASE IT...Your financing altern~lve for o nrs Polaris Snowmobile. 
Offer good at parUclpetlna Palate dealers and subject to model availability. Indy 340, 340 Deluxe and 340 Tour na era not eligible 
for this promedon. Not available to principals or employees of Polaris Indusb'les Inc. authorized Po aria distributors, racers, govern- 
ment fleets or rental fleets. * Free financing available on approved credit through Pol~s Card at pertlc Patina dealers and only at 
time of sale provided unpaid balance Is paid In full by first payment due date Lease program ts available only to residents of 
Canada only st pattlclfiatinl~ dealers, end upon Splo¢OVed credit. 0 1998 Poleda Industries Ltd 1445 Church Avenue Winnipeg, 
rwsnltobe R2X 2X9. For your nearest po ads dee er v~sn our webalts at http//www.polads ndustdon.com 
WEARHOUSE 
cbthingii&iiFo0~ear 
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BI Steak & Seafood Grill 
nenas  mee~ 1:  ,.....:".:~:-.;.;~,.., ~;~ P .~., ........ ::i :~::!;ii~;;i,i!!~ :: ~ ~, ~ 
EVERY FRI & SAT ~~,N ~'{  
PRIME RIB NIGHT 
~, Dinner: Sun-Thurs - 5-1 O, Fri-Sat - 4 -10 
- , ~  Lunch: Tue-Fri - 11-2 
~~~~ T-~T s teak  & 4332 LakelseAve., Terrace, 
~l l  J-~.L Seafood  635-9161 
Did You Know That 80% Of The 
Dirt That Comes In Your Buildinm 
~I Comes In The Doors "" 
J [  We can help, we rent  entrance mats  in var ious 
J ~ l p  ~_ sizes to keep the dirt  out and keep your  
~ 1 ~  c leaning expenses down. 
~ ~ Stop throwing your  money away c leaning carpets,  
| | ~ gett ing your  equ ipment  c leaned and pay ing  a . 
[ jan i tor  to dust. Cal l  Now To Star t  Your Weekly 
J~  f Pick-Up And Del ivery of a Fresh Clean Mat.  
I : :  : . . , ,  , . . . , , .  : .  , . . .  , , . . . :  . . . . . . . .  [ 
n ~ ! i '  :No~:~aiiabie! !: !i'!i::;ii:ii!iill 
Superior Linen Supply 
\" ~k  4404 Legion Avenue, Behind the Bingo Hall 
f. ~ Ter race ,  Ph :  635-2838 ' A 
- -  I1|  
The more 
you fill up, 
the  more  
we donate .  
On September 11 - 12, we'll donate 2¢ 
to local children's hospitals for every litre 
of ethanol-blended Premium Plus and 
Regular Plus gasoline sold. This event is 
one way Mohawk's Clear Sky Foundal~on 
supports char/lies across Western Canada, 
Please give us your support, All you have 
to do is pump a little gas, 
MOHAWK~ r~ 
CLEAR 
Doritos 
& Cheetos 
60gBag 
2/$I,29 
PIm applkaUe ~
Offar vvdld uMg Oct. 4/M tddle qmltHkle lal¢ 
Ifi 
T 
Grilled 
Hot Dog 
with the works 
|c,q  
Pm appik~e m~ 
offw vagd UlAI Oct. 4/m whlh q~ltJt~ tilt. 
Gatorade 
591 ml 
PIm al~Plkd)te bxe¢ 
Offw wlkl mt~ Oct 4/98 whh q~,e~i~u l L 
Ter race  Mohawk 
4760 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace Ph: 635-6935 
. : : .  , , _  . , , , . ,  , : .  .. • :  • , : . . . _  :...,,:,:.::3•.:=.:•/; ¸ • . . . ,  ••  .: . : :- : ; . . . . .• . :•%:  " , , , -  .•  • .%.• :•  . . . .  - , : •  : : . . :  . • :  . •=. .  . . : • :  : . . .  
911 
h Q 0 an no 
(Okay one week). 
: : iilil 
Introducing The Hearthstone Pre-Buih Homes Collection. For a limited time get the quality:ii 
Nelson home you want at a very special price.., all in only one week. Our experts have put the most ; 
requested options into six of our most popular pre-buih ome packages. All you have to do is choose i 
a model and you're on your way, For your free copy our new brochure call 1-800.661-6534. : 
Nelson Homes Delivers Dreams 
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Advocate can help with paperwork 
Time to know your rights 
BEING OUT OF work and 
with the daim to cover your 
basic exp/~nses refused by 
the government would be 
enough for most people to 
feel overwhelmed by the 
system and to give up. 
That's exactly what Gerry 
King wants to stop people 
from doing. 
King, himself on welfare, 
has started Skeena Anti- 
Poverty, a one-man ad- 
voeacy oftice, which helps 
people dealing with welfare 
and employment insurance 
issues get what they think 
they deserve. 
He says people who have 
been fired or quit often 
don't get their benefits un- 
less they appeal the govern- 
meat's original decision to 
deny their claim. 
But, according to King, 
many people never appeal. 
"A lot of people are not 
aware (of their options)," 
says King. 
"They're intimidated by 
bureaucracy. They assume 
you need a lawyer to prop- 
erly rzepare," he adds. 
"Most people don't really 
need representation," he 
says, "but those who are in- 
timidated and Jacking in 
confidence and esteem, the 
system seems to overpower 
them." 
Among the clients who 
decide to pursue their ap- 
peals, King says his success 
rate is high. 
"I  would say I have an 85 
per cent success rate," says 
King. 
But King says most of his 
eases never get to the point 
of an official hearing. 
Most are cleared up with a 
meeting with the ap- 
propriato federal or provin- 
cial office staff in Terrace. 
King has worked in the 
poverty field since 1984, 
starting out in a soup kitch- 
en that existed where his 
current offi .ce is now. 
He worked for years for 
the Terrace Anti Poverty 
Group Society before being 
dismissed last year. 
King's office, a donated 
space on the second floor of 
the Tillicum Twin Theatres, 
opened four months ago and 
offers free services for any- 
one needing help pursuing 
claims, from welfare and 
employment insurance to 
Worker's Compensation a d 
Gerry King 
the Canada Pension Plan. 
King says there's a grow- 
lag need for advocacy ser- 
vices because of the in- 
creases number of people. 
filing claims for the first 
time, after having worked 
their entire lives. 
SC! urged to get on with plan 
SKEENA CELLULOSE may find itself under legal pres- 
sure to end its delays and go ahead with a promised $170 
million pulp mill modernization. 
Company officials last month confirmed they will not 
embark on the three- to five-year spending plan until pulp 
prices improve. 
But that has conlractor Lloyd Hull arguing the firm isn't 
honouring its legally binding commitments under the 
restructuring plan. 
"I 've got a lawyer looking into it," Hull said last week- 
Thursday. " I  don't think they have a right not to do that 
work on the mill." 
Hull noted that Don Hull and Sons ConUracting Ltd. and 
numerous other suppliers and contractors agreed to take 10 
cents on the dollar for their unpaid bills as their contribu- 
tion to the restructuring plan approved in January. 
Skeena Cellulose's commitment, he added, was to pro- 
ceed with the capital expenditure plan, which is aimed at 
making the pulp mill more efficient and more profitable 
even when pulp prices are low. 
"They agreed to do certain work on the mill if the un- 
secured creditors would go along with this plan," Hull 
said. "We went along with it and they're now starting to 
renege." 
The delays in going ahead with the capital plan fans fears 
in the north that the owners ~ the provincial government 
and the TD Bank - -  might be wavering in their commit- 
ment o save the company. 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
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Wed,Thurs., Fd., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T.V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
You know what  you want .  We have  peop le  who can he lp  you get  there .  
Our Financial Solutions Managers are experienced professionals who go way beyond everyday banking. A multi-tiered training 
programme has empowered them to find customized solutions that help you achieve your goals. Call 1-800-663-0241 toset up a meeting. 
Or, when you visit your branch next, simply tell your FSM what you're looking for. With a little help, who knows how far you could go. 
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CHARLYNN TOEWS 
Back to school 
~ ear Megan, 
/ Here is my high school grad pic- 
ture, 1977. 
Is Walt's Studio still on Main Street? Maybe 
not, it was where Derksen Printers expanded, or 
it could be the little building where that art store 
is now. Anyway, that's where we went to get 
this picture :taken -- Cinta, Lori, Grace, Celia 
and I, in the spring of 1977. Isn't it too typical 
that I 'm stepping right on Gracie's dress, and 
didn't even notice it. What a Maroon[ 
Those dresses meant a lot to us. I think LoWs 
room sewed most of them. Celia's is store- 
bought, I think it's a knit. She embroidered it 
herself, the fiend. When I used to drive her 
around in the Grow Sir truck to school or the 
city or whatever, in high school, she would app- 
ly mascara then pry apart any stuck eyelashes 
with a sewing needle, with me driving around 
corners, going over bumps, stopping at stop 
signs. What a maniac she was and is. 
Jacinta, off the far left, I 'm pretty sure made 
her own dress. She has just recently renovated 
her whole house from a one-story into a two- 
story, with her husband. He's a twint She went 
right to college (Red River) after high schoo.! 
and got her lab re'eli diploiha a hal had "a 
tespons~le, well-paying, real job while I was 
still wandering around going, "Urn, sociology?" 
She had to be at work at, like, eight-thirty in the 
morning or earlier and take people's blood and 
look at it and so forth. She has two lovely chil- 
dren and jeeps. 
Cinta's family moved to Steinbach from 
Pinawa when she was in grade eight, to the 
house right beside the entrance to Sunrise Bay. 
She was Celia's friend first, the hog. 
Lori is the other one with glasses. Nice hair, 
eh? She is so polite, one time she puked into her 
purse instead of my car. And once, to prove that 
she was not a sucky-baby, she threw her pop- 
sicle down on the ground then ate it with the 
gravel on it. "Look!" she said. I think it was 
orange. 
She is now a nurse and a successful seller of 
silk flowers. "Just beautifult" Four lovely chil- 
dren, her husband is a city cop. He's adoptedl 
Next, Gracie, the little one in the middle. She 
is now in charge of a private hospital in Cal- 
gary. No kidding! She has numerous degrees, 
first U of Manitoba (Home Ec.) then Sun- 
nybrook Hospital internship in Toronto then a 
Master's degree in health care administration r
something. She did the last degree part-time 
while working full-time in a real job as Hospital 
Dietitian, having to be at work every day at, 
like, eight a.m. or even earlier. 
Next is me. Could I get bigger glasses? Yes, I 
could borrow Lori's. I can't get over my shoe 
on Grace's nice dress. But I 'm so mean I put 
house paint right in her hair on purpose in grade 
ten. Oh, she was mad. But she still likes me 
anyway. 
Ah, me. A housewife in a small house in a 
small town in northwestern B.C. Sorry we 
didn't go see you play fastbali n Kanfloops dur- 
ing the forest fire. Yikes. 
Or I could say I 'm a writer, having been paid 
for publishing in magazines and newspapers 
since 1985. Currently writing a regular column 
for the local paper called "What?". Married to 
n pilotl And your dad's younger-but-not- 
youngest ister, thus your auntie. All this true so 
far. 
Next Celia, my iovie-pai gal. We have been 
best friends since grade three, other than when 
we were mad at each other for all of grade five. 
(Her fault.) We sat on a snowbank in front of 
her house on S0uthwood Drive in grade six and 
decided to travel together after grade twelve. 
Look at Celia, at this picture taken just before 
grad, before we went to Europe, before a lot of 
things. 
Celia is currently a busy hairdresser and part- 
owner of a fairly fancy salon in Witmipeg and 
lives on land outside of Hadashville with a huge 
boyfriend who makes his own bullets. I am not 
making this upl 
How can anyone write fiction when the Real 
World is so fascinating'/ 
Congratulations on your grad and all the 
awards and your scholarship to Mount Alison. 
Don't take any eight-thirty classes. 
Love, 
Auntie Char 
The house that Russ built 
PEOPLE WALK BY AND STARE. They ask questions. 
• They want to know why Russ Seltenrich is building his 
new home on Haugland Avenue out of styrofoam. 
"Because yon get a solid, secure house," said Seiteu- 
rich, who's building the three-bedroom home with his 
wife, Carmen, and the help of a couple of friends. 
Instead of wood, the house's frame is made out of con- 
crete and styrofoam. The walls resemble a concrete sand- 
wich, with the styrofoam panels acting like bread. 
The panels, which are the size of an average computer 
monitor, fit together like Leggo and arc fastened to each 
other with plastic ties. The styrofoam panels are then 
fastened on either side of eight inches of poured concrete. 
According to Seltenrich, the styrofoam provides insola- 
tion on the inside and out. And the concrete functions as a 
large thermal mass, so the house says warm in the winter 
and cool in the summer. 
"There's no air int'dtration because of the solid concrete 
pour," he said. " I  know houses built like this in Prince 
George that have very low heating costs, even in very 
severe weather." 
Seltenrich as been looking at alternative forms of build- 
ing houses for years and how to do it cheaply. When he 
heard about he styrofoam Quad-Lock system, he knew hc 
was on to something good. 
"It makes ense to do it this way," he said, "because of 
the slow transfer of heat from the inside to outside. It 
reacts to temperature changes lowly." 
Seltonrich said it costs a little more than wood frame 
construction, but it eliminates putting up vapor barriers or 
house rap, saving on labour costs. 
Once the styrofoam is locked in place and the concrete is 
poured, the walls are ready for dry wall and aluminum 
siding. '* 
Now that his walls are complete, Seltenrich can relax a 
bit and call the plumber and electrician. He said the house 
has taken up all of his spare time. 
"It 's not that hard," he said. "You have to realize 
there's asystem involved. You have to build to the system. 
It's an engineered product." 
He started construction i  April and hopes to be in his 
new home by November. 
"My son's coming back from university at Christmas 
and he wants to have a new house!" he said, smiling. 
A NEW WAY TO BUILD: Russ Seltenrich uses styrofoam panels like the one's 
he's holding, to make the walls in his new home. Concrete is poured in between 
the two styrofoam bricks, which act as heavy-duty insolation. 
Local sings in Vancouver 
was good," she said, "but 
the-contb.stants were way: 
better here than in Prince 
Rupert." 
Geronimo got the chance 
to compete provincially at 
the PNE in Vancouver after 
winning a community talent 
search contest in Prince 
Rupert in July. 
In Vancouver she was up 
against other singers, 
musicians, and those per- 
forming novelty acts. 
This years winner, Sur- 
rey's Catherine Tseng, 17, is 
a classical pianist. She 
wowed judges with her 
quick-f'mgered performance 
of Weber's Perpetual Mo- 
tion. 
Third runner up was Susan 
Bishop, 19, a vocalist from 
South Hazelton. 
SHE'S GOT SOUL: Renee Geronimo, 16, competes 
in the PNE's youth talent search contest August 28. 
SHE DIDN'T WIN the 
PNE's: youm talent-'search 
contest August 28, but that 
won't stop Terrace's Renee 
Geromino from pursuing 
her music career. 
"My cousin and I are 
making a demo tape of 
songs I've wrote," said 
Geronimo, who turns 16 
next week. 
Geronimo has been busy 
this summer singing at 
church and weddings. She's 
also getting ready for the 
school choir and the musi- 
cal. 
Facing stiff competition 
from 15 other preliminary 
contest winners at the PNE, 
Geronimo belted out the 
Patti Austin song,"It Might 
be you." 
"A lot of people said [ 
Around 
Town 
Logo 
contest 
The Community Living 
Celebration Committee 
would like to extend an in- 
vitstion to the people of 
Terrace to enter its logo 
contest. The logo must 
convey the enrichment 
that those with disablitiea 
bring to our community. 
Submissions can be sent 
to: Community Living 
Celebration Committee 
c/o Provincial Networking 
Group #304-3228 Kalum 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2N1. Deadline is 
September 15. A prize 
will be announced at this 
time. 
Farmer's market looking for support 
AT THE MARKET: Northwest Community College cooking students sold breads 
and other baked goods this summer to raise money for a hip to Clemtu. 
(among other thifigs.) 
The college students' 
fund-raising is a perfect ex- 
ample of how the com- 
munity works for the market 
and the market works for 
the community. The two 
entities work together. The 
flourishes, so do the individ- 
uals and the community as a 
whole. 
City council would now 
like to the market as catalyst 
to revitalize another end. of 
town (Grieg Avenue). This 
is something the market 
does not want to be a part 
of, 
I have serious doubts 
about Greig Avenue becom- 
ing the centre of town. An- 
other concern is the fact that 
our councillors and city 
planners haven't shown the 
market much support or 
good faith. Instead of help- 
ing us, they have become a
serious obstacle to over- 
come. 
Recently, the city fined us 
for littering. We leave the 
market idy, but we can't be 
responsible for what hap- 
pens to the garbage through- 
out the week when it isn't 
picked up. The city has 
since rescinded the f'me. 
Terrace's economic devel- 
opment officer, Ken Weld- 
man asked us to be more 
open to other locations for 
the market. His statement in
The Standard indicates to us 
that we will be moved. We 
were promised that we 
would be notified of any 
further discussion regarding 
the market's future, but de- 
cisions were made off- 
camera, and we weren't 
notified of findings. 
Our real support is with 
the public and we need to 
b~r  from you. There will be 
petitions circulating the 
market this Saturday. To 
find out how you can help 
support he market, call me, 
Lynne Christiausen at 615- 
0025. 
Dr_,11 dll d; I =Ill gA I';q ~JI N =11 ,a 
LYNNE CHRISTIANSEN 
THIS SUMMER some 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege cooking students did 
some fund-raising at the 
market. 
Students Jim Casey, Vicki 
Landtrip, Vi Edgar and their 
teacher Nick Garcia raised 
money so they could attend 
a wedding feast and 
tombstone unveiling in 
Clemtu. 
The students were a huge 
hit at the market - -  they 
sold out every time. 
People sought after their 
flesh French bread, herb and 
rye breads, cinnamon buns, 
cakes and cookies. 
While at the celebration i
Clemtu the students were 
able to try a variety of 
specialty dishes; they 
sampled various seaweed 
meals 
While the world is on a 
technological fast track, 
there is something in most 
of us that appreciates the 
human touch that markets 
bring. 
Markets set certain values 
and standards in motion. 
Market people must learn farmer's market isn't just a 
successful business. It has a the rules of fair play to 
and herring eggs .spirit of its own. coexist, I f  the market 
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'CITY SCENE I 
MUSIC 
Enjoy KARAOKE every Thursday 
night at GEORGE'S PUB, every Fri- 
day at the THE THORNHILL PUB, 
and every Sunday and Monday night at 
HANKY'S. , 
&GIGI'S PUB presents Lukas. THE LOUNGE features a variety of lounge 
music. Come in and check it out. 
• B.C. BLUEGRASS ASSOC. invites 
people to its annual general meeting 
Sept 11-18 at the Terrace Curling rink 
for three days of music and fun. Some 
entertainers include: The Rene's (fid- 
dling and singing), Reviver (gospel), 
Bobby Ball, Dizzy Strings (bluegrass), 
Earl Crawford & Moonshine, Earl Son- 
neveldt (harmonica), plus much more! 
Music starts Friday night. Potluck din- 
ner Saturday evening. Admission by 
donation at the door (minimum $5 a day 
for non members.) For more info call 
Rene 638-0483 or Audrey 635-5311. 
. . . . . .  , , . . . . . .  , w e u n e s u a y ,  oupt 
,MUSIC IN THE MOUNTAINS= SA~rURDAY NIGHTS at the Teen [L[ r t °  Sunday, Sept 12 
Shames Mountain presents live music, a Learning Centre form 9-12 p.m. have 
bike race and amini trade show Sun- open circle-shared circle. We listen, < TheAccele ator s . 
day, September 20 from 10 a.m. to 8 share, understand, aid and support 
p.m. Music line-up includes Jazz without judgement. I / 
Poachers, Terrace Big Band and the Ac- Playing Sept 18 & 19 
celerators. " " ' " I .k And Sept 25 & 26 
ETt 'ETE  r3 A 
N IG  H TS &TERRACE ART GALLERY ! r Saturday, sept. 12 
presents Figure, Landscape: Dialogical l i l  Wor ld  Triple Boxmg 
A L IV  E Conversation by Edward Epp. Opening I:iil Championsh ips  - 3:00 pm 
night reception Friday, Sept. 11 at 7 li | i~oy Jones Jr  
• FRIDAY NIGHTS are for youth p.m. oa!.Ze~ace Ar~A Gallery. Exhibition l iiiiL vs.  E r ik  Mora les -  6:00 pm 
from 8-midnight at the Carpenters Hall. 
Check out the tunes, movies and 
refreshments. 
MONDAY NIGHTS are for youths 
aged 9-13 from 7-9 p.m. at Clarence 
Michiel Field. 
July 20: ICBC impaired relay or water 
sports night 
July 27: skateboard and bike night 
August 10: open Fun night 
August 17: summer wind-up 
runs Sept. ll-Oct. 4. 
Make the 'Scene/Ca l l  638-7283 or fax  
to  638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
• The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
fol lowing week's paper. 
[ Friday, Sept. 18 De La Hoya vs. 
Chavez 
HERITAGE PARK IS CLOSED 
FOR THE SEASON 
HAZELTON FARMERS MARKET 
is every Saturday at the Old Royal 
Bank location in Hazel/on starting 
August 1 from 9-11 a.m. No fees 
apply. For more info call Emma or 
Patricia 842-6110. 
ART CONTEST: SU.SIT'AATK 
EDUCATION SOCIETY is holding' 
an art contest for their logo. Con- 
testants must be of First nations 
ancestry, art should be related to 
the theme: Su-Sit' Aatk means 'a 
new beginning' in T'simshain, 
artwork must be in by Sept 28. 
"l~bre" will be" prizes for all age 
groups. For more info call 635- 
4544. 
TERRACE FIRST NATIONS 
COUNCIL OF WOMEN SEA- 
SONAL GATHERING OF FOODS: 
If you don't want your rhubarb, fruit 
or berries, the First Nations council 
of women will pick. Don't let your 
fruit go to waste. There are others 
who can benefit from it. Please call: 
635-9429. 
YOUTH ON BOARD ensures. 
B.C.'s young people (29 years old. 
or younger) are represented on the. 
various agencies, boards and com- 
missions that shape our com- 
munities. By participating on boards 
like the B.C. Summer and Winter 
Games, B.C. Transit or any of the 
other 180-plus boards in our pro- 
vince, you can learn how choices 
affecting your community are made 
- -  and be part of that decision- 
making process. For more informa- 
tion call 1-877-BC-Youth or visit the 
province's web site at 
www.youth.gov.bc.ca 
Wednesday, September 9 
QUIT SMOKING PROGRAM Sep- 
tember 9-October 28 weekly from 
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Cost is $50 
per person or $75 per couple. For 
more info call Alice at 638-2200. 
Register by September 4. 
ALZHBMERS SUPPORT AND 
EDUCATION GROUP monthly 
meeting at Terraceview Lodge from 
3-4:30 p.m. 
Thursday, September 10 
ADULT ADDICTION TREATMENT 
PROGRAM at Northwest Addiction 
Services from 7-9 p.m. until Octo- 
ber 22. To register call 638-8117. 
INFANT SAFETY COURSE Includ- 
ing preventing and treating falls, 
bums, poisonings and choking Sept 
10 at 7:30-9:30 p.m. at North West 
Health Unit (public health room). To 
register call 638-2220. 
Saturday, September 12 
TERRACE KARATE CLUB: Fall 
registration for children and adult 
classes will go from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. at the Skeena Mall. 
TERRACE SKATING CLUB is reg- 
Istering for Kldskate, Canskate, 
Junior and Senior Skate, Precision, 
and Canpowerskate at Club's Day 
, in the Mall from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m, 
There will also be a skate and clo- 
thing swap. Phone Lana at 638- 
8098 for more info. 
Tuesday, September 15 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
begins rehearsals Sept. 15 at 7 
p.m. sharp at the Caledonia School 
band room (entrance on REM Lee 
side of building.) The band has 
openings for musicians of all instru- 
ments and all levels of proficiency. 
We offer many months of music, 
fun and travel. No auditions, but we 
may not admit school band mem- 
bers. If you have just graduated 
from high school band or have just 
picked UP your instrument after 10- 
20  years, the band has a chair-and 
music waiting for you. For info call 
' Kathy 638-1245. 
c B.C. SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY 
presents Bill 22 amendment o the 
Mental Health Act at the Stepping 
Stone Clubhouse at 3302 Sparks 
'Street. Call 638-2202 or 635-8206 
for more info. Listen how Bill 22 
enables treatment for suffering from 
severe mental illness. Guest 
speaker: Heather Baxter, NW 
Region BCSS Coordinator. 
• | , 
Wednesday, September 16 
TERRACE WOMEN'S CENTRE Is 
holding a women and health work- 
shop on osteoporosis. Dr. D. 
Ferguson will speak on the subject 
as well as some practical to im- 
prove your body's health. Starts at 
1:30 to 3 p.m. at the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre. Work- 
shop is free but registration is ap- 
preciated. Call 638-0228. 
AIDS\HW workshop Sept. 16 at 
Kermodei Friendship center from 9 
a.m. until noon. To register call IJI- 
lian at 635-4906. 
Friday, September 18 
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT MARCH 
at 7 p.m. at the Coast Hotel Ban- 
quet Room for women who believe 
that violence against women must 
end. Call 638-0228 for more in- 
formation. 
Tuesday, September 22 
K'SAN HOUSE SOCIETY' general 
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Coast 
Inn of the West (East Banquet 
Room.) 
Friday, September 25 
MILLS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
AUXIUARY is celebrating its 50th 
anniversary. All previous members 
are invited to attend a coffee and 
.dessert night. If you can attend, call 
635-3928 by September 18. 
UGH'riNG WORKSHOP: Instructor 
Dan Mackenzie (formerly with 
Theatre Calgary) is giving work- 
shops at Mccall Playhouse Sept 25 
from 7-10 p.m., September 26 from 
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and September 27 
from g a.m. to 3 p.m. Cost is $40 
per person. For more info call Alan 
Weston at 638-5423. 
PAINTING WITH OILS WORK- 
SHOP by Anita Klein for beginners 
to intermediates from 7-10 p.m. at 
the Terrace Art Gallery. For more 
info or to register call gallery at 
638-8884. 
Saturday, September 26  
HEART AND STROKE FOUNDA- 
TION OF YUKON AND BC 
presents guest speaker Dr. Davis 
Kavenaugh to talk about Women 
and Heart Disease from 1-5 p.m. at 
the Terrace Inn. Registration fee of 
$5. For more info call 635-6630 or 
638-8464. 
GARAGE SALE for Terrace Com- 
munity Band Sept. 26 at 7 a.m. at 
4915 Halliwell. 
• TERRACE UBRARY announces 
:registration for children's pro- 
grammes Saturday, Sept. 26 at 10 
a.m. in person only. Programmes • 
include Baby/iron, Tales for Two's, 
Preschool Stroytime and E.LF. 
. Programmes are free but registra- 
•/ion is required. For more info pick 
up a flyer at library. 
Monday, September 28 
TERRACE WOMEN'S CENTRE is 
holding a women and health work- 
,shop on Menopause. A public 
health nurse will speak on some of 
the changes a woman's body goes 
through. Starts at 1:30 to 3 p.m. at 
the Terrace Women's Centre. No 
charge, but registration is ap- 
preciated. 
Saturday, October 3 
PRINCE GEORGE BRAIN IN- 
JURED GROUP is holding a one 
day conference for survivors of 
brain injury and their families from 9 
a.m. to4  p.m. at College of New 
Caledonia in PG. Must register by 
September 25. 
Thursday, October 23 
PARENTING AFTER SEPARA- 
TION workshop at 7 p.m. in the li- 
brary board room. Topics covered 
in the workshops include the impact 
of separation on you and your chil- 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
MONDAYS 
BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet he 
first Monday of the month in members' 
homes on an alternating basis. For in- 
formation or to volunteer call Linda at 
635-6849 or Michele at 635-3087. 
Birthrite offers free, confidential preg- 
. nancy services and is located above the 
Tillicum Theatre, suite #201. Office • 
. hours are 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday to 
Friday. Call 635-3907 or call the 24- 
hour hotline at 1-800-550-4900. 
dren, strategies to help families ad, . . . .  ;: ....... 
just to the changes, the new child MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
support guidelines, and effective .... iary. meets the third Monday of each 
ways to communicate.T0register month in the education"room at 7:30 
or for more info call 1-888-456- 
2876. 
Fdday, October 23 
BCSS NORTHERN CONFER- 
ENCE at the Pentecostal Assembly 
presents Breaking the cycle: mental 
illness-addictions-youth-relapse. 
Speakers Dr. Teresa Sande 
(psychiatrist), Jeanne Richard 
Harris (addictions-mental health), 
Marg deLange (BCSS coordinator). 
Saturday Oct. 24 speakers included 
Honourable Lois Boone, Yvonne 
Henderson, IOysta Solie, act. To 
register call Heather Baxter 635- 
5605 or Eileen Callanan 635-3620. 
#103 4622 Greig Ave 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G IM9 
BRAND NEW FACILITY 
CENTRAL LOCATION 
Creative Movement, Ballet, Jazz, Tap, Adult 
Classes, Festivals, Workshops, Exams, Year 
End Production, Syllabus, R.A.D. Ballet & 
Brian Foley A.D.A.P.T. Tap & Jazz, Ages 3 & 
up, Boys Welcome. 
Director & Owner 
Carole Anderson R.A.D.A.D.A.ET. 
REGISTRATION 
& OPEN HOUSE 
September 4, 5 & 6 
12:00 -4:00 pm 
And 
September 10 & 11 
Thursday, Friday Evening 
5:30 -8:30 pm 
Classes start September 14, 1998 
* Aerobic classes offered by certified * 
instructor. Call for times. 
Call 635-8113 for furlher information. 
Dance Wear Available 
p.m. Everyone iswelcome. 
./ 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This column is intended for non- 
prof'a organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions should be typed or 
printed neatly. 
Weight: 7lbs 11,5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Tom & Blance Wight 
Baby's Name: 
Jomar Ray Pal=" Bores 
Date & Time of Blrlh: 
August 25, 1998 at 4:32 p.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs i oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Jun &Juv'/ 4) 
Baby's Name: 
Jade Montana Guthnundson 
Date aTime of Blrlh: 
August 26, l~8at 1:51 a.m. 
Weight: 6lbs I0 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Krlsta Pesrse &Brad 
Gudmundson 
I "=~  ~"~"  .ate &.~.e of =.h: 
[ August 9, 199S at 11:06 ~m, 3:51 am. 
Weight: 9Ibs 5 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Ran & Diane Kleefinan 
.¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Carson James Blenvenu 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 23, 1998 at 4:36 a.m, 
Weight: 7lbs 8 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Steve &Susan Bienvenu 
0 
Baby's Name: 
Mirand~ Ulll~ Spencer 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 25, 1998 at 5:55 a.m. 
Weight: 6Ibs 6 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Nine/Spenm" 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
I OvenNa,teal 
/ 
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Bluegrass music coming I 11[  ' Sharing a ~ James W. Radelet 
Healthier - ~==r RADELET & COMPANY Barristers &Solicitors 
BY GAN~sETH~gGoRI~/N i~ f Futureb,~ 1t~ I Tax Law, Trusls • Corporate & Commercial 
' 1330 - 1075 West Georgia Sl~eet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Terrace Pc7RTIEIPBETIOI7 ~m® Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
smokin' blue Sept. 11-13. 
Terrace is going to be in- 
vaded by the most avid 
Muegrass-lovers from as far 
away as Chilliwack for the 
Annual General Meeting. 
That means three days of 
music and fun at the Terrace 
Cuffing Rink with a large 
selection of bands showcas- 
ing their talent. 
Rene Lucier and Rene 
Therrien will host the show. 
They are well-known for 
their singing and fiddling at 
Heritage Park, Skeena View 
Lodge and other local func- 
tions. 
Bobby Ball, who is well- 
known from Telegraph 
Creek to Terrace and places 
he only knows about, is a 
talented singer, guitar and 
fiddle player. He is truly a 
legend in our time. We al- 
ways look forward to hear- 
ing him perform. 
Dizzy Strings, another 
well-received local group 
has performed at many 
functions including last 
year's Rosswood music fes- 
tival. 
Sladc Compton and Com- 
pany will be doing our Sun- 
day Gospel in word and in 
song. This is another 
heavenly group of voices. 
Reviver from Kitimat in- 
cludes Arthur Lucier and 
Friends. This is a new group 
we are all waiting to hear. 
Andy and Amie, a great 
brother and sister fiddling 
duo, hail from Quesnei and 
are hometown favorites. 
Andrew also plays with a 
group known as Andrew 
and the Old Timers. They're 
sure to get your feet tapping 
and heading for the dance 
floor. 
I 
TUNING UP: Rene Lucier and Rene Therrien from the musical group The Rene's 
are getting ready for the B.C. Bluegrass Association Annual General Meeting 
SepL 11-13 at the Terrace Curling Rink. 
Moonshine with Earl 
Crawford is comprised of 
talent from Terrace and 
Kitimat. 
Uncle Elmer and The 
Hayseeds, are sure to catch 
everyone's attention. Look 
for Elmer with his Canjo 
and other homemade instru- 
ments. This man is a genius 
who can play them alit This 
is a really terrific comedy 
act with the redhead and the 
rest of the Hayseeds. A must 
see. 
The Gospel Hillbillies 
started out in 1987. This act 
performs at civic functions, 
senior citizen homes, at the 
correctional centre in Prince 
George and wherever they 
are asked. This year they 
also performed at Burns 
Lake Bluegrass, and the Ol' 
Sawmill. The Gospel 
Hillbillies now have their 
t debut CD available for the 
public. 
Highway 16 Bluegrass 
band, another up and com- 
ing group made their debut 
at the O!' Sawmill in 1977. 
They have their first CD 
available for your listening 
pleasure. 
Northern Lights, another 
gospel-bluegrass-country 
group, which started in 
1994, perform at various 
festivals, community func- 
tions, jails and seniors 
centres. They also have their 
debut ape for the occasion. 
Dark Mt. Express hails 
from Vanderhoof. This 
multi-talented group also 
has made their first tape for 
the public to enjoy. . 
Deep South: this well- 
' traveled groupc0mes 'from 
Chilliwack. Vern Chariton 
has to his credit two tapes 
and by popular demand is 
Trucks wi l l  be arr iv ing soon! 
Place your orders today for 
Wine Grapes 
Grape Ju ice  
Hot & Mild Peppers  
i F oods Nunes Import 
1-800-411-2311 Or 632-7307 
2 pm- 5 pm Monday - Friday 
10 am- 5 pm Saturday 
Kitimat 
working on his third. The band of the year will 
Lakeside Ramblers is an- be chosen and various busi- 
other up-and-coming band. ness agenda and fund- 
that has strong vocals and raising ideals will be dis- 
good picking to entertain cussed at the meeting, 
you. which will be held Saturday. 
Dung and Ruth from Also on Saturday is a pot- 
Burns Lake will also enter- luck, so everyone is en- 
tain you with their vocals, couraged to bring a dish of 
Instrumentally there are The their favorite food and come 
Old Time Fiddlers with their and join everyone for supper 
tunes, at about 5:30 p.m. 
Earl Sonneveldt will also Many businesses have 
play some harmonica for made donations for draw 
you. prizes. You must be in at- 
All the groups that are tendance to win. There will 
selling CD's or tapes at the be a draw for two to O1' 
meeting are donating $1 of Sawmill July 8-11, 1999. 
each one sold, to the Since this is a non-profit 
Scholarship Fund. Students organization, there will be a 
apply for it, and every year donation minimum of $5 at 
the Association chooses the door to help cover the 
someone whom they will cost of the Curling Rink and 
give it to. other expenses. Everyone is 
There will also be band invited to listen, dance and 
scramble veryday. This is have a good time. 
where names are put togeth- 
er and then drawn to make a The party starts at 6 p.m. 
group that has to scramble Friday. On Saturday music 
to come up with a few num- starts at 10 a.m. Sunday 
bers to play for the don't miss the pancake 
audience. Everyone enjoys breakfast. Music starts at 
participation i this because 9:30 a.m. 
yoW never kliow who you The event will be close¢l 
will play' with'. .... .... as usual, in bluegrass,style 
Open •Mike is for"badds ~,vith "Will the c!rcle b~ un- 
that are looking for public broken." 
exposure. 
Thank  You 
The Terrace Public Library would 
like to thank the following busi- 
nesses for their generous donation 
of prizes to our "1998 Wild About 
Books" Summer Reading Club: 
Canada Safeway Ltd 
A&W Restaurant 
McDonald's 
Kentucky Fried Chicken 
Robin's Donuts 
Gingerbread Playhouse 
Dairy Queen 
. •The  Centre for Leadership and Technology 
In partnership with 
Rainer Gianellia 
And 
C.L.T. On-Line Learning Solutions 
Present 
A Complete Line-up Of 
Computer Classes 
Rrst Time In Terrace! 
: ~ : :: ~ ~ ..'::: ~:~ ~ : ~,~ ~ .... +:,~:::~i~!!~ii~!~i~i!!~!~'~:~,, ..... 
New high speed internet lab! 
Included In your tuition Is: 
• Access to C.L.T. Solutions On-Line Learning 
Centre • 7 Days A Week • 24 hours a day from 
the convenience of your home. 
Other OrHIne Courses Include: 
• Graphics • Windows N.T. • Programming 
• Desktop Publishing • Lotus Notes 
• And Much Morel 
We Offer Cust0mked Programs F0r 1re Worksite 
Call us 
Ph: 638-6035 Fax: 638-6040 
See our web page: 
www.tclt.bc.ca 
OR www.kermode.net 
ATTENTION: 
Employers, Managers, Supervisors 
& Accountants/!/ 
YOU 
cannot afford to make a mistake/// 
The Centre for Leadership 
and Technology 
In partnership with 
Davis & Warr Human Resource 
Management Inc. 
Present... 
"HOW TO CONTROL & MANAGE 
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS" 
September 28th 1 day seminar 
$249.00 per person 
AND 
"HOW TO CONTROL & MANAGE 
HUMAN RIGHTS" 
September 29th 1 day seminar 
$249.00 per person 
Seminar Leader Roger DaWs, has over 25 years 
experience in all aspects of Human Rights and 
Employment Standards, He has been a Human 
Rights Officer, Employment Standards Officer and 
Manager of Human Resources. 
Seminar will cover, with money saving Ups and 
strategies, every major aspect of the Act and the 
regulations as they Impact your business. 
Call the Centre for Leadership and Technology to 
register TODAY1 Seating is Ilmitedl 
638-6035 www.tclt.bc.ca 
You BE THE JUDGE 
Is Your Dobermann A Deadly Weapon 
"Darling, get that phone, I'm busy in the kitchen." 
Raymond ashed to the hall phone. 
"Hello, Raymond speaking." 
There was a long pause, 
"Hello? Who is this?" 
Finally, a voice answered. Afamiliar voice, It was 
Ed, his former business partner, 
=I'm going to getyou for what you did to me," 
Raymond froze, His Dobermann started growl- 
ing, The dog could sense Raymonds fear, 
=Ed, are you crazy? It was a business deal that 
went sour. You lost money, I lost money. That's the 
way the cookie crumbles." 
The voice on the other end of the line was slow 
and deliberate. 
"That's lhe way YOUR COOKIE IS GOING TO 
CRUMBLE." 
The line went dead. 
Raymond started trembling, He had been 
warned against Ed, "Don't do business with him. He 
gets dangerous when things dont work out. 
Raymond's wife called out from the kitchen, 
=Ray, can you get some sugar from the corner 
store?" 
Raymond was grateful for being shaken out of 
his gloomy memories. He grabbed his jacket and 
headed for the store, Raymond was almost here 
when suddenly--he stopped dead in his tracks. 
There was his former partner, Ed, waiting at the 
corner. 
"Ed, what are you doing here? I just spoke to you 
on the phone." 
Ed pulled his cell phone out of his pocket and 
patted it ominously, 
"Handy little thing. Gets your message across 
fast and easy." 
Ed started pulling something from his other 
9 
BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
BASED ON ~ 
ACTUAL COURT 
CASES 
pocket, 
"Yours gonna pay for what you did to me." 
Raymond turned white as a ghost, His heart 
started racing, Suddenly, he turned and dashed 
back to his house, Raymond grabbed his 
Dobermann by the collar and ran out onto the 
street, 
"Go get him, boyl" He pointed at Ed and let the 
dog loose, In two seconds flat, the Dobermann 
pounced on Ed, threw him to the ground, and 
mauled him severely. 
When Ed got out of the hospital, he had crimi- 
nal charges laid against Raymond for using a 
deadly weapon-his Dobermannl 
In court, Raymond tried to explain. =Your Honor, 
I was scared for my lifel I thought Ed was really 
going to hurt me. I let the dog loose just to scare 
Ed and to get him to stop making those creepy 
phone calls. I sure didn't mean for Ed to get so 
beat up. Dogs have minds of their own, It's not my 
fault," 
Still wearing bandages, a cast, and an eye 
patch, Ed was not convinced. =Your Honour, 
Raymond's tory doesn't make sense, After I made 
the threat, he went inside, but came out again with 
his vicious dog, If he was so scared, why didn't he 
stay home and call the cops? He obviously wanted 
the dog to attack mel" 
Should Raymond pay Ed damages? YOUI BE 
THE JUDGE, Then look below for the decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
& GRo .m. 
*v  LAWYERS - 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Grant Lindsey 
Criminal Defence Law 
Holly Grueger 
General Law 
Marshall Matlas 
Family Law 
Phone 638-1764 Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION "RAYMOND, YOU OWE D NOTIlINGI" the judge ruled. "Although you m•y have meant to use your dog is 
u weapon, there is no proof  that you had the control over him to do so." 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE Is based on actual court cases, Today's decision Is based on the fact• af the case and the law 
of the province of Manttob•, If you have o similar problem, please consult Llndaay & Orueger. Claire eerneteln ia u 
Montreal lawyer end nationally syndicated columnist. Copyright 1997 Haiku Enterprises, B15-3 
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The debate about 
bait 
n 1941 it was unclear whether 
I Thompson River bound steelhead at- 
tempted the torturous joumey 
through the Fraser Canyon. It was 
unclear, that is, until Hec Field 
dunked a worm in the waters near Keray 
Lechtay's Big Hem Lodge and hooked up with 
steelhead that pulled like the locomotives run 
along the rails on the river from where he was 
fishing. Hec phoned his fishing partner, and be- 
fore long the two of them were killing their 
limit of three fish per day: 17 pound fish, on 
average, that pulled like forty pound salmon. 
Hec's exploits were reported in Lee Straight's 
column in the Vancouver Sun, and soon anglers 
were making the six hour trip across the farm- 
land of the Fraser Valley and through the 
treacherous canyon to the desert river that held 
so many combative steelhead. Most of the 
anglers used bait. Some, like Tom Brayshaw 
and Rod Haig-Brown showed the magnificent 
fish would succumb to the lure of a fly. So it 
went 
Fishermen Kshed; market fishers fished; na-. 
fives fished. Not until the seventies did anglers 
began feding the pinch of depletion. 
"Where we thought we had thousands of 
steelhead, we discovered we had hundreds," 
said then director of fisheries, Dr. David Nat- 
vet. In other rivers throughout he province 
lighter and tighter egulations were invoked for 
steelhead. No-kill fisheries appearS. 
' ',, ~ i t  bans became the,norm. : ,, ,:~ , : ,. : 
-.F.~h!nl : ateelhead with bait - - f l oa t ,  and roe ' - - '  : 
"'i~ i~B,, :. tradition, ahd a hellofah effe'ctive way : 
to fish. Float fishers were reluctant to give up 
their bait. The Great Bait Debate began ill 
earnest Hec Field couldn't have envisioned the 
furor the simple act of arming a hook with a 
worm, an egg, or aprawn would incur. 
As fish migrate upstream their numbers 
diminish because of netting. As their numbers 
decrease the importance of each fish increases 
in inverse proportion; in effect, each fish gilled 
in a net, pulled from the river by rod, or killed 
through natural attrition, passes on the burden 
of regeneration to those of its race who have 
survived. 
The Thompson steelhead that only was one- 
five thousandth of the population when it enter- 
ed the brackish water at the mouth oftbe Fraser, 
might be one thousandth of his generation by 
the time winter winds are whipping over the 
stones at Martel and the Graveyard. 
In terms of the survival of his kind, his impor- 
tance has increased dramatically. 
The push to ban bait on the Thompson 
originated with the Totem Flyfishers, whose 
central concerns were the higher mortality asso- 
ciated with bait use and the possible trans- 
ference of pathogens in roe. 
Their concerns were not allayed by the Direc- 
tor of Fisheries, Mr. Harvey Andrusak who, 
after listening to them argue that tackle restric- 
tion were better than people restrictions, and, 
since 47 bait bans already existed in the Thomp- 
son area, adding one more ought o be easy, told 
the Totems that exotic viruses had already in- 
fected some B.C. fish stocks, and that the pos- 
s~le demise of 100 to 200 hundred Thompson 
steelhead in a run optimistically put at 2500 
were insignificant 
With bait use banned every other premier 
steelhead stream in the province, it is not sur- 
prising the proponents of its continued use on 
the Thompson felt threatened. Many, predictab- 
ly, saw the bait ban initiative as one battle in a 
war to outlaw any form of fishing other than 
flyfishing. Many bait fishers pointed to the fact 
that the increased mortality associated with bait 
use was minuscule when compared to habitat 
loss and the destructive effect of net fishing on 
Thompson steelhead, while the anti-bait forces 
held that every cause of mortality must be dealt 
with regardless of size. 
At the end of this Chapter of the epic debate 
over bait, the TRSWG ~ The Thompson River 
Steelhead Working Group ~ with representa- 
tion from bait fishers and non-baiters alike came 
to a shaky consensus and passed their advice to 
Director Andrusak, who promptly ruled that bait 
will be prohibited on the Thompson River 
above Martel, that is, above the part of the river 
that gets ahnost all the angling pressure from 
steelheaders. By doing this the mingtry has 
landed very near the status quo and has done 
little to defuse the debate. 
Ironically, while the TRSWG was labouring, 
800 summer steelhead - -  fully one-third or the 
Thompson river's run for 1996, made their Way 
up the Fraser and slid quietly into the tiny C.o- 
quthalla River, where bait isbanned and a f l y :  
fishing only is enforced attd a catch and release 
regulation ismandatory. 
PORTS 
Terrace seniors 
storm Alberni 
GETTING OLDER just means getting bet- 
ter for Terrsce's Seniors games team. 
The team took control at the games in 
Port Alberni, winning 13 gold, 9 silver and 
12 bronze medals. 
In athletics, Karl Drahorad won silver in 
the men's hot put age 70-74 category. His 
throw - -  an clean nine metres. Drahorad 
also placed fourth in discus and javelin. 
William Lecleir placed second in the 
men's javelin 70.74 age group and Ester 
Postuk, who couldn't make the photo op- 
portunity, was another all-star winner get- 
ting four long jump, shot put, javelin and 
discus medals, she also placed third in the 
100 metre run. 
Patricia Kirkaldy showed her strength by 
beating out all competitors for the women's 
shot put, javelin and discus 60-64 age 
group whil e Marine Smallwood placed first 
in the 5000 metre and 10 kiiometre walks. 
Swimmer Marion Duffus won gold in the 
women's novice 50 metre freestyle 75-79 
age group. She also placed third in the 50 
metre breaststroke. 
Betty Clent took home silver in the 
women's novice 25 metre backstroke 60.64 
age group but Alie Toop won gold in long 
jump (60-64 age group), and silver in shot 
put and discus. 
Breaststroker, Renate Davis won silver in 
the women's 25 metre and 100 metre 60-64 
age group. 
But a real champ was Joe Mandur who 
took home three gold, a silver and two 
bronze swimming medals. 
" I  missed the gold by 10 seconds," says 
Mandur clutching his silver medal. He said 
he just missed the wall doing a back stroke 
- but the guy that beat him sure was happy. 
"He had a grin from ear to ear," he said. 
"He was so happy he beat Joe Mandur." 
Terrace's ice curling mixed team took 
home second with Raymond Flaherty, Gor- 
don Clent, Otto Linstrom and Norah Jac- 
ques rounding out the team. 
Five-pin bowlers won bronze with Evelyn 
Francis, Eleanora Chambers, Peggy Pelle 
and Femand Gagnon making up the team. 
Douglas Mumford placed third in golf 
and Carlo Stella placed third in cycling. 
Betty Demmitt won gold in horseshoes 
while Ronald Kueehle and Joe Wideman 
placed third in separate horseshoe events. 
Hugh and Olga Power even won bronze 
in bridge. But Robert Bennett won the 
mixed doubles darts team. 
The next event for the Seniors games 
team is at the Happy Gang Centre Saturday, 
Sept. 12 at 2 p.m. A games representative 
will also be at the Skeena Mall's Club's 
day Sept. 12 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
638-7283i 
JUST A LITTLE SENIOR PRIDE: Just a few of Ter- 
race's medal winners posed for the cameras Friday 
outside the Happy Gang Cenlre for seniors, 
Terrace took home 34 medals in the annual Seniors 
event•- the zone team including Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert came in ninth out of 14 zones competing. 
......... '%!ii~i] : 
i~i'~ ~ ~Zi ;  ~• ' ??~ 
i::!i~;?:! ¸ . • :• ..:::• !
CHECK OUT THE JEWELRY: That's Terrace chess 
player and electrician Joe Mandur who won two gold, 
one silver and three bronze swimming medals at the 
B.C. Senior Games in Port Alberni in August. 
Sports 
Scope 
ale-pitch 
1CAMS from Terrace are 
:-invited to a mixed sio-pitch 
tourney in Prince Rupert 
Sept. 19-20. 
The entry fee is $250 per 
team and all teams must 
have seven men and three 
women. For more informa- 
tion contact Bob Hellyer at 
624-5990 or 627-7764. 
Race day 
ENTER now for the All 
Seasons' Half Marathon run 
Sunday, Oct 4 at Northwest 
Community College. 
Runners can enter a five 
kilometre, 10 kilometre or 
half marathon race and the 
entry fee is $20 for adults Bombers a who preregister, $22 at the Score Board door. Get your entry forms at All Seasons' and late cheap speed registration starts at 9:30 . . . .  race day at the college. 
thrill at races Terrace Speedway He shoots, Aug 30, 1998 he scores 
• HOCKEY LEGENDS Guy 
ii ~ 
A hobby 
Trophy G. Kiassen 
Heat G. Kiassen 
Main Wes Patterson 
B hobby 
Trophy Phil Truscott 
Heat Phil Truscott 
Third Phil Truscott 
Lafleur and Tiger Williams 
will battle Kitimat's Allstars 
hockey team at Tamitik 
Arena Thursday, Nov. 12 at 
7 p.m. as part of the Old- 
timers' Hockey Challenge. 
The challenge is part of 
60.city North American tour 
All proceeds for the Old- 
timers' Hockey Challenge 
go to the Kifimat/rerrace 
Jason King ~ Crimestoppers program. 
Len McArthur 
Darcy McKeown Skating for 
support . i '  • 
Trevor King HOCKEY HERO Sheldon 
Howie O'Brien Kennedy is scheduled to 
Joe Botz • visit the northwest in No- 
Vicki Johnson ...... : 
Vickl Johnson , ~ : 
Claus Wolnowskl Sr. 
Les Reinhardt : 
Kevin Pongracz 
vember. 
Kennedy is rollerblading 
across Canada to raise 
money for the Anaphe sexu- 
al abuse camp west of Kam. 
loops and is $11 million 
short for the camp's con- 
struction materials and 
counselling set up costs. 
A benefit dinner and 
• : dance will be held at Prince 
Claus Wolnowski Jr. .... Rupert's Elks Hall Sept. 12, 
Dave Reinhardt to raise money for the camp. 
Dave Reinhardt Organizers will auction a 
signed Boston Bruim jersey. 
, : :  • : Kennedy played hockey 
Tracey Relnhardt with Detroit, Calgary and 
Veronica Paupst i Boston before announcing 
Cindy Dollomore , his own sexual abuse as jun- 
Ior hockey player in Swift 
A street 
Trophy 
Heat 
Main 
BOMBER CLASS cars 
make the races more exiting 
said a speedway representa- 
five. 
"The new Bomber class 
has proven to be very enter- 
raining, as news ears keep 
coming out," said Dawn 
Patterson Thursday. 
The class, which was 
added to the Speedway's 
schedule in Spring 1998 in- 
dudes supped up four- 
cylinder ears including 
Chevettes, a Mercury Tracer 
and even a Ford Tempo 
making it cheap and easy to 
join. 
Patterson said in the 
Speedway's last regular ace 
of the season Aug. 30, two 
new cars attacked the track 
one of them only being 
built six days before Sun- 
day's race day. 
The car needed paint but 
Patterson said it was race 
ready. 
And she says the speed a t 
which engines can be adapt- 
ed make the sport more at- 
tractive to wanna-be racers 
who want to feel a little 
race-day adrenaline but 
don't have a lot of time or 
money t0build a ear. 
She said the class has 
' added a lot of enthusiastic 
'members to the speedway 
association. 
But  not enough to make 
the season Termce's best 
ever, says event organizer 
q 
Ken Legros. 
"People just didn't have a .  
lot of money to spend on ex- 
tra stuff and it rained a lot," 
he said of 1998 ticket prices 
and attendance atthe track. ,. 
Legros expects about 40 
drivers to attend the club's 
Mud Bogg and Tuff Truck 
Competition on Sept 13. 
He expects some heavy 
duty out of town competi- 
tion but hopes locals will 
come out and attack some 
all.day mud before the 
timed tuff truck competition 
starts, 
"The pit will be filled in 
and watered own, not dug 
down like last year" he 
said. "Everyone should be 
able to get through it this 
year," he said laughing. 
The tough truck competi- 
tion also features snow- 
mobiles, dune buggies, 
motorbikes in one of the 
speedway's meanest event 
of the year. 
Gates open for racers at 9 
a.m. and rules are available 
at Canadian Tire and Cedar- 
land Tire. 
Upcoming . speedway 
events include a Demolition 
Derby Sept. 20 and the 
club's Oct. 3 year-end 
Awards Dinner and Dance 
where season point winners 
will be amtounced. 
For Aug. 30 race results 
see the Scoreboard on  this 
page. 
B street 
Trophy 
Heat 
Third 
C street 
Trophy 
Main 
A bomber 
Trophy 
Heat 
Third 
B bomber 
Trophy 
Heat 
• Main 
C bomber 
Trophy 
Heat 
Third 
Sponsors; race " " • Current For more informa- 
Hobby • RaMyCha"foux ' ~ ~ Uon contact Mary Pat La 
Street Somon Broissolt : Boueane in Prince Rupert at 
Bomber Ben Riley ~ : 627-4816. 
.m 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadl ine is 
Thursday at 4 o.~, for all disolaV and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. VeG 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS RUN IN OBITUARIES 
T.Standard & Weekend Advertissr $25.50 for 3 inches 
1 Week (smn0a,~ & Adven=ser)$12.00 (+tax) *Additional ai $7.00 
3 weeks (SteWard &~ven~er)$19.99(+tax) par column inch. 
NO COPY CHANGE NO REFUNDS *Additional words (over 20) 
15¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DI6PLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX 6ERVICE 
$11.06 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.50 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $13.30 per column inch 
*Additional at $7.00 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your d isplay ad In the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
CTiON D 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Mlsc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the fight o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page lecatlon. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it Is against he provincial Human Rights Act to dlscfimlnate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can slate a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain'any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers ars requested not to send odglnal documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of srrere In advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the flat publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard In the event of failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the Innorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such edvenlsing. 
Name 
Phone .Start Date 
CLASSIF ICATION.  
Address. 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELO~ 
=2 
7 
12  
# of Insertions Terrace Standard #.~_Weekend Advertiser 
Credi t  Card No.  Expi ry  D a t e ~  
E3 VISA E~ MASTERCARD 
- ONE WORD PER SPACE 
11 
2 
8 
13  
18  
4 
9 
14 
5 
10  
15  
16  17  19 20  - $12 .OO 
1 2 .15  1 2 .30  1 2 .4e  12 .60  
:o 
13 .20  13 .05  13 .36  
STAI FI)ARD 
1 ~.eO e 
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
STATE 
1 2,7E 
1 3 .5( :  
For IOrl~or ad, plo88e MaC a separate 8hoet 
Phone Fax 
638-728:3  638-8432 
10._REAL ESTATE 10. REAL ESTATE 
• SMALL  ACREAGE " 
Nicely treed & fenced with 6 bedroom house, 2 fire- 
places, 6 appliances, close to town centre & schools, 
heated barn, large workshop with 220 wiring, glass 
greenhouse, fruit trees, garden plot. 
I~l Price $189,000 Phone 635-4453 
l l~a~¢~ ' - ~ "  ~ ..,' .~... 4 bedroom, 
~ ~  ~ ~ ~ i ~ ' ~ ' ~  3 baths, 4leve so,,,. 
=,, ~ ~  large fenced yor I in me 
............. i i i~  ....................... Horseshoe, re~ ;ntly 
~ ~  renovated 
~ ~.~:~:~,~:~:~,~:~:~:~ ....... $159,000. 
Call 635-4500 
The Perfect Home For Your Family 
~i~: ,~;  . . . . . . .  ~ • ! . , . .  
This custom designed 3 bedroom home offers many attractive features, vpmous 
entry with ceramic tile, separate formal livingroom and dining room. Spadous 
kitchen witb custom cabinets and breakfast nook with patio acce~. ComfoRable 
family room with comer gas f~plare, plus a bonus room over the double garage. 
Other features include paved drive, with room for R.V.., landscal~l, b~..t-m, vacuum. 
This home is 2000 sq.lt, plus a full basement. Immediate pessessmn available. 
All this for $184,900. 
Call Raja Sandhu 
Res: 638-8544 N Websites: www.mls.ca www.terracerealty.com 
I cou)w_e _ Carl Steve Cook today 
2 bedroom home near 
downtown. Excellent office 
location for small business or 
downtown day-care. Has 18x20 
shop, $169,900 MLS 
Room to grow in this family 
home on large R2 Lot. 3 
bedrooms up & 1 down, largo 
family room. 20x27 attached 
garage, also 2 fireplaces. 
$129,900 MLS 
Nearly new 14x70 mobile home 
in stable park environment, 
Perfect for a family, Home is in 
excellent condition, 
$49,9oo MLS 
Call me to see these 2 | 
homes & 2 shops on 37 
I acres that could be a potential subdivision. $360,000 MLS 
1100 SQ. ft, home in quiet 
neighbourhood, on town bench, 
4 bdrms. New roof/stain. Solari- 
um with hot tub inside. Lg. bal- 
cony, with double carport be- 
low. Double detached/wired ga- 
rage, sauna, fenced backyard, 
2 bathrooms. $159,900. Phone 
635-1454. 
14X70 1993 mobile home. 
Thornhill. 3 bdr, 2 full bath. 
Walk-in closet in master bdr, 
Large kitchen with pantry. F/S, 
built-in d.w. Winter package, 
central air conditioning. 
$52,000. Avail Sept 16/98. 635- 
5737. 
4 BDRM house in Smithers. 
1100 sq.ft, main floor, 1100 
sq,ft, finished basement with 
wet bar. Fully fenced back yard 
with deck. $160,000. 1-250- 
847-2321. 
47 ACRE hobby farm. River 
frontage. Private location near 
Kitwanga. 2 bdr home blus 2 
cabins. All 3 heated with out- 
door wood burning water fur- 
nace. $98,000. (250)849-5407. 
14X70 MOBILE home in quiet 
park on Braun's Island. Very 
private setting. Home has cry 
wall interior, with recent up- 
grades of carpet and flooring. 
Has new hot water tank and 
built in dishwasher. Also near 
new fridge & stove. New natural 
gas fireplace, and natural gas 
furnace installed within the last 
5 years. 3 bedrooms front kitch- 
en, living room, bath, and fin- 
ished addition at front entrance. 
Also two storage sheds in back 
yard. $34,900. To view call Dar- 
win 638-0580 cr Rick 635-3348. 
5 BDRM home on 6.7 acres, 
upstairs has custom kitchen w 
Ig island + bay window, lami- 
nate floors, custom birch rail- 
ings, natural gas fireplace. 2 1/2 
baths, downstairs has Ig rack 
fireplace, in family room, ga- 
rage, new roof, new septic sys- 
tem, lots of tree's. 3000 sq. ft. 
shop. R,V. storage shed. Gar- 
den shed. Paved driveway, 
fenced field & corral for horses, 
& garden. Asking $295,000. 
638-0771. 
Outstanding Achievement 
Re/Max of Terrace 
congratulates 
Dick Evans 
011 
"Outstanding 
Achievement" 
For The Dick & Turbo 
month of August. Dick's donation this 
month goes toward assisting with the 
payment of an eye operation for Turbo at 
the Thornhill Animal Shelter. 
MOUNTAIN VISTA LOTS 
FROM *45,000 
BENCH VIEW *79,000 
M G B  DE1/ELOPMENT CORIPORATION 
Lot Sales & Home Construction 
1-888-234-4412 
L/ IB  ' sheila LOve MOBILE HOMES 
635"3004 .... 
P~C//H[~ of Terrace PRICED TO SELL! 2::":.o.: 
found in this profeoeionally 
decorated homo, qual i ty 
flooring and mouldings, 
sp~ciouu kitchen with nook, 
and RV parking, A must to 
view, 
#19- Sunnyhil l  #3 Ackroyd Rd #11 - P ine Park  #14 Graham Ave. 
New flooring, Drywalled Thr~ bedrooms, Private lot Newer window~, Four applianm Big addition, Skylights 
#11- Park  Ave #75 - Boulderwood Park  #~.  Kermode Pmrk #20 - Kermode Park 
14x70, W0rl~h0p 14 s 70,Big I~m Deluxe 14 x 70, JaoJui lhT0, Five Applian~ 
2223 Ew~ff~a t~t  
Family funl 4 bedroom, full 
basement homo, Two batha two 
natural gea fireplaces large 
family room, built.in microwave. 
Ez~eptlonal condition. 
' i 
;herr)~ Anderson~ 
Notary Public 
Real Estate, 
mveyancing 
WIlls, 
~bile Home 
Transfers, 
Dedarallons, 
Mortgage '. 
Documentalion, 
Notarizations Member 
4921 Gair Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
,~ Fax: (250) 635.5926 ., 
2800 SQ.FT. home on 2 levels. 
4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 bath, plus 
den, basement 3/4 finished with 
6 person sauna, wood fireplace 
up, NG fireplace down, c/w 
f/s,dw, Lg full sun deck, Ig work 
shop, garden shed, fully fenced 
yard, 4 fruit trees, garden, roof 
2 yrs old, close to Uplands 
School. Asking 169,900. Phone 
635-3763 to view, 
276 ACRES on Skeena River 
near Kitwanga, mainly treed in 
aspen, with scattered pins, 
spruce, birch, and cedar. Spec- 
tacular views of Seven Sisters 
mountain range. $165,000 obo. 
Phone 845-7948, evenlnl:ls. 
6 YR. old home in Thornhlll, 
80'x200' lot fully landscaped, 
close to schools, bus stop out 
front, 4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 
many extras. 635-2539. 
A GARDENERS DREAMI Gor- 
geous 3 bedroom, split level 
home. Natural rook wall fire- 
place, garage, deck, basement, 
2 1/2 baths, natural gas. Situat- 
ed on over 1/2 acre of ex- 
quisitely landscaped property- 
minutes from downtown and 
Uplands School. 4608 West- 
view Drive. $190,000. After 
6pm- 635-4871, 
COZY 2 bdrm home w garage, 
ng heat. Many renovations, 
large fenced yard, W/D, F/S. 
2706 Kalum St. Phone 635- 
3 + 1 bdrm home on large land- 5086 eves. $88,000 obo. 
scaped yard, Fully finished ESCAPE THE northl Retire on 
basement, 2 + 1 bathrooms, your own RV lot on Little Shus- 
rock wall fireplace, new 25x14 wap Lake, Chase BC. Under 
deck, close to town and $1000/year for year-round, 
schools, Asking $158,000. 635- Fo~plete city services, taxes, 
2260. ' hydro & extra featureS. Interest 
3 BDR condo. 1320 sq.ft. 5 free terms available. $32,900. 
appl,, blinds. On site mini stor- Phone (250)679-3519. 
age. #4-2609 Braun Street, Ter- 
race, 635-6179. 
3 BDRM home 2 bathrooms. 
Aprox 1100 sq.fi,, finished 
basement, Ig garden area with 
fruit trees, Back yard borders 
Christies Park. Horseshoe area. 
$174,900. 635-2328. 
3/4 BDRM. Modular home, 
Green house, prod. garden, 2 
bay heated garage/wkshop. On 
.3 ec landscaped lot, Asking ap- 
praisal. $110,000. 638-1707. 
NOW 
AVAILABLE 
Thornh i l l  - 3 bedroom 
mobile . 5 appliances. 
Cat & smoking ok. 
$600.00 per month. 
Available immediately. 
Lake lse  Lake  - 3 bed- 
room home. Large lot, 
view of lake. Cat & 
smoking ok, no dogs. 
$750.00 per month. 
Available immediately. 
HELPII! WE 
NEED RENTALS 
Our phone is r inging off 
the hook---people look- 
ing for homes, Please 
call me if you would 
like me to rent your 
home for you. 
STEVE COOK 
COLDWELL BANKER 
1st Terrace Realty 
638.0371 Bus. o r  
638-7144 a f te r  hours  
INVESTMENT 
REAL ESTATE 
Diversify your inveslments 
Nith real estate. Good return 
with limitecl capital invest- 
ment. Three rental suites plus 
mobile home pad on 0.81 
acre site. Nelson Road, 
New Remo. Rental revenue 
$1390 per month 
Asking $119,900 
Phone 635-6904 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostesses 
for Terrace, B.C. 
ore :  
Elaine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Gillian 635-3044 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
just had a new 
baby, or are get- 
ting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give 
one of us a Call. 
~ s A  LCOME~ 
GON~.  
L~C~ 1930 j 
REDUCED TO SELL AT $159,900 MLS 
Deluxe strata titld u monm ore, home on bench, 1216 sq.R. on main floor featute¢. 
3 bedrooms, 2 bath= 0ms, open plan livingroom, diningroom, ki~en with entw 0nt0 
op~ious de& Finis ed basement features: ou~de ntry, family room, laundry, hr~ 
bedroom and full bark This home bbeautifully finished and decorated, 2 ~ garage, 
wired shop, green house, hndcaping, paved riveway, mountain view round out his 
must Bee package, 
Call Viv Steele 
Res: 635-6905 Pager: 638-7363 
U Websites: www.mls.ca www.terracerealty.com 
FOR SALE or lease nice 4 bdr 
house in horseshoe. 2 bdrs up- 
stairs, 2 bdrs down. Close to 
schools. W/D, F/S, microwave, 
D/W. $850 month to lease. 
$500 security dep. Ref reqd. 
635-5996 leave mess. 
HORSESHOE. BEAUTIFUL 3 
level split home. l ike new. 5 
years old. Fully fenced. New 
20'x24' shop, Garden shed. 
Nothlng to fix. Just move in. 
$155,000. 635-4233. 
HOUSTON 4 bedroom home 
within town limits In Morgan 
Subdivision. Nearly finished 
basement; established yard. 
6.14 acres, Call: 1-250-845- 
7365, 
LARGE 3 bdrm condo, Welsh 
Ave., f/s, 1 full bath, 2 ensures, 
storage shed, fenced yard. 
Make us an offer, call 638.0648 
or 635-6284. 
2 ii 
2 Commercial~l.ots' I 
Fruit trees, small garden I 
638-8294 or 635-4434 I
LARGE SPLIT level home, 
1946 square feet, 4 appliances, 
fireplace, central vec, deck, fin- 
Ished basement, double paved 
drive, double garage/openers, 4 
bathrooms, den, fenced beck- 
yard, 5 bedrooms. Many other 
extras. Reduced to $178,500. 
Call 638-8089. 
MOVING MUST sell, large older 
home in N. Usk. Needs renova- 
tions & finishing, much new 
work already done. Suit car- 
penter. 2 storey w. basement & 
workshop on 1/2 acres w. fruit 
trees. $70,000 - by owner, 638- 
8526. 
NEW 3 bdr home in Bums 
Lake, many luxury features, 
2000 sq. ft. plus double at- 
tached garage. Must see, 692- 
7480. 
OG SHELL with loft, approx. 
650 sq,ft, main floor, creatively 
hand-crafted. Suitable for small 
house or cabin. $17,550. Phone 
847-0774. 
OPEN HOUSE, 4903 Park Ave- 
nue, Time: 1pro - 4pro Septem- 
ber 12/98. 
REAL ESTATE for sale or 
lease: prime retail location: 
#1065 Main St. Smithers, B.C. 
4000 sq.ft Concrete block con- 
struction. Unit divided in half. 
Sell: $265,000. Lease negoti. 
able. Phone/Fax: 1-250-845- 
3466 or cell: 1-250-845-8718. 
REDUCED! MUST Selll Worry 
flee 3 bedroom home, South- 
side, Partial basement, fire- 
place, double lot. 2811 Molitor. 
$119,900 obo, 635-2598. 
RURAL ACREAGE. Appmx 80 
acres. Excellent hoppy farm IXP 
tential. Year round water, Sub- 
division potential. 5.8 km down 
North Sparks (Terrace) Good 
timber value. Vendor will 
finance $9500 down. Amortized 
over 25 years. $692 month. 
635-6910. 
TOAKE OVER paymentsl 40 
acres In West Texas. Assume 
$150 monthly paymentsw on 
$11,900 balance. Best deal In 
the U.S.A, Call toll free anytime, 
ask for Anne 1-800-758-5384. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful, 
downtown Ashcroftl One level 
townhcusas from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new', 
home warranty. Call 250-453-t 
2035. 
WANTED. +/-160 secluded acr- 
es with home. Have s re- 
sort/campground with pub/res- 
taurant, convenience store & '  
large home located on the 
Oyster River, halfway between 
Coudenay & Campbell River on; 
beautiful Vancouver 181and. 
.Asking $469,000, Call Coast 
Realty Group (Dave Cechrane) 
Inc. 1-888.681.8638. 
# 
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• 30, FOR REh '30. FORRENT 
12X70 MOBILE home. 3 bdr, 
n/g heat. 4 appl. $22,000. Sun- 
ny Hill Trailer Park. 635-4007. 
14X70 MOBILE home e/c. Fac- 
tory expando and addition. 3 
bdr. new carpet and linoleum 
large kitchen has island and b/I 
appliances wood fireplace in 
huge livingroom. Large 4 pc 
bathroom. Big covered porch, 
attached shed on fenced pad. 
Reduced to $42,500. 638-8505. 
40. COMMERCIAL I 
SPACE FOR RENT 
1972 12X64 mobile home in 
Pine Park. 2 bdr. F/S, W/D. 
New carpet. Joey shack. 
$21,900. 635-2126. 
1974 12X68 with large addition, 
three large bedrooms, four 
major appliances, located on 
cul-de-sac in quiet trailer park. 
Nicely decorated, furnitura neg., 
$31,000. Phone 635-4286. 
1992 MOBILE home for sale. 3 
bedrooms & two bathrooms. 
Lots of appliances included. 
Skylight; big deck; located at 
Houston at Number 140 in the 
Ambassador Mobile Park. Ask- 
ing $58,000. Call 1-250-845- 
3798. 
' FREE DELIVERY! 5 14x70 mo- 
bile homes to choose from. 
Prices starting at only $18,9001 
Call Leon or Glen at 1-250-692- 
3375. 
OLDER 12X56 dutchess set up 
in local park. Vacant. Open to 
offers. #17-3941 aid Lakelse 
Road. 635-4429 days. 
1 - 2 -  3 bedlam suites for 
rent. References required• 635- 
6428, 638-1595, 635-2424 
available immediately. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management. 635-3594 
or 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
1 BDR basement suite. Close 
to downtown, schools & hospi- 
tal. All utilities incl. N/S, N/D. 
Preferred no pets. Ref reqd. 
635-7470. 
1 BDR for rent. Suitable for 
gentleman. Kitchen facilities. 
635-5893. 
2 BDR apadment. Summit 
Square. Avail, act. 1st, Ref & 
damage dep. reqd, $575 month. 
635-1126 or 635-6991. 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suiles 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
. Laundry fadlitles on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus mute 
. Security entrance 
• On s~ manage~ant 
,Nepets 
, References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
2 BDR basement suite F/S, 
incl., close to town and schools. 
Ref's reqd. call after 6:00 p.m., 
638-8245. 
2 BDR basement suite. Home- 
shoe area. Close to schools & 
downtown. F/S, W/D. No smok- 
ing. Includes utilities. $625. 
Avail Oct 1.638-0702. 
2 BDR duplex on Queensway 
Drive, Terrace. F/S. $450 
month, utilities not incl, Avail 
Sept 15th. 632-2540. 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPLICATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
No Pets, 
references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
2 BDR suite. Avail Sept. 1st. 
F/S. In town. No pets. 635- 
2932. 
2 BDR, clean quiet duplex in 
Thornhill for one or two non- 
smokers, utilities incl. 
$650/month, 635-4200. 
2 BDRM apt. Bright, sunny, 
clean. New kitchen cabinets, 
dishwsher. No pets. References 
required. Available immediately. 
$600/month. 635-3333 days, 
635-1417 eveninfls. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean • No Pets • 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Couds 
Call: 635-4478 
I 
2 BDRM basement suite, must 
be seen to be appreciated. 
W/D, lots of storage. Gas fire- 
place• Applications now accept- 
ed. $600 per month. Sept 1st. 
638-8323. 
2 BDRM brand new reno. Rent 
only $597 too. 51 Kalum Trailer 
Park. Damage deposit and ref- 
erences required. 638-0555 
days, 635-3327 evenln.qs• 
2 BEDROOM home with gas 
heat, 4 appliances and fenced 
yard. Leave message 624- 
4894. 
2 BEDROOM unit townhouse in 
5 plex, with f/s., w/d hookups. 
No pets please. 635-5213. 
3 BDR duplex in Terrace. F/S, 
W/D hook up. Carport. No pets. 
Ref. reqd. Avail l imed. 635- 
2258. 
PARK MANOR 
We are taking 
'ap'plic:ations for a 
2 b.&:lroom apartment: 
. $580 .l?ermonth, 
includes heat and Ilot 
water. No pets; 
adult-oriented. 
References required. 
Ph. 635-3475 
3 BDR DUPLEX in Thornhill. 
F/S. N/G. Avail. Oct 1. Ref. and 
damage deposit reqd. 638-1394 
after 6:00 p.,n• 
3 BDR mobile home in Pine 
Park, 4 appl., newer windows, 
new carpeting, fenced yard, 
$650/month, avail l imed. 635- 
2126. 
3 BDR trailers. $600. 2 bdr trail- 
ers $450-$550. Small trailer. 
$400. 635-4315. 
3 BDR upstairs. F/S incl. Close 
to town & school. No pets, no 
smoking. No parties. Avail. Sept 
1. 635-5174 anytime. 
3 BDRM apt,, F/S, W/D, D/W. 
Very clean, minutes from down- 
town, No pets, ref. req, Security 
deposit $325, rent $650. 635- 
5954, 
3 BDRM basement suite N/G 
heat, f/s, w/w carpet• Available 
immediately. Close to town. 
635-2360. 
3 BDRM house, horseshoe. 
Available immediately. Close to 
schools and shopping. Back- 
yard is fenced. Nat gas heat. 
$800 month, $400 security de- 
posit. Linda 842-5794. 
3 BDRM townhouse in Granisle 
for only $350/m0. Four units. 
Open at #8 Hawthrone or cal 
604-880-8000. Care taker want- 
ed. 
3 BEDROOM Townhouse in 
Terrace, new unit, no pets, ref. 
required. Walking distance to 
shopping centre. Phone 632- 
5918 or 635-4652. Available 
Sept. 1st. 
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath home, 
country setting, close to town, 
$800/month. Damage deposit 
required, horses welcome. Rep- 
ly to file #112 (3/0 Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 5R2. 
3 MONTHS free. Lease to own, 
2 year old condo. 5 appliances 
$700 per month. Call Janet 
403-238-5767. #52-4740-20 St. 
Vernon. 
4 BDR house. 5 rains walking 
distance to town. $900 month 
p~us $450 damage deposit. 
Avail now. 635-9151. 
4 BDR, 2 bath home on 
acreage with sun room and ga- 
rage. Ref raqd. N/S preferred, 
Terrace. $950 month. 635- 
2124. 
4 YR. old 3 bdrm basement 
home. Quiet little bench loca- 
tion. Double garage, applianc- 
es, 2 full baths $900/month 
damage deposit, ref req. avail- 
able immediately, 635:6169 
46% LESS rainfall than KiUmat 
at Boulderwood MHP in 
Terrace, and 21% less snow. 
With only 5% down and $800 
per month you can own instead 
of rent. Call Gordon at 638- 
1182. 
AVAIL OCT. 1st. Spacious, 
" bright :and 'cleanl large 2:3 bdr. 
mobile on- private 10 acres in  
~.Terrace. 16,000 sq. ft. Land- 
scaped: awn. Large driveway• 
10x60 enclosed wired shop. 10 
mine from town. Non smokers. 
Ref & security deposit, req. 
$850 month. (250)674-3575. 
CLEAN 2 bdr dup. Fenced 
yard. F/S, w/d. N/G fireplace. 
On site storage. Carport. Close 
to schools & bus. Ref. reqd. 
Avail Oct 1. 635-3546. After 
6:00 p.m. $650. 
DOUBLE WIDE mobile in adult 
park. 4 appliances, new floor- 
ings, N.G.H. Suit mature cou- 
ple. No pets. $500 month• 635- 
7411. 
FOR RENT 1 bedroom house, 
new kitchen, n.s., no pets, f/s, 
$475 per month plus $225 dam- 
age deposit. Horse pasture 
available. 635-3657. 
FOR RENT or leasel 3 bed- 
room home on large lot with 
country kitchen, 4 appliances, 
covered patio, natural gas heat. 
$750 per month. Phone 635- 
7721. 
FOR RENT- 3 bdrm renovated 
house next to Farmers Market. 
F/S/W/D & nat. gas fireplace. 
$700. P.m. call 635-3004 and Iv 
message. 
GROUND LEVEL 2 bedroom 
basement suite 1 year old. 
Fridge stove included, W/D 
hookup. Phone 638-8544 or 
638-3084 leave messa.Qe. 
HALF DUPLEX. 3 bdr with 
basement. Horseshoe area. 
F/S, W/D. No smoking, No pets. 
Ref reqd. $750 plus utilities and 
damage deposit. 635-2484. 
NEW 2 bdr duplex. South Side. 
F/S. W/D. H.U. No smoking. No 
parties. No pets. Ref reqd. 
$750. Avail immed. 635-2769. 
NEW 3 bdr condo 1320 sq.ft. 5 
appl., blinds. On site mini stor- 
age. No smoking. No pets. Rsf. 
reqd. #5-2609 Braun St. Ter- 
race. 635-6179. 
NEW SPACIOUS 2 bdr apart. 
F/S, W/D. Window coverings. 
Storage room. Homeshoe. No 
pets, N/S. $650. Damage dep. 
638-0046 or 635-4852. 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 bdr 
apt., no smoking. No pets. 
Close to schools & hospital• 
$585 month plus deposit. Avail. 
Oct. 1st. 635-8220. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets. Refer- 
ences required. $360 + $180 
sec. dep. Ph. 635-2065. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished su- 
ite suitable for single person. 
Utilities included in rent of $475. 
No pets. Located behind Cana- 
dian Wholesale Club. 635-2806. 
QUIET, CLEAN 2 bdr apt. close 
to school and town. No pets. 
Security entrance• Laundry 
facility. Ref reqd. 635-5653 or 
635-7216. 
ROOM FOR rent in town. Kitch- 
en facilities available. 635-7176. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to 
share lB. 2 bdrm town house. 
$375/month + half utilities• 635- 
1438. 
THREE BEDROOM basement 
suite w/d across school. Fenced 
yard. Walking distance to town. 
$675 month. References re- 
quired. No pets. N/S. 638-1584. 
r 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 
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c/w warehouse & compound 
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• NEW HOME • RENOVATIONS ~X 
CONSTRUCTION • TILE & BRICK WORK ~(' 
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• WOOD and CHAIN UNK FENCES ii 
• FREE ESTIMATES Serving Terrace & Kitimot 
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TWO - 2 bdr duplex units, F/S, 
N/G heat, Thornhill. No pets, 
$400.00 month. Security depos- 
it $200•00, 635-4894, 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mini storage. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $750 per 
month. Call 635-4954 or 638- 
2071. 
1500 SQ. ft. warehouse/office 
for rent. Price and terms negoti- 
able. 635-5200 ask for Gord. 
RETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACE 
Almadin Bulding 
3219 Eby St. 
2,500 sq.fi. Refail or Office, Ground Roe" 
1,000 ~lJl. to 1,500 sq,fi. Office 2nd floor 
Ph: 635-7191 
MATURE BUSINESS woman 
needs house or duplex to rent 
Nov 1/98. Will take excellent 
care of your home and garden. 
References available. Please 
call 635-3625 evenings and 
weekends. 
CANADIAN DOLLARS at Par 
Blackbird Lodge. Leavenworths 
Best View Hotel Spa. Compli-'. 
mentary breakfast. Balcony 
Rooms. When staying Sunday 
to Thursday, some limitations 
apply. 1-800-446-0240. 
75 H.P. marine diesel 6 cyL en- 
gine, Chrysler Nissan CN6-33, 
$2500. 1981 650 LE Suzuki 
motorcycle 18,000 km, $1200 
F/G, 16 ft Freighter Canoe, 
$500,00 638-1679 leave mes- 
sa.qa. 
COUCH & love seat; neutral 
colors, excellent condition, 3 
yearn old, includes toss cush- 
ions. $550. Hitachi compact 
disc stereo system with double 
cassette. $200. 638-0640. 
DOUBLEWlDE OFFICE trailer 
24'x40', 2'x6' construction, pro- 
pane/gas furnace, air condition- 
ing, 125 amp electrical panel. 
Must be moved. $19,900 obo. 
Contact Tera-Lee at Bigfoot 
Homes (250)832-8375. 
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Terrace 
Correctional Centre, Monday to 
Friday, 8 am to 11:30 am. 
$50.29/pick up load. 638-2171. 
FLAT DECK heavy duty trailer. 
' " ' d Double axle. 86 x. 15.:..Woo
deck. Ball hitch. $1200. 638- 
0737. . r. 
IBM COMPATABLE 386 PS2 
computer. $350. Sofa, 2 chairs, 
ottoman and lamp.' Yellow & 
brown. $300 obo. 635-3384. 
LIMITED EDITION Prints 
Framed. Sue Coleman "An Ea- 
gles Cry" set of 2, $850 aDO. 
Morton Solberg "Whispering 
Wings" $400 aDO. Robert Ba- 
teman "Great Preening Egret" 
$1400 aDO. Robert Bateman 
"Broadtail Hummingbird" $375 
OBO. Phone 635-8284. 
PIANO VERY good condition. 
$2500. 635-5690. (up ri.Qht) 
SEASONED BIRCH firewood 
for sale. $65/2/3 of cord. Deliv- 
ered Terrace area. 635-6910. 
• TOTEM POLES, bear and ea- 
gle design, 8 feet, $2000 each. 
Two 5 foot candelabras with silk 
flower arrangements, $100 
each. Antique piano $1200." 
Phone 638-0413: 
TUPPERWARE 
Sales, Service & 
Recruiting 
KAREN MATTEIS 
635-7810 
Dr iv ing  I 
V"-  Sohoo, I 
'The Keys To Safe Davlng" I 
Ieift Certlficatesl I 
Looking for that hard I 
to find gift for I 
Christmas, Birthdays I
or Graduation I 
" Assessments I 
• Evaluations I 
Terrace, Kitimat, I 
Prince Rupert I 
Toll Free 1.800.665.7998 I 
Ph/Fax: 635-7532 I 
WANT TO lose weight? You 
need better, constant nutrition 
and lower calories, Herbaiife 
products provide this. We ship 
anywhere. Call Mary, Decker 
Lake. 1-250-698-7019. 
i 
.~ SNOWMOBILES '  
"VINTAGE" 9 piece dining 
room suite. Solid wood. Set in- 
cludes 6 chairs, table with leaf 
hutch & buffet. Asking $2000. 
638-1508 after 6:00 p.m. 
BATTERIES wanted. Highest 
prices paid (cash). Free pick up 
over 5 batteries. Phone 250- 
562-2171. 
WANTED TO buy piano or key- 
board with 60 full size keys for 
new piano student. 635-6213 
after 5:00p.m. 
WANTED: USED store/restau- 
rant equipment. Coolers, freez- 
ers, bakery/deft equipment, pro- 
duct cases for store in Prince 
George. Fax list to 250-563- 
6348 or call 250-563-6388 Attn. 
Dave. 
1972 CHRYSLER station wag- 
on. 440 Cu. in engine. G.R.C. 
635-5722. 
1972 V.W. camperized van. 
Good deal at $2000. Will return 
message on weekend. Ask for 
Paul. 635-4802. 
1994 PONTIAC Fiero, 4 speed, 
sun roof, recent repairs. Black 
in color, c/w CD player, window 
tints, ERC. 140,000 km. $3000. 
For more info call 635-1308. 
1986 PARK Ave. Fully loaded. 
$3250 obo. 635-4246• 
1986 PLYMOUTH Reliant A/C 
4 door. Good tires. GRC. 
151,000 kms. $1900 obo. 635- 
2216 leave mess. 
1987 TOYOTA SUPRA, 6 
cylinder, 5 speed, air condition, 
power seat and windows. Ex- 
cellent condition. $7000. Phone 
638-1156. 
1989 PONTIAC Grand Prix. Im- 
maculate condition. Low mile- 
age. Air, tilt, cruise, V-6. 4 
speed auto. Must be seen. 635- 
2677 to view. 
1994 DODGE COLT in excel- 
lent condition; 75,000 km; 7 yr. 
extended warranty package; ex- 
tra tires & rims. $7400 obo. 
1991 Ford Festiva in good con- 
dition; 38,000 km on motor & 
transmission. Needs paint. 
$2400. Also a 1987- 16 ft. alu- 
minum deep V lund with 25 HP 
Merc& trailer. Swivel seats; 
oars etc. Good condition. Ask- 
ing $3800 obo. Call 1-250-627- 
1863. 
1996 FORD ASPIRE 5 speed 
hatchback. 46000 km. Econom- 
ical EC. Price $8395. Phone" 
evenings. 635-1990. 
1984 GMC 3/4 ton Sierra Clas- 
sic 4x4, automatic. New motor, 
trans., exhaust, brakes. Pro- 
pane powered. Excellent work 
truck• $4000 obo. 240-692-7324 
evenings. 
1985 S15 GMC extended cab, 
4x4 pickup, automatic, good 
running condition. Asking 
$2750. Call 1-250-845-7707. 
1991 CHEV, 3/4 T, 4X4, 350, 5 
spd, new tires, 154 k. $12,900. 
1996 Kowasaki 300. 4x4, with 
winch. $4300. 1-250-692-7799. 
1991 FORD Van, E350, 15 pas- 
- senger. Fully loaded, excellent 
condition, high hwy miles. 1 @ 
$3900 obo, 1 @ $6800 obo. 
847-4715. 
1992 DODGE Dakota LE 4x4 
club cab V6, 5 speed, NC, ca- 
nopy. 55000 km. Ex. cond. 
$13,000. 635-4456. 
1995 CHEV 6.5 turbo diesel 3/4 
ton extended cab, short box, 
fully loaded, leather, Pioneer 
stereo system, alarm, Com- 
mand Start, aluminum work, 
$29,500 eveninQs, 635-2126. 
1995:F150 XL, 4x4, s/box, 
38,000 km. 4.9 It, 6 cyl, 5 spd, 
blk, clean unit: $13,900. Also 
1978 4x4, s/box, 350, A/F, 4" 
susp. lift, 35" tires. $3900 obo. 
Call Houston 1-250-845-7600. 
1996 CHEVY Silvarado 4x4, ex- 
tended cab Z71 loaded, 6600 
km, $27,000, 632-2225. 
85 PLYMOUTH Voyager mini- 
van excellent body & running 
gear, recent paint, no rust and 
many extra new pads. $3200 
obo. No trades please. 250- 
635-0198. 
HUNTER'S SPECIAL. 1993 
F250 heavy duty 4x4. Steel 
box, 2 extra winter tires. $9500. 
635-2539. 
WANTED TO buy. Short box to 
fit Ford P/U. 1987-97. Must be 
sound condition. Call Terrace 
(250)635-4779. 
1988 F250 HD ford. PU 4 WD. 
With 1973 11 1/2 ft. Vangard 
camper, sleeps 5. Both in good 
condition. $9900 firm. 638- 
1353. 
1989 36' prairie schooner 5th 
wheel. Fully Ioededl Oak interi- 
or, hydraulic slide out, electric 
jacks, basement model, heated 
tanks. 2 year transferable war- 
ranty. Asking $21,000. Will con- 
sider trade. Call Mark at 632- 
6676 or 632-1297. 
1995 COLEMAN Chesapeake 
CP tent trailer, ec, sleeps 6, hot 
water, furnace, built in toilet, 2 
stoves, awning, screen room, 
$7900. 638-8400. 
1996 ARCTIC Cat 580, Powder 
Special, low miles, stock, mint 
condition, $5,400. 1992 Phazer 
ST, long t(ack, piped 1 1/4 
track, lift kit, alum• rack, $1950. 
692-7799 Burns Lake. 
15' SYLVAN riverboat. Road 
Runner trailer. 30 h.p. Johnson. 
ERC. $4500 obo. 635-4715. 
CUPPER 15 ft 10 in canoe. 
Never been in waterl Retail 
$1050. Will consider reasonable 
offers. 635-5382. 
' ' 120 .  i : .  " 
: RECREATION' ~: 
:: : :VEHICLES 
~HRYSLER! 
'97 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4,V-8, 5 speed 
$25,995 
'97 Dodge Caravan 
V-6, Auto, Dual Sliding Doors, 
$18,995 
'97 Dodge Dakota 
Club Cab 
4wd, V-6, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Cassette & More 
was $26,995 now $23,995 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo &more 
was $18,995 NOW $15,995 
'96 Dodge Ram Clubcab 
4x4 SLT, V-8, 5-speed, Power 
windows & locks, NC, Cruise, Tilt 
and More. Only 23,000 kms 
$25,995 
'96 Chrysler Town & 
Counb'y 
Loaded 
Only $31,995 
'95 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4 Laramie SLT 
V-8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
Was $25,995 Now $19,995 
'95 Dodge Dakota SLT 
Club Cab 4x4 
FORD.  
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 
'94 Mercury Topaz 
Auto, A/C 
was $8,995 now $7,995 
'g4 Ford Mustang GT 
V-8, Auto, leather, a/c, cruise, tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
27,000 kms 
was $19,995 now $16,995 
'94 Ford Probe 
Auto, cassette 
was $13,588 now $12,995 
'92 Ford Explorer 
"Eddie Bauer" 6 cyl, NC, Auto, 
Leather & more 
$16,495 
'87 Ford Tempo 
4 cyl, 5 speed 
$2,495 
'98 Chev Cavalier 
4 cy], Auto, Only 11,339 kms 
$15,995 
'96 GMC 2500 
Extra Cab 4x4 
v8, Auto, a/c, cruise, tilt power 
windows & locks & more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo 
V-8, Auto, Fully loaded 
$16,995 
'93 Chev 4x4 Extra Cab 
was $18,995 now $17,995 
'92 Chev 1500 Silverado 
V-8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
windows & locks, extra cab 
was $17,995 now $16,995 
'92 Chev Lumina 
6 cyl, loaded 
$10,495 
'89 Chev Cavalier Z24 
5 speed 
$5,555 
IMPORTS 
'97 Toyota Corolla 
4 cyl, auto, cassette 
$15,995 
'96 Toyota Tacoma 4x4 
extra Cab 
was $21,995 now $20,995 
'96 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, Only 25,000 kms 
$29,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
was $27,995 now $26,995 
'95 Honda Accord 
V-6,Auto 
$18,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, Auto, Power windows 
& locks, Cruise, Tilt 
$25,995 
'93 Mazda 323 
4 cyl, Auto 
was $8,995 now $7,995 
'93 Mazda Pick-up 
5 speed, am/fm cassette 
was $9,995 now $7,995 
Partial List 
Only Over 
25 More 
Pre-0wned 
Vehicles 
In Stockl 
- -  -~  : 
CEDAR, SIDING 
4916 Hw~, 16 West 6~-~te'/ 
1-800-~1~-7187 .u¢ s9~8 
v~/w.terraceautomall.com 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
70hp Merc 
with Controls 
Come in and see the 
new Phazer 500 
Snowmobile 
All Homelite Weed 
Eaters & Lawnmowers 
On Sale 
1993 Phazer II 
Long Track, PSi, Pipe 
All Prince Craft 
Alum Boats On 
Clear-Out Prices 
1992 PW80 
Dirt Bike 
~1991 Honda CR250 
NewTires 
All Marine 
Accessories 
Yamaha 2 hp Outboard 
KPN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
1994 16 ft. aluminum boat with 
1993 40 hp Suzuki outboard. 
Has floor, live well, pump and 
depth finder, $3500, evenings 
635-2126. 
26 FT. commander, twin merc 
I/O, GPS, sounder, radar, espar 
heater, propane stove/oven, 
stand-up head, achillies inflat- 
able, new tops, $56,000. Phone 
(250) 847-9298. 
CLASSIC SAILBOAT. 17' Con- 
cordia Sloop. Ten species of 
varnished wood. Crafted by 
master shipwright. Excellent 
condition. Galvanized trailer. 
$9800. 250-846-9636. 
GREAT MUSHROOM boat113' 
avon inflatable, 1995 15 H.P. 
mere with shorelander trailer. 
$3500 firm. 638-8356; 
WE HAVE over 10 ex-fish boats 
for sale. See our listings at 
www.citytel.net]pbb/or call Pa- 
cific Boat 888-370-7878. 
1990- 1187 Case Buncher 6 CT 
Cummins. 22 inch rote saw 
head. Excellent condition. 9500 
hrs on machine. $40,000 abe. 
Phone 567-3075. 
FOR SALE or trade; 310A John 
Deer Backhoe; has been well 
cared for. Rebuilt front wheel. 
Assembly & bucket .10,000 hrs 
on engine. Offers to $18000 will 
trade for 24-28 ft fifth wheel. 
Holiday trailer. Phone Don. 635- 
1346. 
FOUR POST Bradbury hoist 
66001b capacity, very good con- 
dition, newly painted. $3500. 
Phone 847-4064. 
MASSEY FERGUSEN 300; 
backhoe diesel; good shape; 
call Houston: 1-250-845.7874. 
"WOODCRAFT" (THE ORIGI- 
NAL) Portable Sawmills. Part- 
nering up with mena & women 
in forestry, business, farming 
and ranching since 1984. Quaff- 
ty & service second to none. 
Call: 1-888-339-0121. For new 
feature details. Lease purchase 
O,A.C. 
AFRICAN GREY parrot with 
deluxe cage. One and half 
years old. $1500 firm. Call Ter- 
race (250)638-1162. 
AGENT ANIMAL-pet broker for 
siberian husky puppies for sale. 
Bring to us,.we gaurantee quick 
sales and placements In 
screened homes. We work on 
% basis. Call for details. 250- 
635-0198. 
AKBASH LIVESTOCK Guard- 
Ian dogs pups available. Guar- 
anteed working instinct and 
gentle disposition. Sire dam 
work In wolf grizzly country. 
250-296.4235. 
FOR SALE  
16 ft. riverboat. 65 HP Johnson 
motor. Hydraulic steering. 3 years 
old, 50 hours on jet. 
Comes with trailer. 
624-4416 
ask for Rob 
PUREBRED UNREGISTERED 
Great Dane pup, one Harelquin 
male left, 9 weeks old, first 
shots, dewormed, very ador- 
able, 635-5539 after 6:00, 
$35O.O0 
TO APPROVED homes. Three 
miniature pine,:hers, older 
champion female $200, and 
champion male $500. Young 
pointed female $700. Full pa- 
pers, shots, including rabies. 
Phone 250-692-3403 anytime. 
$1000 POKER ride Sept. 12, 11 
am. Eagle Creek grounds. 
Burns Lake. $20 per hand. 
Lunch provided. Sponsored by 
weeds muir Cavaliers Saddle 
Club. Info 695-6554 or 692- 
3403. 
EXCELLENT CHILDREN'S 
pony. This gelding stand 13.3 
hh and has no vices. He goes 
western or english. Has been 
shown in gymkhanas. For be- 
ginner, bomb proof, loves kids. 
Have to sell as current owner 
has out grown hlm. Asking 
$1 ;000. Also, 15.2 hh reg. arab- 
Xchestnut gelding and 15.1 hh 
grade quarter horse bay mare. 
Both are four years old and 
green broke. Have been shown 
at halter and have excellent 
ground manners. Both load well. 
and are very pleasant to be ar- 
ound and work with. Asking 
$2,000 for each. Please call 1- 
250-845-7483 (Houston). 
FEED- oats, barley, prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available. 
Info and to order 1-250-694- 
3500 Southside Feeds. 
FEED OATS barley prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available. 
Info and to order 1-250-694- 
3500. Southside Feeds. 
HAY FOR sale, round and 
square bales. Call Glen 638- 
0254. 
HIGHLAND CATTLE for sale. 
One bull, three bred cows. Two 
heifers. Three bull calves. Con- 
tact Derrick Curtis. (250)635- 
0967. 
HORSE & tack auction. Sunday 
Sept 20th-11:30 am. Consign 
your- horses &-'tack early;Phone 
B.C. Auctions (250)992-9325. 
Quesnel. 
HORSE AND tack sale Sept. 
12th, 1998. Tack sells at 6:00 
pro, horses sell at 7:00 pro. 
Sale will be held at BC Live- 
stock Yards 20 km east of Van- 
derhoof. For information please 
call: Henry at Vanderhoof Auc- 
tion 567-4333 or Buck at 567- 
2501 Buck Nunn: Auctioneer. 
PARELLI NATURAL horse- 
man-ship clinic. Primary level 1. 
October 24th & 25th, 1998. 
Place: Fiddler's Grove, Eques- 
trian Center, Prince George, 
B.C. Positions for riders avail- 
able and auditors welcome. 
Riders must book by Septem- 
ber 30, 1998. Contact: La- 
wrence Barnes 963-9198 or 
Fax 963-9192. 
LLAMAS FOR sale: great com- 
panion excellent for packing, 
pets, breeding, stock geldings, 
studs, young females, bred re- 
males for sale. Starting at $400 
and up. North Western Llama 
Ranch. 632-6910 for more info. 
LONE FIR - Hereford bulls. 
Good selection of quality polled 
bulls. Looking is free. View sire, 
dam & sibs. Priced for the com- 
mercial cattlemen (250) 690- 
7527 Ft. Fraser. 
!MORGAN MARE 17 yrs dark 
bay english & western 15.1 HH 
$1200. Miniature horse 9 yrs 
chestnut suitable w/children w 
harness. $600. 635-1291. 
PIGS FOR sale, live, butchered, 
and welner. Phone to order 
798-2214 or 798-9569. 
ROCKY ACRES agdmarketing, 
bonded livestock dealers, buy- 
ing and selling of all types of 
horses, purebred and commer- 
cial cattle, industrial and farm 
equipment. Phone or Fax 250- 
• 698-7692. rts 
SHEEP & goat sale. Saturday 
Sept 12, 11:30 am. Buyers from 
B.C. & Alberta. Please phone 
ahead to consign your livestock. 
Phone B.C. Auctions 250-992- 
9325. 
THE TACK Store has moved to 
Hwy 16 in Telkwa. Now open 
Tuesday-Saturday, 10-6 p.m. 
Call 1-888-686-1566 or 846- 
9863. 
=' GOOD QUAUTY Alfalfa]grass 
mix hay, square and round 
bales. Large volume. No rain. 
After 6 pm. Quesnel (250)249- 
5466. 
PORK FOR sale. Organically 
raised, by the side or whole. 
Also 70 Ibs for BBQ. 635-6910. 
ROUND BALES for sale. Alfalfa 
& timothy. Approx. 1200 pound. 
No rain. Chetwynd, BC. Phone 
250-788-9401 early mornings or 
late eves. 
TIMOTHY, ALFALFA, Grass 
mix hay. Square bales, stored 
in barn, no rain. Also round 
bales. Excellent horse hay. Will 
trade for round baler. Phone 
250-846-5504. 
VANDERHOOF HAY for sale. 
Alfalfa,':flmothy: 1998 orsp round 
bales. Excellent quality horse & 
cow. Copies of samples avail- 
able. Phone 250-567-5955 for 
delivered price. 
FOUND 1 pair of glasses on 
corner of McConnell & Eby. 
Owner can claim by phoning 
635-3662. 
FOUND SMALL metal step lad- 
der. 4900 Lazelle Ave. Last 
weekend. Phone 635-0055. 
BC'S LARGEST chatlinel Over 
4000 men and women call a 
day. Connect live or just listen. 
Call locally 310-CHAT. 18+. 
• i 
eHomeopathy .Detoxiflcation .Preventative ,Nuldtimd 
eFood Allergy Testing Progranmes Medldne Consultati~ 
• Y i la J  g getcd~l for appointmenls, call: 847-0144 
S ~  1283 Main St. Smithers, B.C. 
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i=IND LOVE and happinessl If 
you're a single adult looking for 
a long term relationship/mar- 
riage, call The Swan and The 
Rose Matchmakers Ltd. 1.250- 
474-6685. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635.6533. 
LIVE PSYCHIC LINE. Learn if 
your future, money, love, 
friends, family, business work. 
Call 1-900-830-2200 extension 
3137 3138-3139-3140. Must be 
18 years. 
NEW IN town and lonely. Look- 
ing for pleasant companion. I 
am 57- 5'8"- 1601be. S-S,D. with 
many interests and a beautiful 
home. If you are young in your 
heart with a teminlne body and 
like to laugh, please write with 
picture to file #121 c/o Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton, Tar- 
Sept. 8 
What a difference 30 II 
years can make II 
Much Iovell 
Mom& OalJ 
race, B.C., V8G 3Z9. 
;~  --"zX'Z - 'z  Z'ZZ Z ~ ]  
41 tlgtiil i,4 
REYOugAFi?[ :| Bruce Campbell ~: 
A • l~an,l Kyla Palagian !i 
~! are pleased to .announce ~ 
H me~r mamage ~, 
.. l August22,1998 ~:~ [====== 
You can call. Even Just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
.~ or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: 
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY Walter & Rife Hall r t  
are pleased to announce 
the engagement of their 
daughter 
Lorie L~n Hall 
Bradly Wade Hansen 
son of (~reg and Val Hansen 
We have local .... 
SERVICE TECHNICIANS 
Servicing: Copiers, Printers, Calculators, 
Computers, Cash Registers, Fax Machines 
Recover your health in a [ 
natural integrated way | 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
Environmental & Food Allergy Testing 
Aromatic Bodywork & Acupressure 
Reflexology, Reiki, Herbology, Ear. Candling 
Frances Birdsell By Appointment 635-2194 
Natural Health Practitioner st. Mathew's Centre, 4506 Lakelse Ave.,Terrace 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
I PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivep/of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
, Terrace Depot:. 635'7676 
I 
DONNA BISHOP 
September 2, 1998 
Donna Bishop pass- 
ed away peacefully in 
the arms of her hus- 
band of 45 years. Her 
passing on September 
2, 1998 at the age of 61 
puts to an end her long 
suffering with Cancer 
and it's treatment. Left 
to mourn are her hus- 
band Bill and their little 
yellow dog "Candy", 
family spread from 
Hazelton BC to New 
Mexico and fr iends 
within the community. A 
private Memorial Servi- 
ce was held Sunday at 
their home in Price 
Creek, BC with ashes to 
be spread at a later 
date at the foot of the 
Seven Sisters. Donna's 
wish were that in lieu of 
flowers a donation be 
made her memory to 
the CT Scan Unit at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
In lieu of your atten- 
dance that you take an 
hour to walk with a 
loved one and appreci- 
ate the beauty of the 
world around you. 
! I 
._R == 
• t,!  
BACK TO school Is harel Fall 
tutoring availablel I am avail- 
able to tutor grades 1-8 in a var- 
iety of classes. Don't delay, get 
your child the help they need 
hOWl Early detection is the key 
to successfully helping a strug- 
gling child. Call Kelly at 635- 
9032 eveninqs. 
CAPITAL DIRECT Lending 
Corp. Start saving $100's todayl 
Easy phone approvals. 1st, 2nd 
or 3rd modgage money avilable 
now. Rates starting at 4.75%. 
equity counts. We don't rely on 
credit, income or age. Specializ- 
ing in the Cariboo. Call 
1/800/625-7747 anytime. Brok- 
er and lender fees may apply. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR Pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress. No equity-security. 
Good or Bad Credit. Immediate 
approval. Immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office 1-888- 
777-0747. Ucensed & Bonded. 
DANGER TREE removal 20 
years experience. Free esti- 
mates, competitive rates, 849- 
5289 (Kitwanga). 
DO YOU need a licenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full~ 
table service available upon 
request, black tie or casual 
events. Call ~ for 
pricing and reservation 
information. 635-3763. 
JEANS, JEANS, JEANS, in 
time for school, have a jean 
party in your home and you 
could win a free pair of designer 
Jeans. We carry a variety of 
jeans & t-shirts at excellent pric- 
es. All ages & sizes. Call 627- 
7640 ask for Kathy. 
SELECT T IGHT KNOT 
DEPENDABLE 
LUMBER 
Klsplox Valley 
(250)842-5660 
Call First, Flexible Hours 
B8 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, September 9, 1998 
280. BUSINESS~. 
• SERVICES , : 
SMITHERS BASED TRUCK- 
ING COMPANY looking for full 
or partial backhauls from any- 
where in Alberta or Saskatche- 
wan to deliver anywhere from 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
847-4083. 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep. 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni. 
serve,corn 
Misty giver Tack/e, Hunting & erocery 
• i Hunting • Fishing Camping * Groceries We have it alfl 
u . Monday To Saturday 7am - 11pm 
Sunday 7am - 11pro 
5008 Agar St, Terrace, B.C. 1 
Ph: 638-1369 Fax: 638-85001-800-314-1369 J 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS Information Govern- 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866. 
BEAUTIFUL OKANAGAN- 
Vernon. Valuable main road 
property, Nursery- greenhous- 
es, 2 homes (one rented) other 
buildings. All stock and equip- 
ment. 3.17 acres. $385,000. 
Phone or fax 250-542-9154. 
CATERING TRUCK: 1981 one 
ton GMC Toronto kitchen, pro- 
pane oven, refridgeration for 
sandwiches. Good condition. 
Low mileage. Reduced to sell to 
$6500 abe. Call Houston Food 
Market: 1-250-845-2413. 
LOOKING FOR working busi- 
ness partners. Investment 
required. P/T and F/'r opportu- 
nities. Financing available for 
suitable candidates. A great op- 
portunity to get into business. 
The only skill required is a 
strong work ethic. 580-8360 or 
1-888-478-1777. 
ENTREPRENEURS DREAMI 
5-1Ok/par month part time. Un- 
limited potential full time. Not 
mira, no meetingsl Top training 
and support. 24hr recorded 
message. Phone 1-888-476- 
6572. 
HOUSTON MOTOR Inn Res- 
taurant for lease or for rent. For 
details call: Gary: 1-800-994- 
8333 or phone: 1-250-845- 
7112. 
NEW SUPER food, An amazing 
nutrient saturated formula has 
been recently introduced to Ca- 
nada. Relief from asthma, 
chronic fatigue, depression, hot 
flashes, cravings and much 
much more. For orders and 
marketing information contact 
Geoff Bidewell (604)943-8669. 
PERFECT PART-time home 
businessl 2 hours/day earns 
you $2k-$20k/month. Hands-on 
training. 24 hr message. 800- 
299-5001 ext. 15207. 
VANCOUVER ISLAND busi- 
nesses: Manufacturing & distri- 
bution $495,000. Remote 
Lodge/B 7 B $249,000. Cruise 
travel agency $97,000. Land- 
scape design $168,000. Call 
Larrv at 250-752-1834. 
SLOCAN GROUP - PLATEAU DIVISION 
CERTIFIED WELDER 
Plateau Is an Innovative forest products Company located at Engen, 
B.C. just 20 km west of Vanderhoof, B.C. 
Predomlnately an SPF facility, Plateau is one of the largest 
oroducing dimension mills In the Province. 
We are Presently looking for a Welder: 
- must possess "Certified ATicket" 
- preferred sawmill experience 
- pressure qualification 
- good communication skills 
Shift: - graveyard 
Please submit your resume (by mall cr fax) no later than 6eptembet 
14, 1998. 
Attentioh~ Mi'. Peter Marshall, Maintenance Superlfitendent,: 
.-'I- Slocan Group - Plateau Division . 
P,O. Box 2000, Vanderhoof, BC V0J 3AO 
Fax: (250) 567-3911 
NATURAL RESOURCES INSTRUCTOR 
Nodhweat Community College, Terrace Campus, invites applications for a tam- 
MAC TOOLS. Distributorships 
available with the fastest grow- 
ing mobile tool company in Ca- 
nada. Have you got what it 
takes to own and operate your 
own business? Should be self' 
motivated. Have technical apti- i 
tude & sales or business experi- 
ence. Non franchise opportuni- 
ty. Investment required. Bank fi- 
nancing available. See us at 
The Vancouver Franchise and 
Investment Expo, Sept. 12 & 13 
at Robson Sq. Conference Cen. 
tre, Vancouver. Call District 
Managers at 1-604-855-2159 or 
604-551-1458. 
MOTEL FOR sale. 24 unit mo- 
tel situated on prime property in 
Terrace, B.C. phone for more 
info, 250-632-5249. 
EXCERClSE YOUR entire 
body. Learn to BELLY DANCE. 
Classes will be held this fall 
pending interest. Call 638-0305 
after 6:00 p.m. 
HIBERNATING? ANOTHER 
unproductive winter in B.C.'s 
frozen North ahead? Trades 
Training for secure futures in 
the warm lower mainland. Ad- 
vance your skills and opportuni- 
ties with GR Tech College's in- 
novative Diploma programs. 
Forklift Hydraulic Repair, Secur- 
ity Alarm Installer, Locksmith, 
Copier/Computer Tech, Building 
Repair Tech., Radio/Hardware 
Communications Tech and 
more. Call toll free for into. on 
fundin.q etc. 1-800-646-1477. 
AVON DISTRICT Sales 
Manager. We will be 
interviewing for a future District 
Sales Manager for Terrace, 
Prince Rupert, Kitimat and 
surrounding area. If you have: 
Sales and/or Recruiting 
experience, strong 
interpersonal skills, 
management experience, enjoy 
a challenge, have a starter's 
attitude and are able to work 
independently selecting, 
training and developing Sales 
Dealers on a day-to-day basis, 
we would like to talk to you. 
This would be a full-tima 
position with a ba.sa salary, 
commission, fringa benefits and 
use of a company car. Please 
send resume to: Patricia 
Mashall, Division Sales 
Manager, Avon Canada Inc., 
P.O. Box 8000, Points Claire, 
Quebec, H9R 4R3. 
('-Looking for ~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR Is a I~rogram of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Cenb'e 
BEAVER TRUCKING Services 
of Kamloops Ltd. requires lease 
operators with Super "B" experl- 
enca. We offer year round era- 
ployment. For further informa- 
tion phona (250)374-1466. 
CASUAL/ON-CALL employees 
are required by the Choices 
Program (Terrace & District 
Community Services). If you are 
Interested In working,with peo- 
ple who are developmentally 
delayed and have Grade 12 
and willing to abtaln a: Level 1 
First Aid Ticket, Class 4 Driver's 
Ucense, TB & Tetanus, Crimi- 
nal Record Checks. Pick up an 
application at 4916 Lazelle Ave- 
nue, Terrace, 8C. For more in. 
formation call the Choices africa 
at 635-7863. 
COUNTER SALES. Town Elec- 
tric division of the Kenar Group 
requires retail/wholesale lectri- 
cal counter sales person. Pre- 
ferred candidate would have 
electrical and computerized 
P.O.S. experience. Additional 
duties could involve data entry, 
'invoicing or (:ollections. Could 
train some facets of successful 
applicant resumes to Town 
Electric, 197 S. 4th Ave. Wil- 
liams Lake, BC, V2G 1J8. Fax 
(250)398-7487, 
IF YOU are a hard working, re- 
sults oriented couple, we have 
employment opportunities for 
you. We are a Western based 
motel chain with properties 
• through out B.C. and are look- 
' inn for the right couple to fun 
our motels. Successful candi- 
• dates should have previous mo- 
tel or apartment management 
• background. Interested couples 
should send their resumes to 
Director of Human Resources, 
550 Columbia St. Kamloops, 
B.C., V2C 2V1. 
• MAJOR CHIP CARRIER re- 
quires company and lease op- 
erator contractors in the Ter- 
race area. Contact Gerry Gun- 
ning at 250.828-9449 or fax re- 
sume and drivers abstract to 
250-828-0182. 
NEEDED FULLY qualified 
bookkeeper, Willing to train staff 
in our store, two week period. 
Must be computer literate. Can 
also work into permanent part- 
time position. Bring resume to 
...... Terrace Fumitura Mart. 
, , , , i  
J WANTED 
CARPET SHAMPOOERS 
Apply at 4718 LazelJe Ave. 
Friday, Sept. 11, 1998 
behveen 10 am - Noon 
Registered Nurses 
We are a natjonaJ provider of vad- 
cue medical evidence services to 
the insurance industry and requlm 
Registered Nurses on a part-time 
basis in Terrace. Own transpoita- 
tJon required. Venipuncture, physi- 
cal assessment & ECG experi- 
ence an asset, 
Please send resume to: 
gspld.Med Plus, 301-828 W 
porary part-time Instructor Inthe Natural Resources Program to teach FRET 461 and is funded by the Minisby for 8th Avenue, Vancouver, BC, 
- Log Scaling commencing January 4, 1999 and terminating ~dl 30, 1999. ~ Children a d Families. ..~ VSZ 1E2,or fax: 1-805-997.1522 
Salary will be in accordance with the College Agreement between Nodhwest 
Community College and the 8.C.G.E.U. Instructor scale, 
_ , ,  0o,ou  CarlsonWagonlit Topics Include scaling regulations, stick scaling, log grading, weigh scale sam- pling, and residue and waste surveys. 
Qualifications/Skills: Minimum of a Bachelor's degree (prefer graduate l vel) in 
Forestry, Biology or related isciplines, combined with indus W or instm~onal T VEL CONSULTANT 
expedence or an equivalent combination ofeducation and work experience. 
Know,edge of and experience in adult education and the ability to communicate POSITION AVAII BLE 
effectively both orally and written are definite assets. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only those selected for an Minbaum~ one year  expe~enee,  
interview ill be contacted. Resumes hould be aubmlfted by September 25, Irate: Ca]l for appointment 
Competition 98.0598(d) ~ 6 3 5 " 2 2 7 7  
Director, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4)(2 
FAX: (250) 635-3511 ~ 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE OFF ICE  ASSISTANT/TYPIST 
~ II Responsibilities nclude financial nd o~er II
II typing, general filing dutiesl reception assis- II 
II tance & other office administration. I I  
I I  Demonstrated typing and computer profi- II 
ii ciency required. I I  
Unemployed. Contact your counselor at I I  Please fax resume to McAlpine & Co. In 
Human Resources or EI for information 635-4975 
on funding to improve your ability for 
work with some training 
WCB OFA LEVEL 1 ¢75 Terrace Public Library 
Sept11 Friday ' ~" 
Sept 12 Saturday ~e Terrace Pu.blic Library is acc..epting applications f?r a Family 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT L iterqcy Ceardinato.r. This is a full-time term position tram 
(.~:tober 1998 - February 1999. 
Sept 13 Sunday ~'7~ RESPONSIBILITIES 
Sept26 Saturday ,P ~ • Coordinate, develop and deliver a family literacy programme 
S595 1 for pqrents and children in Terraca. - 
WCB OFA LEVEL  3 • Provide outreach programming ate variety of communily 
organizations. 
Sept 14 - 25  Terrace OR , Evaluate pro ed with questionnaires and interviews with pro- 
Oct 19 - 30 Kitimat gramme pa.rtlcipants. 
• Prepares interim and final rel~. rts to the National U l~cy 
Secretariat and the Ministry of Advanced Education, Training WHMIS  (4 hours) 
Sept 9 
AJwtime via computer 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 
Sept 11 - 12 (2 gays) 
TRANS.  OF DANGEROUS GOODS 
Sept 10 (8 Hours) 
FALMNG & BUCKING 
Sept 17 & 18 (2 Days) 
0 
$5O 
$150 
$100 
$200 
NAZARD AVOIDANCE TRAINING Sept,e $100 
For groups of 6 or more we can specialize a date to suit your needs. 
Chainsaw Safety 2 days $200 I 
i ! .  14931.B KE!TH AVE:; TERRACEI B C V8G . !K7  ' 
A PfllVA TEPOSTSECONDAflY TRAINiNG INSTITUTION : 
PHONE: (250)635:5500 : FAX: (250)63~-5524 ~ 
and Technology. 
QUALIFICATIONS 
• Bachelor's Degree in Education er an Early Childhood 
Education certificate is required. 
• Experience working with children' and understanding of chil- 
dren's devefopmentol needs are required. 
• Knowledge of children's literature and understanding of emer- 
gent leaminl~ are required. 
= F'amiliarily wdh comptars, the Interact and CD.ROMs would 
be an asset. 
• Must be able to work effectively with others as well as work 
efficiently with minimal supervision.. 
• Crealivily and enthusiasm are a must. 
Sa lary  
$17,500 from October 1, 1998 - February 26, 1999 wilh 
benefits. 
Qualified applicant should send resumes by September 11, 
1998 to: 
Holly Nguyen, Children's Ubrarion 
Terrace Public Ubrary 
4610 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G IV6 . 
Wp thqn.k all applicants fo.r,,t~eir in~re.st,,however, only Ihose 
seldiedtar an,mte~ie,w, !ll oe comacma. 
r EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
ACCOUNTABLE TO: President of the Board 
SALARY." Depending onExperience 
LOCATION; Wilp Si'Satxw Communily Healing Centre Kitwanga, B.C. JoB SUMMARY: 
Is the senior employee and is responsible for, and to oversee the overall operalion, programming, 
financial management and resource Management of the Wilp Si'Satxw Healing Centre. 
GENERAL DUTIES; ,, 
• To provide a safe, secure and supportive nvironment for Clients and staff , ' 
°Evaluates and ensures the efficien.cy and effecliveness of the healing program at the Centre. 
• Provides leadership for short and long-term planning of the Centre. 
°Report all issues and program needs to Board oF Directors at each Board meeting. 
• In conjunction with ~e Program Director to review the Wilp Si'Satxw healing program for adult 
and youth programs, in program scheduling, implementation, and evaluation of compht~l 
rograms. 
o~°r~ conjunction with the Administrative Clerk to review, plan, and forecast expenditures of Wilp 
Si'Satxw Healing Centre operating and capital budget, and to consult with the Board of Directors. 
°To provide management, leaderstlip, and motivation to the Wilp Si'Satxw Healing Centre staff. 
• To participate as a member of the aboriginal healing Centre procjrams throughout B.C. 
°To liaise with the Communily and other agencies to promote the Wilp Si'Satxw Healing Centre, 
and to handle routine media inquiries and public speaking engagements as required. 
olntarprets Board policy for all Centre staff and to related referral agent's in the community. 
°Develops and writes Centre proposals, as rec}uired. 
°Prepares re,rts, statistical data and other mformatlon required for Board of Director decision- 
making, and for other odministratlve agencies. 
°Develops and participates in the ongoing delivery of staff development and training programs. 
• Develops client lectures and shares the day-to-day workload as an active member oFPne Cenlm 
healing team. 
oln ad~tion to the above, to exercise initiative and good judgment, and interact with Clients and 
other staff on an informal basis. 
°To participate in day-to-day workload as an adive team member. 
°To participate in s~ff meetings and be pro adive about personal wellness. 
SPECIFIC DUTIES: 
°To resolve conflids that may arise between staff, or bekveen staff and Clients. 
°Report major Client concerns/suggestions/recommendations  the Board. 
°Assist in the development of Centre policies and procedures to ensure Federal and Provincial aws 
and regulations are followed in every osp~ of the Centre's operation. 
• Ensures that Client r~ords are kept on file for seven years and are protected from the General 
public. 
• Hires, evaluates, disciplines and terminates staff when necessary, in consultation with the 
Personnel Committee of the Board and the President of the Board. 
"To ensure that all staff record pertinent information on Client difficulties o that Clients receive the 
maximum support passible during their sly. at Wilp Si'Satxw. 
°Attend debriefing and planning sessions held by the Counselling/Attendant staff. 
• To ensure open line of communication amongst all staff. 
=Other duties as assigned from time to time by the Board. 
JOB REQUIREMENTS: 
,,Preferably an appropriate degree in social service of health care administration 
°Demonstrated organizationarand management, including leadership, problem solving, decision- 
making, communication and skills and knowledge of trealment Centre programs. 
=Significant Counseling and supervisory experience in a social service or health care se~ng. 
cA working knowledge of boa~keaping and accounting principles. 
°Knowledge of alcol~ol and drug dependency, native Indian culture, traditional and contemporary 
healing approaches. 
eExtensive xpgrience working with a volunteer management Board. 
• A minimum of five years of personal healing and gro~vth. 
°Excellent interpersonal nd communication skills. 
' "Respect and accept first nations cultural pradices. 
®First aid and CPR training an asset. 
• Abstinence from alcohol and drugs is a prerequisite for this position. 
• Open to ongoing training and development 
=Have a persona[wellness plan in place. 
=Native ancedry 
°Have a class 4 drivers license. 
=Willing to provide an updated criminal record check. 
°To actively inltiale Fundraising. 
=Negotiating skills with Senior Government and local Government. (Federal & Provincial) 
TO APPLY: 
~-----"dJT~Tor receiving applications is September 18, 1998, mailed to: 
Sen d resumes and covering letters to: 
Altonfion: 
Joan Ryan, President, P.O. Box 429, Kilwanga, B.C., VOJ 2A0 
""For additional information please call (250)849-5211 *'* ~ .  
.... ~ :  ......... ~.....0,..~..,!:..,~..~.:.~...,~ ..... .. ... Jiill This space could i I 
be yours. J 
~ Truck&24ftTraileratY°urServlcell~l PA l l  K I t " t tM I  ;7;I 
r ~  • Across town or the country LI Vr ' l , - - , - -  s ly  lW • I : !  
~(b Will assist or load for you I I  . . . . . . . . .  I~:1 'eaTZ:,C,' s I I I.,azrtcta 3cnuormK 
I Absolute ,, Pet Ca0re [[, DIVINE CANINE I I 
I . ,o .  Ii DANA SM]PSON I!::1 
JayneSury : PHONE. (2501 635-7856 ~:: 
:ilReas°nableRates ~~FI :~ I~ :1 FAX: (250)638-1880 ~:i I
.M d C, The ................ 
!!; , - Heahng Rose ::i -,.-. F ~ Res identa i&~ ~ .. . 
iiii;:l T;~'tJ;~.ll0'(~! A:~ ,Flood Restoration . , sy~o,,,o,~k~, I :1  
:i~1 ~ JR~-~ FREE ESTIMATE~ I Aromatheropy Aromat/mropyPartles I ~ 1 1  I 
i i l l  • ~ I [ ,, v • Reftexology • motlng touch ITi~R~ll  I ~ I
i:::'!iil  X~- )  .1~ U~I ) (~BH U~tq l )  I Susan Maroney- C.r~r,d Pmc~on~ I I  
250-638-0823 I1 
I '~ '~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "~l~h '  
I TOPPERS, RENTALS & SALES I 
Tents for banquets, weddings or outdoor I 
activities. Rentby the day, week or month. I 
Phone 635-2818 or 635-3367 I
m 
.............  @ARTYPE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ L A P L A N T E L a w n  YARDand YardMAINTENANCEservi©es 
DJ.  Servic.?,.{w, ith or w ipout  D.J.) I m0,,ne, c,een.up, rototlllln& mulching, 
I t, erl lt lea barmnaers i:;~; I thatching, snow removal, exterior washing 
F ~ /%.'/  ~ I (houses & mobile homes), building flower beds 
L:~ ::o~rl:a_: IZc: i~:ru ?:e~ P:.~a; i I Rob Laplante #16- 4626 G,sham Ave. 
u :1 (250) 635.9216 Terrace, B.C. 
. :~ ' VBG 1A7 638 8813 :i ALSO SERVING KITIMAT 
og Grooming 
i;:: ~ / ~nchanted] l~ l r thday  ]Part ies • ee 
!; ; with fairies, wizards, 
:: JANE TURNER ~ . I I  rues acttvitle ; ~  6351904 , o : ge , s, 
ii free icku onddelive,',, ~ ~  I1 fo r  all the ~uestsl ~ ~IL  v ) 
i PLu~IPor~ °lPatP°r~its I I  Ca11'6356143 
